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PREFACE

This report assesses what is known at present about the deter-

minants uf educational effectiveness. The work was initially sponsored

by ehe President's Commission on School Finance as part of its inquiry

into alternative financial arrangements for primary and secondary educa-

tion. One policy question that arose early in the Commission's wofk

was, finance for what? Do the resources, processes, and organizations

now being employed in primary and secondary education have an apprecia-

ble impact on student aChievement, defined broadly? To answer this

question, the Commission sponsored a small interdisciplinary study at

The Rand Corporation beginning in January 1971. Because of the potential

interest of the work, Rand supplemented Commission funding with its awn

corporate research funds. This report presents the preliminary results

of that analytical effort. It represents, in the authors' view, a first

step toward increasing the potential effectiveness of interdisciplinary

researCh in education.

Answering the question posed by the Commission required an examina-

tion of many strands of research. In terms of tradition.al disciplines,

researdh on educational effectiveness covers political science, economics,

econometrics, psychology, psydhometrics, sociology, and sociometrics, as

well as the discipline of education proper. Because our inquiry was

concerned with implications of research for policy, the analysis has

been organized not according to disciplines, but according to questions

about educational effectiveness and methods used to get results. The

authors set forth the assumptions underlying each approach, giving the

reader some sense of what he should look for when he encounters researCh

claims about the effectiveness of educational instruments. The latter

is particularly important, because it is impossible to cover every single

study, and new results appear incessantly.

In addition, the authors give recommendations for future research.

These recommendations, which were requested by the Commission, are

found in the Summary.
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The report is organized according to the five approaches to Lduca-

tional effectiveness discussed in the introductory section. The reader

who wants details on the findings of individual studies should use

Appendix A and the Bibliography.

The authors believe that this assessment will be useful not only

to the President's Commission but also to educational researchers,

policymakers, and laymen. On important issues of substance and on

the design of future research, the authors have in most cases adopted

a definite point of view -- have taken a stand.

The authors wish to express their gratitude for comments received

on an early draft to Professors Richard Snow and Henry M. Levin of

Stanford University; Professor Alex M. Mood of the University of

California, Irvine; Joseph C. Kennedy and S. L. Sklar of the President's

Commission on School Finance; and Stephen M. Barro of the Rand staff.

This report was edited by Helen Turin and typed under a demanding

schedule by Kathy Hunt, Patty Mickelsen, Linda Taft, and Ruby Ueda.
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SUMARY

The President's Commission on School Finance.is Charged with the

responsibility of making recommendations to the President regarding the

role of the federal government in the finance of elementary and secondary

education. The Commission wished to make its recammendations in ehe

light of the knowledge accumulated by educational researchers. How-

ever, every year literally thousands of educational research efforts

are reported, many of them using very sophisticated analytical techniques.

Moreover, the results of varioUs studies are often conflicting or incon-

sistent. The Commission requested The Rand Corporation to analyze and

summarize the relevant parts of this vast body of data.

OBJECTIVES AND METHOD

The objective of our study was to assess the current state of knawl-

edge regarding the determinants of educational effectiveness. To this

end, we conducted a critical survey of educational research. The word

"critical" emphasizes the most important aspect of our efforts. We have

attempted throughout our analysis to examine the validity and credibility

of research results. In the case of each research effort that we reviewed

we tried to discover whether the researcher pursued proper methods for the

questions asked (internal validity), and, if so, were the results credible

in the light of accumulated knowledge (inter-study consistency)? Our study,

then, is not a classical survey of research listing findings without much

evaluation of the results; rather, it is our answer to the question, "What

does the research tell us about educational effectiveness?"

FIVE RESEARCH APPROACHES

The body of research on educational effectiveness is very large. We

found it useful to organize our analysis according to basic research

approaches used by researchers that is, according to the aspect of

education being studied, the question being asked, and the methods deemed

appropriate to answer that question. We identified five basic approaches

used in educational researdh: the input-output, the procer;s., the organiza-

tional, the evaluation, and fhe experiential approaches.
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The input-output approach assumes that students' educational out-

comes are determined by the quantities and qualities of the educational

resources they receive. The Equal Educational Opportunity Survey --

known as the Coleman Report after its principal author, James Coleman--

is the most well-known example of this, the educational economist's,

approach to educational research.

The process approach includes'most of the work done by educational

psychologists, as well as certain studies by sociologists and clinical

and experimental psyChologists. These studies attempt to examine the

processes and methods by which resources are applied to students.

The organizational approach consists of case studies of school

systems that assume what is done in the school is not the result of

a rational search for effective inputs or processes, but is a reflection

of history, social demands, and organizational change and rigidity.

These studies are typically done by political scientists or sociologists

and focus on the ways in which the factors that influence or impinge on

the various decisionmakers in the school system affect the behavior of

the system.

Studies of relatively large-scale interventions in school systems

are included in the evaluation approach. Examples include the evalua-

tions of compensatory education programs for the disadvantaged, funded

by Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965), and

the evaluations of Head Start Programs. The central issue in these

studies is whether broad-based interventions affect students outcomes.

Finally, we include in the experiential approach the so-called

"reform" literature. These are books and articles, typically written

by teachers or advocates of educational reform, that describe how the

school system works and what it does to those on the inside, particularly

students. They Share the view that what happens to the student in school

is,an end in itself, rather than a means toward some further end, such

as the acquisition of specific skills.

Previous analysis has covered the following ground. The input-

output approach has been reviewed twice by other analysts. Each of

these reviews contains substantive errors; each of them is incomplete.
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The process approach contains many excellent review articles, but they

tend to fo2us on relatively narrow issues. The only survey that covers

the entire spectrum of studies in this area is The Handbook of Research

on Teaching -- an encyclopedic work that summarizes research efforts but

offers no overall conclusions about educational effectiveness. To our

knowledge, there has been no previous attempt to make a systematic

assessment of the results of studies in the organizational approach as

they relate to educational effectiveness. Evaluations of interventions

in school systems have been collected, but they have tended to focus on

the efficacy of one or another particular program and not upon obtaining

generalized information as to what has been proven to be effective and

what has not been effective. The experiential approach finally, is not

even generally recognized as being an area of research. Although indi-

vidual books have been reviewed, ours is one ofl the-first atteupts to bring

together the results of the many studies of this sort.

PROCEDURE

The formal procedure we used in our analysis is outlined in Chart

1. We examined individual studies in each approach and attempted to

determine whether they were internally valid. Did the researcher use

methods appropriate to the problem he addressed? Did he interpret his

results correctly in view of the advantages and limitations of the

analytical techniques hc used? We discarded those studies that did not

satisfy minimum requirements of internal validity. We also made the

maximum possible use of previous reviews. However, for particularly

important studies we returned to the original source, even when the

results of these studies were already included in one or more review

articles.

The next step was to bring together the results of the individual

studies and of the previous reviews. We attempted to derive general

conclusions as to what were the overall results of the many research

efforts. Our primary criterion was inter-study consistency. Did the

results tend to support or reinforce one another? Or did we find that

roughly similar studies, asking basically the same question and using
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basically the same methods, yielded substantively different results?

This procedure was followed for each of the five approaches.

Finally, we combined these five sets of results to derive overall

conclusions as to what is now known about educational effectiveness. It

is from these conclusions that we drew our policy implications.

LIMITATIONS OF AVAILABLE RESEAROH

Before presenting our conclusions, we must emphasize that in

assessing the results of research on educational effectiveness, we dis-

covered that the research done thus far is subject to many limitations.

The results of educational research can be properly assessed only with

these limitations clearly in mind. Each approach is subject to analyti-

cal problems peculiar to its commonly used techniques. More important,

four substantive problems are encountered in virtually every area of

educational research.

First the data used by researchers are at ,best crude measures

of what is really. happening EdUcation is an extremely ,complek and

subtle phenomenon. Researchers in education are plagued by the virtual

impoiSibility of measuring those aspects of"education they wish to study.

For example, a .s tudent 's cognitive achievement is ,. typically measured by

his score on a. Standardized achievement...test, 'despitethe,many serious

problems involved in, interpreting such- scores .

Second, educational outcomes are. almost exclusively measured bx

cognitive achievement. Although no one would deny:that non-cognitive,

outcomes..,and social outcomes- beyond . the, individual student- level are. of

Major importance, res ear ch , effortS.. that.- focus on thes& outcoies are ..sparse

and largely inconclusive .. and offer little gUidanee with resPect to wh4t

iS effective'. 'In general, then,' .whenever we refer. to "educational' outs...

come" throughout the discussion, we mean the student's cognitive ability
, .

as neasured by standardized achieVeient tests .

Third, there is virtually no examination, of the cost implications'

of research results. .This makes, it very difficult to translate res,earch

results into policy-relevant statements.
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Finally, few Istudies maintain adequate controls over what act.ually

goes on in the classroom as It relates to achievement. Thus, researchers'

data may well be affected by .circumstances unrecognized in their analyses.

For example, it is not unusual to find a researcher comparing the rela-

tive effectiveness of instructional methods A and B. He might train one

group of teachers in the use of method A and another in the use of method

B, and at some later point, he would measure and compare the cognitive

skills of the students who were taught by teachers in the two groups.

The validity of the results generated in such a study would, of course,

depend, amolg other things, upon whether the teachers did in fact use

methods A or B in their clasGrooms.

WHERE WE ARE NOW

With the limitations of research clearly in mind, we return to the

basic issue of educational effectiveness. The current status of research

in this area can be described by the following propositions:

Proposition 1: Research has not identified a variant of
the existing system that is consistently related to students'
educational outcomes.

Proposition 2: Research suggests that the larger the school
system, the less likely it is to displav innovation, respon-
siveness, and adaptation 'and the more likely it is to depend
upon exogenous shocks to the system.

Proposition 3: Research tentatively suggests that improvement

in student outcomes, cognitive and non-cognitive, require
sweeping- changes in the organization, structure, and conduct
of educational experience.

In Proposition 1, the phrase "a variant of the existing system" is

used to describe a broad range of alternatiVe interventions in the

existing system.- We include changes in school resources, processes,

organization and aggregate levels of funding.

We must eraphasi:m that we are not suggesting nothing Makes a,

difference, or that nothinz "works." Rather, we . are saYinz that 'researCh

has foand nothing that cOnsititentlY and unaMbigueusli makei gi-'dif'keren'd

in student outcames. The literature.contains numerous eiainplee o

educational practices that do seem tO-'-have signifiCantly affeCted:

11.



student outcomes. The problem is that other studies, similar in approach

and method, find the same educational practice to be ineffective; and we

have no clear idea of why this discrepancy exists. In short, research

has not discovered any educational practice (or set of practices) that

offers a high probability of success over time and place.

We must also emphasize that we are not saying that school does not

affect students' outcomes. Our only knowledge of what American students'

outcomes would be were they not to attend school at all is on the basis

of isolated and unrepresentative examples. Educational research focuses

on variants of the existing system and tells us nothing about where we

might be in the absence of the system.

We can view ourselves figuratively as being in a "flat" area.

Movements in various directions from our current position do not seem

to affect our altitude. Furthermore, we do not know whether this flat

spot is at the bottom of a well on a broad plain, or atop a tall plateau.

The research contains some evidence supporting Proposition 2, leading

to the conclusion that large systems are less likely to be innovative,

responsive, or adaptive than are small systems. Further, whatever the

size of the system, real innovation is apt to come from outside pressures,

from the cormunity or from the federal government,, rather than froM within.

However, since relatively little research has been directed toward these

issues, this finding must be viewed as ter:I:save.

The evidence in support of Proposition 3 comes from two sources: the

negative results found under the first four approaches, and the descrip-

tive research discussed under the experiential approach. It should be

pointed out, however, that the experiential approach 'offers little in the

way of strong generalizable evidence to support any particular prescription

for solving "the crisis in the classroom." Therefore, Pioposition 3 should

be regarded es a tentative .inference only.

WHERE THIS IS LEADING US

,

The findings- discussed above imply that research -has not di6covered

an approach to education that offers substantial promise of significant



improvement in educational outcomes across the board. They raise an ob-

vious question: Where do we go from here? Three important hypotheses

are suggested by the research.

First, there is considerable evidence that "non-school" factors may

be more important determinants of educational outcomes fhan are "school"

factors. There is good reason to ask whether our educational problems

are, in fact, school problems. The most profitable line of attack on

educational problems may not, after all, be through the schools.

Second, there is some (Iweak) evidence that the impact of an educa-

tional practice may be conditional on other aspects of fhe situation.

Simply stated, this hypothesis argues that teacher, student, instructional

method, and, perhaps, other aspects of the educational process interact

with each other. Thus, a teacher who works well (is effective) with

one type of student using Qne method night be ineffective when wofking

with another student having different characteristics, or when using

another method. The effectiveness of a teacher, or method, or whatever,

varies from one situation to another.

Finally, there is a suggestion that substantial improvement in educa-

tional outcomes can be obtained only through a vastly different form of

education. Voucher systems, open,schools, performance contracting, and

the like have been suggested. We emphasize, however, fhat there is little

research dealing with the effectiveness of these forms of education. And

there is certainly a possibility that they may be less effective Chan the

current system. At this point we can say only that the research has not

identified any way of obtaining significant improvements in educational

outcomes throughout the current systems in other words Proposition 3 remains

largely untested.,

POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Our review of the research suggests two major implications 'for

school finance:
:

Proposition 4: Increasing expenditures on traditional educa-
tional practices is not likeiy ..,to improve educational oUtcomes
substoxtially;

13



Proposition 5: There seem to be opportunities for significcmt
redirections ami in some cases reductions in educationaZ expendi-
tures without deterioration in educational outcomes.

The first of these follows directly from the previous discussion.

The second implication is also based on the above discussion, but

more indirectly. Researchers have examined many variants of the existing

educational system. As we indicated above, none of these variants has

been shown to effect a significant improvement in educational outcomes.

A fact often overlooked is that none has been shown to degrade outcomes

significantly either. Consequently, there is a long list of equally

effective variants of the existing system, and, if these variants are not

all equally expensive, then by choosing the least expensive we'could re-

duce costs without also reducing effectiveness. One of the major limita-

tions of educational research, however, is the absence of cost considera-

tions. The research now available does not indicate which of the apparently

equally effective variants is least expensive.

It should go without saying that reductions in cost that impinge

seriously on the health, safety, or welfare of the student should not be

tolerated. This study reviews what is known about educational effective-

ness. Wherever overcrowding, unsanitary conditions, and unsafe physical

plant exist, reducing expenditures should not be considered, and redirec-

tion or increase may be in order.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Despite the volume of educational research that has been conducted,

there are still many major gaps in our understanding of the educational

process. We have identified six major issues toward which we believe

educational research could profitably be directed. First, research

must examine the extent to which, and under what conditions, learning

takes place outside the school. Second, the concept of interactions

must be more dieeply investigated. Third, the vastly different forms of

education tt have been suggested as alternatives to the present system

should be investigated. Fourth,,we must begin to examine educational

outcomes over time and on many dimensions. Fifth, the approaches must

be merged. Each offers insights not available to those who work in the

.
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others. Each has blind spots. There have been far too few:attempts

to use the strengths of one approach to overcome the weaknesses of

another. And, sixth, analyses must recognize the cost implications

of their results.

Finally, this work is a beginning of a larger task: the creation

of models that can respond to the challenge of policy-relevance -- not

only in the short run, but also in considering the long-range aims of

education in society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an analysis of the research

on educational effectiveness. The objective of this analysis was to

assess the current state of knowledge regarding the determinants of

educational outcomes. We attempted to accomplish this task by con-

ducting a critical survey of the research.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY

Each year literally thousands of educational research efforts are

reported. New results are constantly being presented,. The vast body

of literature on educational effectiveness shoUld provide a firm

foundation for the formulation of educational policy. Thus far, it

has not done so

There are a nuMber of reasons for the gap between educational

research and eduCatiOnal policy. Firsti there are Many-diverse streams

of educational research. In terms of traditional disciplines; researCh

on educational effectiveness appears in economics, econometrics, polit-

ical Science, psyChology, psychometrics, sociology, and sociometrics,

as well as the discipline of education proper. Researchers have tended

to follOw'relatively narrow, intra7disciplinary paths. There have been

few attempts to connect these, pafhs; nor is there a clear map down any

given path. PoliCymaker ind researcher alike, therefore, find it very
_

difficult. to draw policy implications from these'various disciplines.

Second, the sheer,magnitude, of the literature on educational

effectiveness takes it virtually impossible to keep up to:date on the

research being conduCted in. arkvone field, let alone:to maintain aware-

ness Af.what is being produced_icrosottie entire range of educational

.kesearCh.

,AhirdeduCationilresearCh.-has.:seldom been explicitly4olicr-
1{

oriente&:','A-tonsiderable:vOlume.'ofregearch7.has:been'Aimed at.

-'.inereasing:understand. of how,-anUunder' what conditions', -learning

takeslaateuf:the basicresearCh ha's rarely been'fraMedjn' the
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Fourth, and pefhaps most important, the research is full of con-

tradictory or inconsistent findings. The policymmker thus finds him-

self constantly basing his decisions on controversial and disputed

research results.

This analysis is directed toward the needs of the educational

policymaker. We believe that what is important for the inquiry at

hand is to extract the policy-relevant findings from the research

and to derive from them broadly based conclusions as to what we now

know about educational effectiveness. The analysis is based upon

comprehensive reviews of the many streams of educational researdh.

We have attempted, throughout the analysis, to examine the validity

and credibility of research results. In the case of eadh research

effort reviewed we tried to discover whether the study was internally

valid (did ehe researcher pursue proper methods for the questions he

addressed?) and if it was, were the results credible in ehe light of

accumulated knowledge (were the findings consistent wdth those of

other studies in the area)?

The need fof examination of internal validity is clear. We

cannot base poliCy on-incorrect or misleading research results.

Accordingly, we Must ask whether the resUltS-of anq particUlar'study

were' generated by a proper method 'of analysis .

just as important is the issue.of credibility (external validity).

There is always some chance that a particular, variable, .or a particular

set of variables, that appears to have a significant effect upon

achievement' is in faCt Anrelated to educational -outcome. For thia

reason, educational policy cannot rely On the 'results'of any-one study.

Whether Studies' Say anything about'actual' educational outcomet depends,

then, oh reiiul*ehat appear:cOnSistently throughout a:number:of Stud-

ies. If-aneduCational resource or procedure'shows up as important
,

in a large number:of. studies,...then we,shOuld-haverxelativelyhigh,-Conr

fidence iii*SI:ing.that:thisHresource.:orprocedureshould-be.selected.

-by.policymakets,allOwingIO-therelative..Costs.,,oU.resourceliand:pro-
,;,T,

cedures)...."ability,oUanalyais tomake relativelywellrsupported

1.tatements ablaut, reSoUrcesthat.-phOuld be delected,bT,policyMakers.

thup dependsv*I:evidenci:of eXternarvalidity.-
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Note that an exatination of credibility serves three distinct

purposes: First, it provides a way of summarizing numerous disparate

studies. Second, it addresses the question of what should be believed

in the face of inconsistent or conflicting results. Essentially, we

resolve such conflicts by "adding up" the evidence on each side of a

dispute. Third, consideration of external validity enables us to deal

with the avalanche of research results. No review, this one included,

could possibly consider every single educational research study. But

if a large number of internally valid studies yield consistent results,

then ane can be fairly sure that any omitted study would not have

substantively changed one's conclusions.

What follows, then, is not.a classical review of research, listing

findings without much evaluation of the results. Rather, it is our

answer to the question What does the research tell us about educa-

tional effectiveness?

Accomplishing our objective required that this vast body of

literature be organized and evaluated on the basis of some analytical

structure. Our discussion of the research on educational effectiveness

is organized according to five basic research approaches -- that is,

according to the aspect of education that is examined in the analaii,

the question being addressed, and the method deemed appropriate to

answer the questions.

FIVE RESEARCH APPROACHES

The five approaches provide a way of collecting together studies

that dhare a similar focus and purpose and that use similar analytical

techniques. Wecan thus identify the similarities and differences

among the many streams of educational research. Individual studies or

groups of similar studies are placed in_perspective. Moreover, common

standards of internal validity apply to studies within each approach.

'This simplifies tF task Of evalUiting the:reaults,of individual

research efforts. FinallybeCausestudies in an approach tend to



have a common orientation, the relationships among their results are

more easily observed.

The Input-Output Approach

Much of the research produced in the input-output approach has

been prominent in recent policy debates 7- for example, the Equality

of Educational Opportunity Survey (Coleman, 1966) and its various

re-Analyses. Research in this approadh views fhe school as a bladk

box containing students (Fig. 1). Resources are applied to the stu-

dents in the box, and from this application some output flows. Out-

put is usually.defined in te7ms of cognitive achievement as measured

by standardized achievement tests1. Occasionally, studies deal with

the drop-out rate or the rate at which students go cn to college as

outputs. School resources, or inputs, generally include a broad

range of factors describing teachers' characteristics (experience

and verbal ability are two examples), and physical attributes of the

school (the number of library books per student, age of building, class

size, and the like).

Researdh is directed toward the question, To what extent are

variations in educational outcomes due to variations in resource

levels? Ideally, the reSearch 1.6 .supposed to identify the extent.to

which each resource contributes to educational outcomes. J!olicymakers

should then be able to identify those resources that are-most effective

and restructure the current use of resources toward the mOre effective

configurations discovered by.researdh.

The empirical problem is to establish the relation between'input

and output. In practice statistical analysis is'applied to ex post,

Inputs 'Students

(school resources)

F g input-output approaCh

Outputs
(educational
outcomes)
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cross-sectional data, although the desire for longitudinal data is

often asserted. In other words, the analyst collects a body of data

at a point in time -- usually survey data -- applies various statistical

techniques -- usually multiple regression and tries to make statements

about the effects of inputs.

The confidence we can place in research results depends upon

''(1) the internal validity of particular studies -- the logic and

design of the analysis -- and (2) the external validity -- the con-

sistency of findings across studies. With respect to internal valid-

ity one asks, Were the procedures generally accepted for this approach

carefully followed? And, if so, are the results consistent with the

underlying model? For the input-output approach, internal validity

is measured by tests of significance and goodness of fit.
1

External

validity concerns whether studies say something about the real educa-

tional world. Do they say something about the schools? Here the test

is inter-study consistency. Are the resources identified as effective
2

in one study also found to be effective in other studies?

The Process Approach

The second approach -- education as a process -- is based on a

quite different fundamental assumption about what determines educa-

tional outcomes (Fig. 2). Here the researcher focuses on the "inside"

of the box. Resources are assumed to be predetermined or given. What

matters here are the processes by which the resources are applied to
,

the students and the response of' the students to the processes. If we

can correctly identify processes of education or learning, they. will

1
These terms are defined beloW. See Section III.

2
In theory, external validitY could rest On acquiring new, un-

analyzed data on exactly the variables considered in any given study...
In practice, this would be very costly. For example, few would now
advocate a replication of. the Coleman survey.. ,.So the test of 'inter-
study .consistency becomes ad hoc,. D9,03,tudies that address the same
questiOn with' sonieWhat' different variable's and soiewhat 'different data
suggest that the same- inputs .are important?: If so, then those who use
the input-output approach say there is's, case that the same kinds of,,
resources deterthine ihe-aame kinds of outpUtif. I3nt they 'can never be

sure. ''See Section



Resources

Processe1s

I t
Students

Educational
outcomes

Fig.2 The process approach

determine the quantities of resources that the schools require. The

processes of concern can be those connected with teachers, students,
instructiOn, or the interactions among them. Educational outcomes for

,

the most part are limited measures of cognitive achievement. In a few
cases noncognitive achievement is examined.

In most cases, the main purpose of this approach is to extend
our knowledge about educational processes. In general, there has been
much less orientation toward concrete policy action among researchers
here than among those who pursue the input-output approach. The

policy applications have so far been secondary. To illustrate, when
conducting an experiment, psychologists lay great stress on experi-
mental control of confounding variables. Sometimes, in order to mini-
mize the extent to which a student's previous learning experiences
affect the outcome of an experiment, they deliberately examine learn-
ing tasks that are very unlike the learning tasks encountered in the
classroom memorizing lis ts of nonsense syllab les , for example.
Consequently, the results of the experiment offer little direct policy

iteSeatCh'here,..usually::.consiets.:of...sinallrs.Cale--experiments:,:or.

..VariatiOne: Of .tetitienta,"' Of ten-. perf laboratory.
,."

,.:-,'-2.".:--.bear.on,..the'Siima-prodeets.:t0 -"see whether .:they .are--.cOnsistent';,.The.'eX".".
. ,-. .

..." : , . .. . .
. .

perimentS are collated through': reView:: 'Artieles :.varyint;itreat1T:In
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quality. Here internal validity depends upon whether the studies have

proper experimental design, whether they controlled for everything that

could confound the results; external validity, again, depends ilmn con-

sistency among studies. Do the .same processes appear to affect academic

achievement in the same way across a nurber of studies?

The Organizational Avproach

In the organizational approach to the issue of educational effective-

ness what is done in the schools is viewed as being not the result of a

rational search for effective inputs or processes but a reflection of

history, social demands, and organizational change and rigidities. In

Fig. 3 we distort the shape of the "box," because its structure matters

here (the school system as a whole). The inputs are, the rules, the pro-

cedures, the incentives ,that are set up within the system. The approach

is more concerned with the people in the system -- teachers, administra-

tors, appointed and elected officials -- than are the previous two

approaches. The measure of responsiveness to change is the ability to

adapt to a changing clientele. The assumption is that responsive schools

Responsiveness
Innovation
Adaptation

"Satisfactory"
.., .

Outcomes for
Studenh '.

, ?

Other
Objectives

'

The orgenizational ,approach
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will deliver satisfactory academic outcomes, but not necessarily the

maximum feasible outcomes. Why? Because in this approach the schools

have multiple objectives, not just academic outcomes; they do many

things. And the schools are doing well if they get satisfactory

achievement along with the other goals that have to be satisfied.

The perceived crisis of the classroom is caused by an inflexible

stand in the face of changing demands by students; parents, the

immediate community, and the government. The purpose, then, is to

understand the behavior of the whole system and describe the shape

of the box and how and what happens to the people in it -- not just

the students, but the teachers, the administrators, and the conmiunity

as a whole.

Research here primarily ,uses case-study methods. There are no for-

mal tests of either internal or external validity; in fact, it is rare

in these case studies to find much concern about such matters.
2

There

am no statistical tests, almost by definition; inter-study consistency

is 'hard to determine, since the point to be illustrated rarely recurs.

Nevertheless, -we try to apply, 'treasonable" criteria of our own to assess

these studies.

Although the organizational approach is relatively undeveloped

(as compared with the previous two approaches), we believe that it is

closely related to schools' finances. The leverage of alternative

financial schemes seems greatiir on organizational structures than it

does on resources or on proceSses. It is hard to see how overall

financial schemes could be tit.d to the internal use of resources or

processes of school systems without creating massive problems of

administration and control. It is possible that alternative tinancial

schemes, if they can be found could affect the shape of our educational

box to make it more receptive to effective resources or processes.

emPhasize that this is an assumption. We are aware of no empiri-

cal evidence that students' outcomes are related to the reiaponsiveness of

their school. It does, however, seem a reasonable thing, to',believe..

2
Although 'case studies flourish in educational research'and else-

-,ridhere, evaluations of the methods are very difficult to find.. But, see

Bock (1962).
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The Evaluation Approach

Studies within the evaluation approach attempt to analyze the

effectiveness of broad educational interventions that are directly

related to, large issues of social policy. Essentially these are

analyses of programs in which treatments are devoted to "groups of

children as a whole in diverse programs, taken as a whole" (Stearns,

19 71a, p. 6). In such interventions the resources devoted to each child

are increased substantially. Since any number of educational inputs

are changed at the same time, it is difficult to tell precisely which

program features are responsible, even where there is demonstrated

success. Researchers using this method tend to address the question,

To what extent did a generalized intervention affect educational

outcomes?

Research focuses on school systems in which there have been large

scale interventions (Fig. 4). The primary concern is to identify the

relationship between the existence (or magnitude) of an intervention

and educational outcomes. It should be noted that these ilnalyses

seldom attempt to determine .why or how an intervention affected. outcomes .1.

Students

Intervention

1The why or how of an intervention is often presumed in that the
intervention was originally justified.by a hypothesis as towhy.the inter
vention 'Could Tbe expected to -7work." If it,=then does (or:-,doea. not) "work"
there is a tendency,,to assume ,that the hYpothesis was.). (oi was ni:t) valid.

Educational
outcomes

Fig.4The evaluation approach
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This contrasts to the other approaches in which the analyst focuses on

the impact of a particular educational practice.

These studies tend to be more policy oriented than those included

in any other approadh. Their general purpose 'or goal is to discover

What "works.'" The implication iS that if we can'discover what "works,"

then we can repliCate the'interVention elsewhere.'

The analytical tedhnique used to discover whether an intervention

was successful is ex post examination of the outcomes of students upon

Whom the intervention was'focuSed. The evaluator typically attempts to

identify a group of students Who, although not themselves targets of

the intervention, i:eseMble the students Who were. He then compares the

outcomes of the target group of students with the outcomes ofthe non-

target, or control, group of students. Any differences in outcomes are

presuMed to be reflections of the intervention's impact.

In evaluations, the researCher usually dhooses the members of the

control group after the program has begun tatherthan by some random

process, and there is alway6 the possibility of some systematic differ-
. ,

ence between control group meMbers and target group members. If there

is, differences in outcomes between the:,two groups may reflect the

:difference between the groups andnot the'impact Of.,the evaluation.

Accorditgly, the question of:internal validitY.hingps.on the method by

WhiCh a 'control giOnp:Was chosen.
1

The EXperiential Approach

The experiential approadh is concerned with what happens to students

in sdhools aS ark:end injtself. Thp*hool:As viewed as An:institution

andi!.aVing inimpact 'oni students (Fig.':"'.5).. It isgenerally

);but not always) acknowledged that the imPaCi Of,',the ichoOlAnay affeCt

educational outcomes. Ent_ this:is notviewed as being the Primary con-:

cern. 'Rather, Considerable imPortance is placed 'on that'impict, ss an

tj,

'Note thatAfe,donot ask whether4 study.hasa.proper experimental,

dePikrt, lIf ihad,jtlflPu14.1,1AnWbeen',includecLinItile:pr9c08:aPPFoadli.:.
,
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Observer
researcher)

Fig .5 The experiential approach

outcome in itself. The primary emphasis is on the effects of school

experiences on Students' self-concepts and on, their relation to other

people and to social institutions.

The purpose of these studies is to show how the system works and

its impact on those within the system. The central question addressed

is, What does the school do to students? The research is conducted by

IIon-the-spot" observation. That ill, research reports in this approach

are frequently provided by participant observers in the form of .descrip-,

tions of their experiences. Others were done by people outside the for-

nal education system who were proponents of educational reform.

It is always difficult to examine the internal validity of case

studies, which are often used in the experiential literature. And case

studies by participant observers are usually the most difficult. The

'participant ObServei reports,and interpTets what he has seen, but what

he has seen is in large part his .own behavior aid the response of others

to his.' behaVior. In faCt, One of the, 'presumed advantages. of participant

observations is .the insight obtained by activelY engaging in the activities

being studied. The objectivity of the researcher becomes a major issue.

Further, the Majority of studies .we revieWed in this approach were not

conducted by professional researchers'. Rathei; they, were provided bY

perions who entered the .system intending'to be teachers but who',were io
incentied at what they observed that they .felt compelled* tO communicate

their observations to others. ACCordingly.,' theii' personal feeling's .are

an important aspeet Of What they repott.
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We have attempted to examine the internal validity of these reports

by asking whether they are internally consistent. (Does the author seem

to interpret what he observes in a consistent manner?) We have also

tried to discover whether his observations seem to be based on circum-

stances peculiar to his situation. (Do his observations concern his

particular class, school, or system; or do his observations concern

aspects of education in general?)

.
We have.tried to derive from eadh work reviewed a set of proposi-

tions about the impact of the educational system on students. External

validity was checked by comparing these sets of propositions to dis.coyer

which seemed.to be supported by a number of persons in different cir-

cumstances.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

A significant volume of edUcational research is based on a priori

.reasoning... That is,, the researcher begins with some general proposi-..

tions. 'about learniz4 that he believes to be true. From an analysis .Of

these general propositions the .researcher derives specific propositions

regarding the effectiveness of particular educational practices in-

structional methods or materials, characteristies or, skills of teachers,

and so on. ActiVittes such as this' are a vital part of..'the research

procees; but they are only a part of the .researeh process.. We know'

very little about the nature Of learning. .bur theories and models of
.

.

learning have 'many gape and. should be regarded as, .at'best, crude

approXimations to reality. ..-Accordingly, thespecifie'propositions

.derived 'from generaL theories of learning can be vieWed, only as- hyp

theses. They. May be; true, but it is quite poisible tbat they' are

false. .Until -they haVe been SUbjeCted to ..'empirical.,:.'test 'they Must

be viewed as unproVe3. AccOrdingly, We have 'cansidered bnlY. 'studies

.in whiCh some .eUbstantiVe,. empiriCal .evidence-.ie Presented' in sUpport
-.

of the reeeircher's

An education, syStem has many, functiOns and, many oUtputs..

outputs relate 'directly to the studenti, others hardly involve.

'all. For example the school system'must interact with the community
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and must prOvide a number of outcomes relevant to the community. In

doing so, the school may sometimes act in ways that seem to operate
against desired outcomes for the student. The school also has a
political role and must provide outcomes that allow it to compete
within a political system for power, money, and position. Whatever

importance one assigns to political and social functions, it seems
to us that they are not the school's primary objective, which is to
educate students. Throughout this report we focus on research into
the determinants of student learning.

What exactly does student learning mean? The easiest and perhaps
the first definition that comes to mind is to interpret learning as
the acquisition of knowledge and cognitive skills. In practice, this
has mainly been reduced to using standardized tests' for measuring re-
tention of specific subject matter; higher cognitive processes (abstracti
reasoning, problem solving, and creative thinking, among others) are
seldom measured (Klein, 1971). Teacher grades and essay examinations
are sometimes used as measures of broad cognitive abilities, but these
measures are extremely. unreliable. Along with the general failure to
measure cognitive achievement adequately, there is an almost total
failure to evaluate and identify "noncognitive achievement. "1 Thus, of
the many and diverse kinds of student learning, almost all of the educa-
tional ;research that examines student learning is based on a narrow

'range of cognitive skills as measured by standardized tests.

Bir and large researchers have not employed broad measures of
student learning nor have they resolved the important problem of
individual priorities of educational outcomes.:. However, one does;
find that many of these same researchers who have not been able to

.

This, expression is used because it is bei:cming vogue in education
literature,''ilthongh "aChietiethent" 'is not the best terin to use in 'this
regard. It would be more accurate 'to talk about noncognitive growth,
but debate over terms seem relatively unproductive as lp,ng as ,it is
generally,understood what the. term "noncognitive 'achievement" means.
In particUlar, we include, the concepts traditionally described by the
term "affectiiie :doinain" in; "nOnc6gnitive 'ichietiement."
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resolve this problem analytically frequently discuss the importance of

priorities and individual differencea in priorities. It is becoming

increasingly clear that different educational objectives and values

exist as well as individual differentes in types and leVels of ability.

We must therefore realize that research based on limited measures,

and accounting for relatively few objectives, cannot lead'to con-

clusive generalizations about educational outcomes.

In this report we have avoided any explicit discussion of the aims

of education (although implicit criteria are inevitable whenever effective-

ness is discussed) for two reasons: First, a study of the aims of educa-

tion was not part of our charter. Nonetheless, certain issues are

necessarily raised:

'To what extent'should education be an agent of social reform as

compared with a force fot'sOcial stability?

To what extent should education be oriented toward vocations,

to personaldevelopment:,., to the pursuit o knowledge, to

screening people by Ability categories?

Second, we-ate reticent to address the aims tf eduCation becausethe

researcherAs no more tomOetent ia solVe these issues than is'any other

citizen.: The questionisone of-values. In any case, we have had to

recognize theseissuei because theTare-inesCapable in tonsideration Ofv

any social policy-'

There are additional' limitations on the scope Of our work. Be-

cause we did not have time and resources enough, we could not cover all

the existing research. In particular

We reviewed very little of the pre-1950 literature on edUCaiiOnal

effectiveness. This meant excluding such classics as the Progres-

siVe Education Assaciatidn's,Eight-Year-Study and TermaWs work_

-on gifted children. -
di

We reviewed very little of the sociologi3ts' 'and political..

scientists' research on, educational effectiveness except as

it relateci to the organizationalyand experiential approaches.

We have not reviewed the findings ,of educational philosophers,

except to a limited extent,jciehe experiential approach.
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Because the measurementof eduOational outcomes is a central

issue in keseardh on educational effectiveness, we discuss measurement

problems in detail in Section II. Sections III through VIIare deyoted

to reviews of the reseakdh in each of the five approaches.. Section VIII

summarizes the results and presents our conclusions and' policy'

implications.
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II. MEASURING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

Students educational outcomes are generally divided into two

categories -- cognitive and noncognitive. Noncognitive factors in-

clude motivation, attitudes, learning styles, social skills, self-

awareness, and even such vague but important concepts as happiness

and quality of life. These factors engender two different viewpoints.

One view contends that noncognitive factors are important because they

are believed to be the major determinant of cognitive adhievement;
1

evidence presented later in this report supports this view. The

other view holds that growth in noncognitive factors is the more

relevant goal of education. These views are certainly not mutually

exclusive and most educators agree that noncognitive factors are

important for both reasons. In fact, the distinction between cogni-

tive and noncognitive achievement is rather artificial: Attitudes and

motivation have strong intrinsic cognitive components, and cognitive

skills and abilities have strong intrinsic noncognitive components.

Education in general, and compensatorY education'in.particular,

is.concerned with improving student motivation, attitudes, and general

affective (noncognitive) behavior'. Generalization of cognitive,-

ability results not only from the:transfer of specific.skills, but

also from such noncognitive factors as the eatablishment of learning

styles, learning sets, motivation for.learning,And Attitudes About

learning. Noncognitive.factors undOnbtedly Outweigh the importance

of apecific cognitive skills for:futUre learningalthough-acquiting

cognitive.skills. may Itself considerably affect noncognitive factora

suCh as motivation,,self-awareneas,and the like. In theit bOokon

'evaluation of learning, BloomHastings, and.Madaus (1971) devote ah..

entire chapter-to measuring-affective.behaviOr and. inclUde'affective

goals in 'stated educational objectives. Recent research-literaturei

.especially that related to coOpensatory and presChoOl edUcation,

See Section IV.
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repeatedly comments on the importance of noncognitive factors in de-

termining cognitive achievement and the necessity of identifying,

measuring, and shaping these factors at an early age (for example,

Denenberg, 1970).

Noncognitive factors have even greater significance in fhe light

of recent evidence showing that tlie correlation is low between

cognitive achievement (measured by grades and standardized tests) and

later life'success. Cohen (1970), Gintis (1971), and Holtzman (1971),

cite evidence indicating that achievement in terms of job, social

class, and general life expectations is apparently only incidentally

related to sdhool achievement. It is true fhat a high correlation

exists between amount of education and amount of income, but there

is some evidence that the relationship is based on afbitrary norms

unrelated to the content of education (Berg, 1970). Moreover, Gintis

promotes the thesis that noncognitive factors have a strong influence

on worker earnings and productivity. He reviews evidence in support

of this thesis, and shows that important dimensions of noncognitive

achievement are not promoted or rewarded in most conventional schools.

Schools need to include noncognitive factors in their education ob-

jectives, and better methods for their evaluation need to be developed.

Despite fhe Obvious importance of noncognitive outcomes, rela-

tively little research is directed toward discovering their determi-

nants. Educational effectiveness research is directed almost entirely

toward explaining cognitive adhievement, as measured by standardized

achievement tests.
1

Most of this section is devoted to a discussion

of the problems associated with using such tests to measure educational

1In Section VII of this report we discuss and revie4 1=6 of fhe
"reform" literature in education. It should not be surprising thet most
of these authors consider high level cognitive.and noncognitive factors
to be the more important indicators of student learning, and their con-
clusions are rarely based on the results of standardized tests. However,
reliable measures of these factors do not exist, and conclusions are
mostly argumentative and based on personal experience.

454.022 0 - 7 2 - 3 34
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outcomes. Before getting into that discussion, however, we briefly

consider the problems associated with two alternative measures of

cognitive adhievement -- teacher grades and essay examinations.

TEACHER GRADES AND ESSAY EXAMINATIONS

Teacher grades of students' performance are extremely unreliable;

they do not correlate with standardized test scores, and teachers do

not correlate with each other in grades assigned to the same student

(Cronbach, 1970). Teacher grades are greatly influenced by student

dharacteristics not associated with cognitive performance (docility,

social class, and so on), and criteria vary from teacher to teacher.

Grades are further influenced by school policy factors such as "grading

on the curve," or community pressure from parents who do not like to

see their children fail. The technical problems associated with grades

as a subjective rating system are complex, but they need not be dis-

cussed here. Grades have played almost no part in the research on

evaluation of educational outcome.

Essay examinations are widely used in education, sometimes be-

cause objective tests cattaot be designed to measure some criteria of

learning. Although essay examinations are wriciely used, and in spite of

their advantage in being able to measure broad kinds of cognitive

ability, the tests are generally not reli4ble. Answers to essay ques-

tions vary in several dimensions: vocabulary, style, thought, origi-

nality, neatness, and others. Thus a single score is a complex

weighted sum of the scores on each dimension. Moreover, since sub-

scores are rarely worked out by the grader, the relative weights vary

between graders, for the same grader over time, and depending on the

situation. In reviewing the research on essay examinations, Coffman

(1971) points out that much research is still needed in the develop-

ment of rules for writing and scoring essay questions. None of the

research reviewed in this report uses essay scores as a measure of

educational outcomes.
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STANDARDIZED ACHIEVEMENT TESTS -- CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS

Incentives

One very serious criticism of standardized tests is that they

engender perverse incentives by overemphasizing some outcomes at the

expense of others. As a result of the increasing interest in account-

ability, student achievement is being measured more and more by stan-

dardized tests,
1 with test scores based on national norms. Although

this practice allows a school to assess itself relative to other

schools, these tests introduce a number of liabilities and hazards.

Foremost among these is the danger of suppressing desirable outcomes

that are not measured by standardized tests (abstract reasoning,

creativity, and so on).

Further, although it certainly is necessary and important for child-

ren to acquire basic reading and math skills, focusing on teaching

these skills may be less important than is often believed. It is

generally assumed that achievement in basic math and reading skills

as measured by standardized tests is correlated with, and perhaps

responsible for, achievement in other subject netters and cognitive

areas. Hewever, the generalization
2
of improvement in basic reading

and math skills through special programs has not been demonstrated;

although in view of the rather temporary nature of many of the gains

obtained in these programs, the lack of generalization is not sur-

prising. Undoubtedly, these skills do generalize under some conditions,

1The most widely used standardized tests measure achievement in
subject natter areas, although there are also many tests for math and
reading readiness, concept attainment, psycholinguistic performance,
and other general and specific ability tests. In the elementary
grades, the current programs of performance contracting and accountabi-
lity have focused almost entirely on measuring these skills.

2Generalization is the spreading of acquired skills to areas in
which the student has had no specific practice. For example, general-

ization (or transfer) occurs when an improvement in basic reading
skills leads to (1) an improvement in concurrent school achievement,
such as proficiency in social studies or science; and (2) an improve-
ment in future school achievement, including reading.

. _ 36
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but the conditions are not known. This point is discussed in greater

detail below.
1

Derivation of Normative Scores

Assuming test items actually measure the amount of learning that

has taken place in a course of instruction, normative scores are

necessary to determine what a "raw" test score
2 means (cumulated over

all items). For example, how much "better" is a rat score of 70 than

one of 60 (that is, how much more about the course does the student

know)? How high a score should be "expected"? These questions and

others are answered by deriving a normative score from actual test

scores.

Essentially, the normative score indicates a student's position

in a distribution of scores. To determine the reference distribution,

a sample from a specified population is selected and given the test

(for example, 4th grade children in California). A given individual's

raw score can then be represented as higher than x percent of the

sample scores or as being at the xth percentile. If the sample dis-

tribution is "close" to the population distribution, the percentile

score represents the student's position in relation to the general

reference population. Percentile scores can be transformcd into

grade equivalent or other types of normative scores.

Although grade and age
3 equivalent scores are widely used, they

have been severely criticized (Cronbach, 1970; Angoff, 1971). Equiva-

lent scores are obtained by administering a test to samples of children

over the range of desired grades (or age). The average for a grade

1
See Section IV.

2A raw score is a measure of the actual number of correct responses.

The score may be a simple frequency count or it may be the sum of test

points, with each test item given some arbitrary assignment of possible

points.
3Age equivalents are most often used with mental abilities tests,

and they report a 'ntental" age score. The score represents age level

relative to mean performance on a regression line.

37
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(or 50th percentile score) determines the grade level score. For

example, if a 4th grade student scores at the 50th percentile on a

3rd grade test, then his grade equivalent score is 3. Normally a 4th

grade student would take a 4th grade test, and his percentile score

(say 30) on that test would be converted to a grade level score

directly. A line is then plotted between the mean score obtained

by each grade across all grades. This regression of score on grade

is used to determine a Child's grade equivalent score by the simple

procedure of noting where his score falls on the regression line. If

the regression of grade on score (rather than score on grade) had been

used, a different regression line would have resulted, and scores

would have different grade equivalents (Coleman and Karweit, 1970).

This basic ambiguity is further beclouded by the fact fhat the inter-

pretation of the equivalent score depends upon the variation of scores

about the mean for each grade in the original sample (that is, the

variation About the regression line). A child who is two grades ad-

vanced on a test of high reliability (law variability about the re-

gression line) is also high in his percentile rank (say 95). But,

if the test were of law reliability (high variability), the same two

year advanced status would be associated with a much smaller percen-

tile rank (say 70). Further, a 6th grader with a 9th grade equiva-

lent score does not possess the skills of a 9th grader, nor is he

psychologically the same. Cronbach (1970, p. 98) comments on equiva-

lent scores:

In the writer's opinion, grade conversions should never
be used in reporting on a pupil or a class, or in research.
Standard scores or percentiles or raw scores serve better.
Age conversions are also likely to be misinterpreted. A
6-year-old with mental age 9 cannot pass the tests a 12-
year-old with mental age 9 passes; the two simply passed
about the same fraction of the test teaks. On the whole,
however, age equivalents cause less troUble than grade
equivalents, if only because the former are not used for
policy decisions in education.

These comnents represent only the highlights of the problems

inherent in equivalent scores. For a detailed treatise, the reader

is referred to Angoff (1971).
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An important issue in deriving standardized scores concerns the

choice of ehe normative population. A test with national norms is one

that is supposedly based on a sample representing the normative popu-

lation across the nation. To be accurate, the sample population

must be stratified in the same proportions as the overall population,

that is, Negroes and Caucasians, poor and rich, and so on must appear

in the sample in the same proportion that they appear in the general

population. This means that any nationally normed test primarily

reflects the characteristics of white, middle-class America, simply

because there are so many of them.

Cultural bias arisas when a test is normed on one population and

used to test people from another population. The resulting bias can

be subtle and may lead to gross misinterpretations of data. For

example', a nationally normed test of concept ability might be given

to children from a Mexican-American ghetto. If the test uses written

test items and instructions, the children's scores are affected by

their ability to understand the language, and if they have language

problems, their concept ability scores will be poor. Their "true"

concept ability remains untested. Attempts to develop tests that

are free from language ability have not been very successful; even

n nonverbal" tests are frequently found to correlate with language

ability.

A more subtle influence of the normative population occurs through

the operation of the values of that population. Standardized tests

necessarily (because of method of construction) reflect what the

normative population feels is important. Without great exaggeration,

one may state that these tests indicate how well students have achieved

white, middle-class goals. Later in this section we quote a comment by

Jensen that illustrates this point in reference to intelligence tests.

The problem of cultural bias in testing and emergency social issues is

discussed by Holtzman (1971) who states (p. 551):

The emergence of black culture, the Chicano movement,

and the stirring of the American Indian as well as other

forgotten groups in the wake of desegregation and civil
tights legislation have forced white America to re-examine
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its soul. The result in the field of mental measurement
has been a recognition and acceptance of cultural varia-
bility, a search for new kinds of cognitive, perceptual, and
affective reasures by which to gauge mental development, and
a renewed deteraination to contribute significantly to the
task of overcoming educational and intellectual deprivation.

In general, tests designed for normative use lend themselves to gross

misinterpretation of the abilities of those who are culturally different

from the majority.

STANDARDIZED ACHIEVEMENT TESTS -- OPERATIONAL PROBLEM

In addition to the conceptual difficulties discussed above, there

are a number of operational problems encountered in the use of stan-

dardized tests. The UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation reviewed

over 1,500 standardized tests used in elementary schools (Hoepfner, 1970).

Results indicate the tests by and large are unsatisfactory. Klein

(1971) has written a strong criticism of standardized tests and their

misuse:

So, far, the discussion has painted a pretty bleak
picture regarding the utility of standardized tests for
accountability. The major problems involve questionable
test validity, poor overlap between program and test objec-
tivev., inappropriate test instructions and directions, and
confusing test designs and formats. In short, a VOID
exists between the demands of accountability and the
present stodk of standardized instruments. Further,

this void will probably only widen as the pressure for
accountdhllity increases unless we start improving the
methods of test construction and use. [Amthor's emphasis.]

Klein's cot:cents are applied *.c accountability, but they are

also true for educational research based on standardized achievement

tests in general. The first step in research is accurate measurement;

and, in thie respect, achievement tests are too often misused or mis-

interpreted. As Anastasi (1967), among others, has pointed out,

improvements are needed more in the interpretation of scores and

orientation of users than in the actual construction of test instru-

ments. A number of the technical prdblems in using these tests will

be discussed.
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Educational Objectives and Test Content

The apparent failure of many innovative educational programs is

often attributed to the fact that standardized tests used to evaluate

the programs do not measure out:come in terms of some or all program

objectives (for example, Cohen, 1970; Klein, 1971; Lennon, 1971).

Part of the problem is that objectives are rarely stated with suffi-

cient clarity; but even overlooking this liability, the match between

program and test objectives is often poor. In the first place, as

Klein (1971) points out, valid tests covering all of the objectives

a school might like to attain do not exist.

Second, testG may cover some program objectives, but there is

usually poor agreement between the specific objectives and the test

content. For example, a test may measure reading ability in terms of,

say, eight areas. A specific program night be aimed at only six

.
objectives, with no interest in the other two. Most tests, however,

only report a single, score averaged acros6 all areas, and this score

irdicates achievement on all eight objectives. So a score would be

a combination of how well a student achieved on the six reading program

objectives, plus how well.he adhieved on the other two. This makes

it impossible to evaluate the program. Tests are not designed with

specific programs in mind, and poor overlap is to be expected between

the objectives a test measures and those an education program aspires

to. Another complication occurs when the test does not represent test

objectives ',many. Some of these problems would be clarified if the

tests reported separate scores for each area or objective.

Test Validity

Test validity generally means, Does the test measure what it is

supposed to measure? It is formally determined by a number of tech-

niques.
1

One, a complex process called construct validity, essentially

determines how highly tests supposedly measuring the same thing cor-

relate with each other. Low correlation indicates that one or all

1For a detailed discussion, see Cronbach (1970).
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of the tests do not measure the construct being considered with

validity. A second kind of validity is called predictive, and in this

procedure the test is correlated with. an external criterion. For

example, a test of reading readiness might be validated by using

success in a reading course as a criterion. The assumption is that

better readiness leads to better achievement. In practice, both kinds

of measures are necessary for test validity. A third type, sometimes

referred to as face validity, simply asks if the items in the test

appear to measure what the test is designed to measure. Although this

latter method lacks the sophistication of the first two, many stand-

ardized tests fail even on fhis measure. Klein (1971) points'out

several examples in which it is obvious that the test items have

little to do with what the test purports tO measure. There are, in

fact, many tests that are purposely designed without consideration of

face validity, although they are not widely used in education. Finally,

a test is said to have content validity if it measures something that

some authority asserts that it measures. Much of the foregoing dis-

cussion on the relationship of objectives to test content relates to

content validity. The four measures of validity are all methods for

determining the same thing, and generally several methods are used in

determining the authenticity of a given test.

As previously mentioned, tests often do not adequately overlap

program objectives, and generally they are not valid even when they

do appear to overlap. In a book on the theory and design of test

items, Bormuth (1970) criticizes current methods of test construction

on the grounds that the item generation teChniques lead to tests of

low validity. An item represents the test writel response to in-

structional material, and the student's score is thus a function of

the test writer and has no known relationship to instructional content.

Statistical Problems

Inadequacies in the use of aChievement test scores in educational

research are partly attributable to the frequent use of faulty

statistical analyses. By far the majority of studies on compensatory
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programs report data on achievement gain
1
over some period, and per-

formance contract agreements are almost exclusively written in terms

of achievement gain scores. Gain scores are extremely biased estimates

of true gain (for example, see Harris, 1963). An article by Cronbach

and Furby (1970) offers some refinements on techniques for estimating

true score; however, the important message is that the ,authors see

no advaatage to using gain scores in the first place. Status scores

(scores at any point in time) contain all the information given in

change scores, at least for the situations in which change scoreShave

traditionally been used. For example, if it is necessary to evaluate

the improvement produced by an innovative program, this is best accomp-

lished using a control group. In both treatment and control groups,

only the final status or achievement score need be Used. Pre-test

scores can be involved in the statistical analyses, but not in computing

gains. The groups are not compared with respect to each other. In

many instances, it is unnecessary actually to use an experimental

control group; instead it is possible to use the past history of the

system as a bencitmark.

Although problems of statistical sophistication and reliability

are important, the crucial problems in achievement evaluation are not

primarily statistical. We agree with Klein (1971) and others that

there needs to be a rather complete overhaul of testing procedures

and interpretation. The shortcomings of standardized tests must be

accounted for in evaluating education. Efforts to eliminate these

inadequacies for future evaluation work will require substantial re-

search.

1A student's best performance is determined by many factors other'

than his "true" knowledge or ability. Because these other factor3 vary
over time, a person's test score will also vary, so that any given'test

score is an eitimate of the true state of his knowledge or ability.
The achieved test score may be a percentile, an age equivalent, or a
simple sum of correct items. A gain score is obtained by subtracting
a student's score on a test from, his score on the same test.taken at

a later time.
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Criterion'Referenced Tests

Standardized (normative) tests are sometimes criticized because

their scores do not indicate the specific skills a student masters.

They only place him relative to other students, and not relative to

instructional content. For example, two students scoring at the

fiftieth percentile on a reading test could have answered different

questions correctly and have acquired different reading skills. This

is true even if the test gives percentile scores for a number of sub -

skills; they are still normative scores. This problem is being

attacked through the design of so-called criterion referenced tests

(Cronbach, 1970; Glaser and Nitko, 1970). Each item on a criterion

referenced test is designed to measure or indicate the accomplishment

of a particular skill. The number of items passed is not the important

factor, but rather which items are passed. The student is not allowed

to proceed to advanced instruction until he acquires prerequisite

knowledge.

A key feature of criterion referenced tests is their relation-

ship to the specific goals and subject matter of a course. Test

items are designed to indicate success on the learning tasks neces-

sary to cover the subject matter and to meet the course objectives.

This requires a detailed task analysis of course material. Fee'general

procedures for this task analysis have been developed, although Gagnit'S

work on hierarchical organization (1962) shows promise. Section_IV

discusses research on the organization of instructional material, and

there we point out that skills and knowledge required for a course can

be arranged in a hierarchy, such that success at a higher level depends

upon acquisition of skills at a lower level.

The distinction between normative and criterion referenced tests

is made primarily on the basis of the purpose for which the test was

constructed and how information obtained from it is used. The purpose

of a criterion referenced test is to indicate a student's status on

a set of specific teaks necessary for the completion of a course of

instruction. The test information not only assesses his accomplish-

ments but is also used to determine what tasks the student is ready
(
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to undertake. Normative referenced tests indicate a student's rela-

tive position in a population, and the inCirmation from these tests is

used to evaluate achievement relative to other students, in terms of

overall achievement. The use of criterion referenced tests for this

purpose is not clear since such tests indicate which instructional

tasks the student has accomplished; essentially, he passes or he does

not for each task. The number of tasks he "passes" cannot be meaning-

fully added for a total test score. Criterion referenced tests serve

diagnostic functions in evaluation, which aims at special information

for student remediation or course improvement.

Much work remains to be done in developing criterion referenced

tests but they appear to have great promise. Their greatest potential

value is that they focus on instructional cont:ent, yield information

for remediation, and allow for individual differences in performance.

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE TESTS

General intelligence tests are standardized achievement tests.

They have been developed over a longer period than most standardized

achievement tests, and more research has been directed toward their

improvemeLt: They are more valid when properly used; they usually

report subscores on various test objectives; and directions for

administration are generally better. Sometimes changes in IQ scores

are used to measure student achievement, and many attempts have been

made to improve IQ scores through compensatory school and preschool

programs. Failure to find consistent evidence that IQ can be modified

(for example, Butler, 1970) led Kohlberg (1968), among others, to argue

Chat IQ is not a good measure of the efficacy of these programs. For

years, psychologists have stated that many IQ tests are mostly achieve-

ment tests. They measure what the person has learned, not primarily

his capacity for learning. The scores reflect environmental influences

and past learning as well as innate ability. The belief that IQ can

be affected by environment has been confirmed many times in studies

of identical twins, but many factors contribute to this effect other

45
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than those present in the school environment (Vandenberg, 1966).

On the other hand, Jensen (1969) reports evidence that IQ is largely

determined by genetics, and can only be modified by environment in a

relatively small degree.

The various uses of IQ tests in recent education programs has

caused a re-emergence of debate and inquiry into the validity and

meaning of general intelligence test scores. The crucial factor in

determining the appropriateness of their use (or any adhievement test)

depends on the goals and objectives the test is being used to evaluate.

This is never an easy task and is made even more difficult by the

interw:tion of social values and subtle and nonverbalized goals that

exert profound influence on test content, scores, and interpretation.

This has been well stated by Jensen (1970):

It should not be forgotten that intelligence tests as we
know them evolved in close conjunction with the educational
curricula and instructional methods of Europe and North
America. Sdhooling was not simply invented in a single
stroke. It has a long evolutionary history and still
heavily bears the imprint of its origins in predominantly
aristocratlx and upper-class European society. Not only
did the content of education help to shape this society,
but, even more, dhe nature of the society shaped the con-
tent of education and the methods of instruction for im-
parting it. If the educational needs and goals of this
upper segment of society had been different, and if their
modal pattern of abilities -- both innate abilities and
those acquired in fhese peculiar environmental circum-
stances -- were different, it seems a safe conjecture
that the evaluation of educational content and practices
and consequently the character of public education in
modern times wcmtld be quite different from what it is.
And our intelligence tests -- assuming we have them under
fhese different conditions -- would most likely also have
taken on a different dharacter."

SUMMARY

Using standariited tests to evaluate student achievement has

become a major enterprise in the schools; but in spite of the wide

use and reliance on these tests, they .are generally inadequate. This

is alarming in light of the growing activity in evaluation of educational
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outcome based on standardized test scores. Standardized tests, even

when properly used and interpreted, evaluate only a limited ntimber

of educational objectives. At best, generally used tests measure

only limited aspects of cognitive performance, while higher cogni-

tive abilities and achievements go untested. Noncognitive adhieve-

ment is sometimes talked about, but the evaluation of these factors

is still in a very crude state. Inasmuch as schools and innovative

education programs are being evaluated in terms of such limitations,

there is a crucial need for immediate improvements in test design,

concept, scoring interpretation, and administration.
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III. THE INPUT-OUTPUT APPROACH

In this section we review the results of a number of studies of

educational effectiveness in what we have called the input-output

approach. These studies are distinguished by a view of the educational

process that holds a student's educational outcome is determined by the

quantities of resources his school makes available tn him; by the per-

sonal, family, and community characteristics that influence his learning --

typically grouped under the term "background factors" and by the in-

fluences of his peers. In this approach the school in which the student

is enrolled affects his outcome only to the extent that it serves as the

channel through which resources flow to him. In particular, the struc-

ture and organisation of the school and classroom are neglected.

The educational "production function" is a formal representation

of the relationship between school resources and background factors on

one hand, and student outromes on the other. It is commonly expressed

in the form of a mathematical relation or equation:

(1) 0 sr g(r11, 4,4411 rn, fl, ...9p fm,

where there are assumed to be n relevant school resources, m relevant

background factors, k relevant peer group influences,
1

and:

0 = a student's output for example, his score on a

standardized achievement test;

r
1

9 SOO, rn the amounts of school resources 1 through n, respectively,

that he received for example, resource 1 might be the

ability of his teacher, resource 2 the size of his class,

and so on;

f
1,

..., fm the amounts of background factors 1 through m, respectively,

that the student has been exposed to for example,

might denote his family's income, f2 his father's occupa-

tion, and so on;

1
Some researchers prefer the term "student body effects."
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= the amounts of peer group influences 1 through k,

respectively, that the student has been exposed to --

for example, pi might denote the proportion of his class-

mates that intend to go to college, p2 the proportion of

his classmates that are members of minority groups, and

so on.

The educational production function is expressed in its most general

form in Eq. (1), which merely states that for any particular student,

described in terms of his background factors, the amounts of school

resources he receives and the influences of his peers determine his

outcome. In order to make a quantitative estimation of the impact of

any particular resource upon outcomes, the precise relationship between

itputs -- resources, factors, and peer group influences and outcomes

must he specified. Conceptually, any one of an infinitely large set of

possible relationships can be specified. In practice, however, only

one functional form -- the linear one -- has thus far been employed ia

educational production-function studies. But this is more a reflection

of the limitations of current statistical techniques than the result of

any consensus about the underlying nature of the educational process.

The linear production function assumes that each unit of a particular

sChool resource or background factor or peer group influence contributes

a constant amount to student outcome. The unit contribution of any one

input does not vary with the amount of that input the student receives,

nor with the amounts of any of the other inputs the student receives.

More formally, this specification of the production function can be

expressed as in Eq. (2):

(2) 0 = a + b
1
r
1
+ . . + bnrn + c

1
f
1
+ + cm fm + d

1
p
1
+

dicpk

As before, 0 denotes the student's outcome, ri denotes the amount of

the ith school resource the student received (i = 1, ..., n), fi denotes

the amount of the ith background factor (i = 1, m), and pi denotes

the amount of the ith peer group influence (i = 1, ..., k), bi is the

unit contribution of the ith school resource, c
i
the unit contribution

of the ith background factor, and di the unit contribution of the ith

peer group influence.
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Equation (2) can be interpreted as fnllaws. Suppose a student

were to receive r
1

units of the first school resource. If each of these

units contributes b
1
to his outcome, independent of the quantities of

any other inputs he receives, the total contribution of the first school

resource to his outcome is bl times rl. An identical argument would

show that the total contribution to outcome of any other school resource,

say the ith resource, is bi times ri. Similarly, if the student is ex-

posed to fi(pi) units of the ith background factor, (peer group influence),

the total contribution of that factor (influence) to his outcome will be

c
i

times f
i
(d

i
times p

i
). Since the contributions are independent of

one another, and every input that influences a student's outcome is

presumably included in Eq. (2,, we need simply add them together to

determine a student's outcome. (The first term on the right-hand side

of the equation, a, is a normalizing constant that need not concern us

here.) For example, Kiesling (1969) has fitted the following equation:

0 = 2.26 - .012 r
1
- .0065 r

2
+ .0013 r

3

- .00065 r
4

+ .0017 r
s

+ .127 f
1

where

0 * Composite score on Imia Test of Basic Skills for an ufban

school district

r
1
= Teachers per pupil

r
2
= Expenditure on books and supplies per pupil

r
3
* Teacher salary

r
4
* Va

lue of school-owned property pet pupil

r
5
= Expenditure on principals and supervisors per pupil

f
1
= Index of occupation of adults in district.

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

The objective of researdh, in the present case, is to estimate the

numerical values of the b's, c's, and d's that appear in Eq. (2). If we

knew these values, we could predict the impact of providing students

with more or less of any particular school resource. This would allay

us to determine whether increasing (or decreasing) the amount of any one
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school resource would affect students' outcomes more or less than in-

creasing (or decreasing) the amount of any other school input. Taking

account of the relative prices of the various school resources, we could

then determine how much of each sehool resource should be purchased to

attain any particular goal for student outcomes at minimum cost. In

short, we could formulate optimal educational policies.1 However, the

costs of obtaining school resources have not yet been incorporated in

empirical analyses. Estimates of educational production functions --

the topic to which we devote the remainder of this section -- are only

the first step toward an educational policy.

Multiple regression arad/sis is used to estimate the values of the

coefficients -- the b's, c's, and d's -- in Eq. (2). Details of the tech -

nig, canbe found in any statistics text.
2

A multiple regression analy-

sis provides for tests of the "significance" of the empillcal results.

These are formal measures of the accuracy of the results in the sense

that they indicate how much confidence can be placed in them. In educa-

tional production-function
studies the analyst is typically concerted

with identifying resources or factors that affect student outcomes. In

terms of Eq. (2), he is concerned ulth identifying inputs where coef-

ficients have non-zero values. To say that the coefficient of a variable

is significant means that the test of significance indicates a small

probability Chat that particular coefficient is zero. Just how small

is referred to as the significance leiel.

The basic assumption underlying all studies in the input-output

approach is that the production function is an equally accurate

Ilbe role of resource prices in the
formation of educational

policy is often overlooked. Even those researchers who recognize the

importance of resource prices in their theoretical discussions do not

introduce them into their empirical analyses. But school resources

are not free and school systems do not have unlimited budgets. Con-

sequently, the important questions from the viewpoint of the educa-

tional policymaker are not: How much does resource I contribute to

student outcomes? and so on. Rather, educational policymakers must

ask: How much of resource 1 should be purchased? and so on. For a

discussion of this issue see Cain and Watts (1968).

2See, for example, Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1970).
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description of the educational process for all students, or at least

for some identifiable sUbgroup of students. In other words, the unit

contribution of any given resource, factor, or influence to student

outcome is assumed to be approximately the same for all, or some sub-

group of, students. This assumption implies that if any particular

resource or factor does have a significant impact on student outcomes,

the coefficient of that resource or factor should be significant in any

study ehat examines it. Otherwise, every student must be different or

respond differently to ehe same resources.
1

There is always some possibility fhat a variable that appearu to

have a significant impact upon student outcomes may, in fact, be unre-

lated to outcome. It is eherefore clear that educational policy cannot

be based on fhe results of any one study. The basic assumption of

production-function analysis reinforces this point. We do not emphasize

the results yielded by any one study. Rather, our primary concern is

to identify results that consistently appear throughout a number of

studies.

VARIABLES

Educational 'researChers have, at one time or another, investigated

a large number of student outcomes, school resources, and background

factors. It would be futile to attempt to list them all here. In orderi-

to convey some feeling for the sorts of variables that are investigated

in educational production-function studies, we will describe some that

appear most often. Appendix A contains complete lists of varidbles for

each of 18 major studies in this approach.

Student outcomes are most often cognitive achievement, measured by

scores on standardized reading or mathematics aChievement tests. Drop-

out rates or "holding rates" -- the latter is defined as .one minus fhe

dropout rate -- are occasionally examined. Less frequently included in

student outcomes is same measure of college attendance or intention to

attend. Recently, researchers have begun to investigate students' attitudes

1
See Section IV for a discussion of fhis possibility.
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as outcomes of education; but, by and large, the noncognitive domain

and much of the cognitive domaiwremain unexplored.
1

School resources virtually always include measures of the "quality"

of the school's faculty. Average teachers' experience, salary, degree

level, and verbal ability are the four most common. Average class size

or student-teacher ratios appear often as well. Measures of the physical

plant or facilities of the school are also generally included in educa-

tional production-function studies. The age of the school buildings and

the number of library books per student are examples.

Background factors include measures of the socioeconomic status of

the students' families or of the communities their school serves. Average

family income, father's (or mother's) education, and father's (or mother's)

occupation are typical. The racial composition of the community and

whether the community is urban or rural are examples of community factors.

Peer group influences include measures of the educaticmal attain-

ment and aspirations, the attitudes and motivations of a student's class

mate;. The percent of his class that intend to enter college, the

proportion of his class whose families own encyclopedias, and the

attendance and transfer rates of his classmates are rypical measures

of a peer group's influence on a student.

ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS

The educational researchers who have worked in the input-output

approach have been plagued by many severe analytical problems. Before

presenting the results of these studies, we alert the reader to the

limitations of this research approach.

The most serious difficulty faced by the production-function

approach is rooted in the sorts of data usei in the empirical analyses.

No production-function studies of educational effectiveness have been

based upon observation of true experiments. Rather, they have relied

upon socalled "natural experiments" for their empirical content.

1See Section IT.
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By a nat ral experiment we mean a situation created by chance or

coincidence, from the researcher's point of view, in which basically

similar individuals have been subjected to different stimuli.
1

By

analyzing their responses, ehe researcher hopes to discover how indi-

viduals in general will respond to the various stimuli. In education,

for example, a natural experiment would occur if students at the same

grade level from identical backgrounds and subject to identical peer-

group influences were to attend different schools and thus receive

different amounts of various school resources. An analysis of this

situation might reveal whether differences in the students' outcomes

were systematically related to differences in the amounts of the re-

sources they received. Another natural experiment would occur if

students from differing backgrounds were to attend the same school at

ehe same grade level, be subjected to the same peer-group influences,

and receive identical amounts of every school resource. Analysis of

this situation could show the extent to which differences in their out-

comes systematically varied with the differences in their backgrounds.

But students came from a wide variety of backgrounds, attend dif-

ferent schools, and, even within the same sChool at the same grade level,

may receive substantially different amounts of each school resource.

Thus the researeher is faced with an extremely complex natural experiment.

Subject to important limitations, multiple regression techniqu2s can deal

with such a situation, at least so far as the data generated by this

convoluted experiment are amenable to analysis. But the data often

impose serious limitations on the analysis.

Individual schools tend to serve relatively homogeneous populations.

The students in any one school general1y live in the same neighborhood

and are subject to the same community influences. Further, eheir families

are apt to be similar in terms of social and economic characteristics.

Hence, a student's background is likely to be quite similar to the back-

grounds of his peers. The levels of various school resources also vary

'The situation may have been deliberately caused by individuals OT

groups of individuals for their own purposes. The point is that the

situation wss not brought dbout to meet the researcher's needs.
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from one school to another. As a result, we observe that students' out-

comes systematically vary with simultaneous variations in school resources,

peer-group influences, and students' backgrounds. Under these circum-

stances we generally cannot separate the part of the variation in outcome

due to variation in school resources from the parts due to variations in

students' backgrounds or peer-group influences.

In most cities, for example, new school buildings are located in

the urban fringe, serving predominantly middle- and upper-class com-

munities. The older schools are found in the older sections of the city,

often in poverty areas. If students in the newer schools have systema-

tically higher outcomes, by some measure, we could observe that students

from middle- and upper-class backgrounds who attend ehe newer schools do

better than students from poverty backgrounds who attend the older

schools. But we could not determine whether the former performed better

because they came from more advantaged backgrounds, because they attended

schools with new buildings, or because their classmates come from more

advantaged backgrounds.

A second major prdblem that confronts researchers using the input -

output approach stems from data aggregation. The researcher would like

to examine the relationship among the school resources an individual

student receives, his background, and the influences of his peers on

one hand and his educational outcome on the other. But data are almost

never available in such detail.
1 The researcher generally has data

available only in much more aggregated form. Por example, a researcher

might wish to investigate the extent to which a teacher's experience

affects the outcomes of his students. Ideally the researcher ummtld col-

lect outcome data from students who had different teachers and analyze the

relationship between student outcome and teacher experience.
2

If the

data do not permit him to identify the particular teacher each student

1Hanushek (1970) is the only analysis conducted on this level of

detail.
2
In such an analysis variables measuring other school resources,

background factors, and peer-group influences would have to be included.

We neglect ..nesc variables in order to focus on the main issue.,
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had, he cannot, of course, conduct the study. What researchers often

do in these circumstances is to collect data from students in a number

of different sChools (or even districts) and investigate the relation-

ship between a student's outcome and the average: level of teaCher exper-

ience in his sthool (or district).

The problem here is that if a teacher's experience does in fact

affect his students' outcomes, a considerable amount of information is

lost. Within a school there wtmld be considerable variation in students'

outcomes caused by variations in their respective tea6crs amounts of

experience. But this variation is averaged out in the aggregate data

and cannot be investigated in an analysis that uses aggregate data.

Roughly 30 percent of ehe variation in students' outcomes is

variation among schools. Thus, an analysis of individual students'

outcomes that uses school resources or peer-group influence data aggre-

gated to the school level can account for about 30 percent of the

variation in students' outcomes. Analyses that use data aggregated

to the district level are even more restricted because the variance in

students' outcomes between districts is smaller yet -- even more infor-

mation is "averaged out" of the analysis.

RFSULTS

In reviewing educational production-function studies, we surveyed

the literature in a number of different fields. Education, economics,

sociology, and public policy have all included such analyses in their

domain. From this literature we selected a number of studies for care-

ful and detailed examination. Two criteria were used in the selection

process. First, we chose for detailed review only studies that examined

the impact of a school resource, simultaneously taking account of the

impact of other school resources and background factors. Second, we

neglected studies that grossly misused statistical estimation procedures.

The results presented below derive from our examination of ehe reports

that satisfied these criteria.
1

1Appendix A presents a detailed summary of each report reviewed.
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Overall

Considering first the overall results of these studies, we generally

find that estimated production functions seldom explain students' out-

comes very well. This finding is based on an examination of what are

comoidy termed "goodness-of-fit" statistics. Intuitively, we can view

goodness-of-fit statistics as estimates of how accurately ve could pre-

dict a student's outcome using the results of the production-function

analysis. Suppose we knew no more than a student's grade level and

were asked to predict how well he would perform on a standardized

achievement test. The best estimate we could make would be the 'man

score achieved on that test by students at that grade level. Now sup-

pose thrt we had a complete description of the student's background

factors, peer-group influences, and the school resources he has re-

ceived. If we used this information in a production function to esti-

mate his performance an the test, and if our prediction were perfect,

we could say that the function was 100 percent accurate. On the other

hand, if our estimate based on the production function were no more

accurate than the estimate we would make in the absence of that informa-

tion, we would say that the function was 0 percent accurate. In these

terms, production-function studies are rarely better than 15-20 percent

accurate; and are often far less accurate.
1 In sum, although the pro--

duction functions estimated thus far are helpful in undcrstanding

student outcomes, the amount of help they offer is relatively small.

Peer-group Influence
-

The debate over fhe importance of a student's peers is illustrative

of the analytical problems encountered in production-function analyses

IFormally, the goodness-of-fit statistic, or r4 to use the standard

notation, is the percent of total variance in students' outcomes that is

attributed to the variance in the explanatory variables -- resources, in-

fluences, and factors. But, as indicated above, the total variance in

students' outcomes between schools is about 30 percent of the total

variance in students' outcomes. Thus, an analysis that uses aggregate

data -- as all but one do -- may report an r2 of, say, 0.50. That means

that 50 percent of the variance in students' outcomes between schools is

"explained" in the analysis. But that is only 15 percent (.50 x .30) of

the total variance in students' outcomes.
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of educational effectiveness. To demonstrate the sorts of difficulties

that stem from these problems we trace the debate chronologically.

Student-body effects were not examined in the context of production-

function research prior to the Coleman Report (1966). That study included

the following results:

o A pupil's achievement is strongly related to the
educational backgrounds and aspirations of the other
students in the school (p. 22).

o There is evidence, even in the short run, of an effect
of school integration on the reading and mathematics
achievement of Negro pupils (p. 29).1

These results followed from an analysis showing that, in terms of the

concepts introduced earlier, a production function that included varia-

bles measuring the background of the student body could predict a student's

outcome significantly more accurately than one that did not.

Bcw les and Levin (1968) examined the Coleman Report in some detail /

and disputed many of its findings. In particular, they questioned the

two results cited above. Coleman did not have an opportunity to observe

the behavior of poor children who attended majority poor schools and then

transferred to majority middle-class schools.
2

Instead, he had to rely

upon natural experiments. Specifically, Coleman compared the outcomes

of poor students who attended majority poor schools with the outcomz.,s

of poor students who attended majority middle-class schools. His results

stem from the apparently superior performance of the latter, even after

controlling for the school resources they reneived and their backgrounds.

Bowles and Levin point out that predominantly poor schools tend to

serve communities that are substantially different from the communities

served by predominantly middle-class schools. Thus, poor students who

attend predominantly middle-class schools come from families and live in

1
Note that integration is a particular variant of peer-group in-

fluence insofar as educational effectiveness is concerned.
2The awkward term "majority poor" is used here to describe schools

where the families of a majority of the students are poor. Related

terms such as "majority middle-class" and "predominantly black" are

similarly defined.
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communities that are quite different from the families and communities

of the poor students who go to predominantly Poor schools. In short, due

background factors of students in high-aspiration, high-educational-

background schools may cause them to perform better, and not merely the

fact fhat they are in such schools.

Coleman's finding with respect to integration is also questioned

by Bowles and Levin. They point out that differences in emphasis exist

in various sections of the Report. "And in fact, Coleman has emphatically

stressed that the survey revealed no unique effect of racial composition

on the achievement levels of nonWhites" (Bowles and Levin, 1968, p. 22).

But we note that on this point Bowles and Levin do not refute Coleman.

Rather, they argue that alternative interpretations of Coleman's empirical

results are as likely to be valid as Coleman's interpretations.

Bowles (1969) has conducted a production-function analysis using a

different body of data -- the Project TALENT data file. He has found

that "a neasure of the social class and achievement levels of the school

...is not significantly related to black achievement" (p. 72). Bowles

also suggests that apparent student-body effects are very likely to stem

from the difficulty of identifying the contribution of a student's back-

ground factors to his outcome in complex natural experiments.

Smith (1971) has made a complete re-analysis of the Coleman data.

Like Bowles and Levin, he disputes nany of Coleman's findings. Again,

we limit our discussion to Smith's findings with respect to the student -

body effect. Smith argues that Coleman made a medhanical error in his

analysis of the individual's background. In essence, the wrong variables

were entered into the empirical study:

This mechanical error affected the streqth of the relation-
ship between individual verbal achievement and the Student
Body factor more than any other relationship.... The Report's
estimates of the amount of achievement variance explained by
the Student Body factor are severely reduced when the intended
background controls are used.. (Author's emphasis, pp. 63-65.)

Smith goes on to argue that in one of these medhanical errors the

percentage of high school students taking college curriculunt was erron-

eously entered into the empirical analysis in place of the percentage who
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intended to go to college. This variable played an important role in

establishing the
significance of the student-body effect. Coleman

interpreted this variable as a measure of the aspirations of the student

body. He felt that its significance in explaining student outcomes

,indicated that students who attend schools where fhe student body has

'high aspirations perform better than otherwise similar students who

attend schools where the student body has lower aspirations. Hence,

there is a student-body effect.

Smith points out, however, that Coleman's data were collected from

academic, vocational, and comprehensive high schools, and that the

original analysis did not distinguish among the three. There is a

selection process whereby students are assigned to schools on the basis

of their presumed ability. And the proportion of a high school's students
_

in college curriculum may simply be a measure of whether high (presumed)

ability students are assigned to that school. Hence, Smith argues, the

proper interpretation of Coleman's empirical results is that students

assimed to schools for pupils of high ability perform better than

students not assigned to such schools.
Consequently, we are observing

the result of an assignment process, not a student-body effect. In

summary, there is "no evidence that the characteristics of the student

body have a strong
independent influence on the verbal achievement of

individual students."
(Author's emphasis, p. 76.)

Our review of the evidence as to the existence of peer-group in-

fluences suggests four main conclusions:

1. There is no strong evidence that student-body effects exist.

In particular, there is no evidence that the racial composition

of a student body affects the Performance of individual nembers

of that student body.

2. There is no strong evidence to the contrary. Many researchers

have argued that alternative and more likely hypotheses could

have led to the results' being interpreted as student-body

effects. But nO researcher has shown that student-body effects

do not exist.
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3. There is no evidence in the production-function literature that

student-body effects might be negative.

4. The entire controversy over the existence of student-body

effects and the absence of conclusive empirical results stem

from the data problem described earlier. So long as production-

function research is based on data generated by natural experi-

ments, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to isolate

completely the relative contributions of school resources,

background factors, and peer-group influences.

School Resources

Our examination of the production-function literature suggests two

findings with respect to school resources:

o School resources are seldom important determinants of student

outcomes.

o No school resource is consistently related to student outcomes.

The first finding ,can be intuitively expressed in the following

terms. Suppose we knew what resources a student had received but nothing

about his background or the backgrounds of his fellow students. Using

this information ir a production function, we could predict the student's

outcome with only slightly more accuracy than if we knew only his grade

level. In rough terms, knowing what resources a student received would

allow us to predict his outcome about 5 percent more accurately.

On the other hand, suppose we knew both the student's background

and the resol.Irces he received. Suppose, further, that we "controlled"

for the influence of background factors by examining how much more

accurately (as compared with knawing only a student's grade ,level) we

could predict his ouicoMe on the basis of his background and then asked

how much further accuracy we could get if we added our knowledge of the

school resources he received to the prediction. In this case school

resources would add roughly 1 percent to the accuracy of our prediction.

The difference between diese two numbers -- 1 percent and 5 percent --

stems from the analytical problem described earlier. There is considerable
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overlap between students' backgrounds and their school resources. If we

consider only school resources, the influence of the overlap is entirely

attributed to the resources. If we consider only background factors, the

influence of the overlap is entirely attributed to them. Finally, if we

consider only background factors and attribute the influence of the over-

lap to them and then add school resources, the resources are attributed

none of the overlap. In short, we can be sure that school resources

contribute between 1 and 5 percent to our prediction of student outcomes.

Thus far we have focused on the overall contribution of school

resources to student outcomes. Almost every study finds one or two or

three sdhool resources to be significantly related to student outcomes.

But these studies generally examine a large number of school resources.

Along with the two or three resources that are found to be significant

many are found to be insignificant. And, when we compare the results of

various studies, we find that the same resources do not appear among the

lists of significant variables studies have compared. For that natter,

it is not unusual to find a research .report in which the students have

been divided into a number of groups by some stratification rule, with

separate analyses yielding distinctly different results with respect

to the significance of school resources for each group. To summarize:

o There is no strong evidence that any particular school resource

is an important determinant of educational outcomes.

o Neglecting the issue of which school resources are important,

there is no strong evidence that school resources in general

have a significant impact on educational outcomes.

Background Factors

Two results concerning the effects of background factors emerge

from the analysis:

o Background factors are always important determinants of educa-

tional outcomes.

o The socioeconomic status of a student's family and community is

consistently related to his educational outcome.

1 For an extended discussion, see Mayeske et a.. (1969).
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In terms of the intuitive notion of predictive accuracy we have

been using, we could predict a student's outcome roughly 15 percent more

accurately if we knew his family's socioeconomic status. Further, in

every study, the socioeconomic status of the student's family and of the

community in whiCh he lives proves to be significantly related to his

outcome.

All in all, then, the production functions estimated thus far enable

us to use information.regarding a student's badkground and the services

he received frOm his school to predict his outcome somewhat more accurately.

However, this improvement in accuracy comes, for the most part, from our

ability to take account of a student's background in making our predic-

tion. Knowledge of the resources the student received has proved to be

of minor value. An obvious implication of this argument is that, if

knowing the amounts of the various school resources a student has re-

ceived doeS.not enable us to predict his outcome more accurately, we have

little reason to believe that receiving these resources has had mudh impact

upon his outcome.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS

The researcher who attempts to estimate an educational production

function encounters problems on many levels. One serious problem is

that we may not even be asking the right questions. What is it that we

are trying to accomplish? As an: example of this sort of problem, con-

sider the concept of out-of-school learning. Many researdhers have

argued that students spend a relatively small proportion of their time

actually in classrooms supposedly learning something. It is quite pos.-, ,

sible that considerable learning, goes on out of school. ThuSo sdhools

may be making a tremendous difference; but if this differende is still

small in comparison with total learning, it is hard to isolate.

Even if we are aSking the right questions, we may encounter serious

substantive problems. COnsider, for example, the possibility that the

production function is student-specific.. Suppose that different students

have different learning Patterns and that the iMportance of any particular
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resource varies with the learning patterns of a student.
1

Then these

resources could be extremely important to some students. But because

dhe production function essentially averages over all students, this

student-specific relationship goes unnoticed.

There are numerous methodological problems. Many researchers have

pointed out, for example, that sdhools aim at more than one outcome.

They do not merely aim to teach a student how to perform well on some

standardized achievement test. At the very least, they are interested

in teaching reading and mathematics, minimizing dropouts, and im-

parting a number of noncognitive skills. Schools may be using their

resources with different emphasis with respect to outputs. Suppose,

for example, fhat we compared four schools and that in one school the

teachers spent all their time teaching reading, in another school they

were all emphasizing mathematics, in a third fhey were all behaving as

jailers and trying to keep the students out of trouble, and in the fourth

they were all looking toward various noncognitive skills. When we

examine the relationship between reading adhievement and use of teadhers

in these schools, we are not apt to find a significant relationship.

The statistical method of handling this sort of problem is termed

simultaneous equations. There have been some attempts -- a very few --

at using these techniques, but they have not been very successful. In

general, there is good reason to believe that our statistical techniques -

have just not been up to the kinds of problems we are addressing. Further-

more, these statistical techniques -- in particular, their limitations --

are seldom well understood by the people using them.

Finally, there are many straightforward measurement problems. We

are trying to measure extremely difficult things in educational research.

We may believe that the ability of a teacher to teach influences what

his or her students leazn. But no studies in this approach have yet

used any direct measure of teadhing ability. Instead, they have used

proxy.variables, sudh as a teacher's salary or veibal ability or experience.

But if more experienced teadhers are not better teachers, and if higher

See Section IV for evidence that this is so.
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paid or more verbally facile teadhers are not better teachers, then ex-

perience or verbal ability or salary will not yield significant results.

But that does not mean that teadhing ability has no impact upou,student

outcomes.

SUMMARY

Research into educational effectiveness by means of the input-

output approach has not, as yet, yielded consistent results regarding

.the importance of sChool resources. Background factors tend to dominate

the results. No single resource consistently appears to exert a power-

ful influence on student outcomes. Some school resources appear to be

important in each study, but the same resources appear to be unimportant

in other studies. In fact, there is very little evidence that school

resources in general have a powerful impact upon student outcomes, even

neglecting the question of which school resources are influential.

This body of research has, as a result, not identified what parti-

cular resources should be provided to students. It has yielded one

important policy implication. The resources for which school systems

have traditionally been willing to pay a premium -- teachers' experience,

reduced class size, and teachers' advanced degrees -- do not appear to

be of great value. Inexperienced teachers do not appear to produce

students whose outcomes are significantly worse than the outcomes of

students whose teachers are experienced, other things being equal.

Similarly, students whose teadhers have advanced degrees or who are in

small classes do not do better, other things being equal, than students

of teadhers lacking advanced training or attending large classes.

It must also be emphasized that these results should not be inter-

preted as indicating that school resources do not affect student outcomes.

We can only observe that these studies have failed to show that school

resources do affect student outcomes. The difference between fhese two

points is a reflection of the problems encountered in doing researCh in

the input-output approach. There are many fundamental difficaties in

this research approadh, any one of whiCh could have led to the incon-

clusive results cited above. And, of course, there is no way to determine
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whether the absence of results stems from the absence of an underlying

relationship between school resources and student outcomes or from a

research method that could not find results even if they were actually

there.
1

1
For a general discussion of this point, see Levin (1969).
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IV. THE PROCESS APPROACH

The general purpose of research on the process approach is to im-

prove our understanding of the way in which education takes place and to

determine factors affecting educational outcomes. A wide variety of re-

search interests are relevant to understanding the educational process.

Studies of teachers' Characteristics (skills, behavior, personality, and

the like) are obviously relevant, as are studies of teaching methodology.

Basic psychological studies of learning are relevant as well, but few

results are directly applicable to the classroom. Perhaps most important

in the long run are psychological studies of learning in instruction,

individual differences, child development, and personality; these studies

are beginning to define student characteristics and instructional prac-

tices that are crucial in determining educational outcome.

This review of research covers studies of the educational process

as undertaken in the classroom, as well as studies made in the psycho-

logical laboratory that appear to have relevance for the educational pro-

cess. Laboratory and classroom studies are distinguished in this report

not so much on the basis of where the study took place as on the basis of

the study objectives, the learning tasks, and the kinds of outcome mea-

sures. Classroom studies involve meaningful teaching activities and have

the objective of improving our understanding of education in the class-

room. Some measure of educational outcome is generally used (adhievement

tests, grades, and teacher or supervisor ratings). Laboratory studies

generally have more theoretical objectives such as advancing knawledge

about psychological phenomena, testing theory, or investigating empirical

relationships between psychological variables. In these studies, measures

of outcome are varied and difficult to summarize. They are, however,

generally based on the learning or retention of well-defined and highly

specific responses. The experimentalist is not primarily concerned with

the amount learned, but with the way in which the learning takes place

and fhe factors that affect learning or retention. For example, an

experimenter might present both auditory and visual stimuli in pairs

to children to investigate the different effects of each type of stimulus
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an learning and retenticn. The stimulus pairs are presented to each

child until he can recall without error the second stimulus in each pair

upon presentation of only the first. The measure of learning is ehe

number of presentations necessary before the Child has learned the list

of stimulus pairs without error. This measure is studied across age

groups to determine whether age-related differences exist in the learning

of visual or auditory stimuli.

The reader should realize at the outset that classroom and laboratory

studies differ greatly in their objectives and approaches. Classroom

studies have not generally produced highly definitive results. Labora-

tory studies, however, have produced many significant and consistent

results, but their relevance for classroom learning is often not clear.

Thousands of studies relevant to education are published eaCh year.

To review them all would be impossible within the time and resources

available. Fortunately, there are a number of review articles and books

in each of the areas of concern covering broad areas of research. Some

of these reviews merely summarize a large number of studies; consequently,

one must go to the original sources. Other reviews criticize and analyze

as well as summarize. Some relate studies to one another and to basic

issues in methodology and education. These reviews are easier to read

and comprehend, although there is the risk of being swayed by the par-

ticular orientation of the reviewer. To cover a wide range of educational

research and to give the reader e comprehensive view of the vast area

of process research, we have drawn upon analytical review articles in

this report. In many cases, the original studies were read to check on

the reviewer's summary and conclusions, but generally we do not cite

original references in this report. In other cases, the same study was

discussed in more than one review -- this is especially true for the more

important studies. This redundancy is a great help in assessing the

amount of "bias" present in a review. By and large, we found reviews

to be remarkably unbiased. We have tried to give a general indication

of the excellence of various reviews and also to indicate some of the

specific studies that are crucial.
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In general, we relied upon a review if it summarized findings

across studies and gave an evaluation that did not contradict our own

evaluation of studies defined as critical. A study was considered good

if it provided enough information by which to judge its internal validity,

and if it did in fact appear internally valid. We have made frequent

use of quotations, mostly to give the reader an impression of the pre-

vailing atmosphere or to clarify a point.

This section contains three subsections. In the first, we present

the general results of research on teacher characteristics. We are

primarily concerned with research that relates teachers' skills, be-

havior, attitudes, or personality to some measure of student achievement.

The second subsection presents the results of research on instructional

method. Some of this research has been conducted in the classroom, but

most of it is from the psychological laboratory. This is the case

particularly with studies that report positive results; most classroom

studies are at best inconclusive. Finally, we present the results of

reJearch that is concerned in some way with students and their charac-

teristics. This subsection on interactions between students and education

draws on research that reveals the importance of individual characteris-

tics to achievement. The basic theme is that students respond differ-

entially to educational factors (teachers and instructional method)

depending on their own characteristics that is, there is a student-

teacher-method interaction. To anticipate, we believe that the presence

of these interactions is one of the more important factors brought out

in this report. The notion of interaction will be elaborated in some

detail below.

THE EFFECTS OF TEACHERS

Studies of teacher characteristics have abounded since the 1930s

and now number in the thousands. In spite of this large implied ex-

penditure of time and money, little is known about what constitutes

desirable teacher characteristics or. especially, about the influence

of teachers on student performance. With the exception of a few recent
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studies, student adhievement has rarely been used as a criterion, and

therein lies the greatest weakness of research in this area. Attempts

to use other criteria, such as supervisor or fellow-teacher ratings,

are not successful, in that the ratings do not correlate with student

achievement (Harris, 1969). This lack of correlation could mean either

that the ratings are based on other indicators of success than achieve-

ment or that supervisors and teachors do not have a good idea of what

constitutes superior teaching.

Past research has focused on measuring various attitudes and per-

sonality traits of teachers, with some attempts to relate these to

superfrisorsi estimates of classroom success. Often, the studies simply

intei1correlate various tests of teacher attitudes, interests, intelli-

gene and so forth. In the end, either these studies show contradictory

results or the results have little practical value, and quite often

both are true. To quote Getzel and Jackson (1963):

For example, it is said after the usual inventory tabu-
lation that good teachers are friendly, dheerful, sympathetic,
and morally virtuous rather than cruel, depressed, unsympathetic,
and morally depraved. But when this has been said, not very
muCh that is especially useful has been revealed. For what

conceivable human interaction -- and teadhing implies first
and foremost a human interaction -- is not the better if the
people involved are friendly, cheerful, sympathetic, and vir-
tuous rather than the opposite?

In any event, there is reason for questioning the payoff in useful

results from studies of teacher attitudes and personality dharacteristics.

Variables related to attitude and personality are difficult to define

and more difficult to measure, especially in what is essentially a normal

(healthy) population. Further, it seems reasonable to assume that teadher

classroom behavior and teChniques are more important than attitude or

personality. Of course, dimensions of attitude and personality are

reflected in the teacher's classroom behavior (Turner and Denny, 1969),

particularly the degree to which the behavior can be modified through

training. However, whatever the influence of personality and attitude

factors, it is the teacher's classroom behavior that the student responds

to, and it is necessary to understand haw this behavior is related to

student achievement. 70
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Teacher Characteristics and Student Achievement

In contrast to the bull of research on teacher characteristics,

there are a few (ten experimental and 50 correlational) recent studies

that relate teadher classroom behavior to student adhievement. Two

general approadhes exist for studying the effects of teacher behavior

on student adhievement. The more powerful is an experimental approach

whereby teachers are trained in a specific vethod, and student achieve-

ment under this method is compared with student adhievement under an

alternative method. Studies of this type must meet all the demands of

an experimental approach (for example, random assignment of students to

teachers) in addition to special demands arising from the situation.

Foremost among these special demands is the requirement for measures of

actual classroom transactions, since only by observing the teacher can

one be assured that the intended method was actually used. Moreover,

data on classroom transactions are the only source of information on the

content (rafher than result) of the student-teacher relationship. Many

studies in education lack measures of classroom transactions, and studies

of the effectiveness of different teaching methods are rendered useless

as a result. For example, training a teacher in a specific method is no

assurance that the method will be used in the classroom. In an excellent

review of research on teadhing, Rosenshine and Furst (1971) could find no

more than ten studies that use the experimental method adequately and

that provide data on classroom transactions.

The more frequently used approach for relating teacher performance

to student adhievement is to correlate the two as they occur in the

normal classroom. That is, no attempt is made to manipulate teaching

methods experimentally. Various dimensions of teadher behavior are

observed and rated, and these ratings are correlated with some measure

of student adhievement. The danger in this approadh is that correla-

tional relationships can suggest false causal connections. For example,

a high correlation between clarity of presentation and student adhieve-

ment does not mean that clarity causes high achievement. It is just as

likely that both are the result of some other factor, say, teacher verbal

ability or general intelligerAce. Rosenshine and Furst (1971) find approxi-.

mately 50 studies that use the cOrrelational procedure.
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Studies using the experimental and correlational approaches have

produced some consistent and significant results. These are summarized

by Rosenshine and Furst, and the results are grouped according to 11

kinds of behamior significantly correlated with achievement scores.

Five of these are strongly supported by the research, the others not so

strongly. The first five variables are: clarity of teacher's presenta

tion, variability of teacher's classroom activities, teacher enthusiasm,

degree to which the teacher was task- or achievement-oriented or business-

like, and student opportunity to learn criterion material. The six varia-

bles less strongly related to student achievement are: use of student

ideas or teacher indirectness, use of criticism, use of structuring

comments, use of multiple levels of discourse, probing, and perceived

difficulty of.the course.

At first glance, the above list of the strongest
findings may appear to represent mere educational plati-
tudes. Their value can be appreciated, however, only when
they are compared to the behavioral dharacteristics, equally
virtuous and "obvious," which have not shown significant or
consistent relationships with achievement to date. These
variables...are listed below, and the method by which they
were assessed follows in parenthesis: nonverbal approval
(counting), praise (counting), warmth (rating), ratio of all
indirect behaviors to all direct teacher behaviors, or fhe
I/D ratio (counting), flexibility (counting), questions or
interchanges classified into two types (counting), teadher
talk (counting), student talk (counting), student partici-
pation (rating), number of teacher-student interactions
(counting), student absence, teacher absence, teacher time
spent on class participation (rating), teacher experience,
and teacher knowledge of subject area.1

Rosenshine and Furst go on to discuss necessary refinements in

future correlational studies. Of great importance is the need for more

experimentally controlled research, with better measures of classroom

transaction and broad indicators of outcame measures of student achieve-

ment. Classroom studies of the effectiveness of teacher and instructional

1
See Rosenshine and Furst (1971). "Counting" refers to the number

of times a specified behamior occurred. "Rating" refers to subjective
estimates by a judge (teacher, student, observer) of how the teacher
performs with respect to some behavior. The behavior is rated into a

number of categories in terms of desirability.

79
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techniques depend on the refinement and increased use of observational

data systems. This need is commented on in many articles, and there have

been a number of attempts to develop and refine observational data systems

(Bloom et al., 1971; Rosenshine, 1970a; Hanley, 1970). Unfortunately

none is used widely enough or consistently enough to realize its potential

fully.

Teacher Skills and Effectiveness

The teacher's skills in the classroom are rarely deterndned directly;

most investigations of teacher skills simply rely on supervisors' ratings.

The only studies we could find that measured teacher skills directly were

by Turner (1968). He investigated differences in teacher skills and

characteristics as a function of characteristics of school districts.

In this study and in previous ones, he developed instruments for measuring

teaCher skills in diagnosing learning difficulties and organizing or

sequencing learning material in the subject areas of reading, arithmetic,

and science. His-1968 study also included measures of teacher personal-

social factors 'encompassing warmth-spontaneity, classroom organization,

educational viewpoint, emotional stability, and involvement in teadhing.

The validity of the various scales was determined by measures of in-

ternal consistency -- the degree to which teachers score consistently on

each scale. It is important to note that validity was never determined

on the basis of a relationship to student achievement.

The results of the study indicate that teachers differ significantly

in the dharacteristics examined, and that a relationship exists between

the attractiveness of school districts and teacher characteristics (which

should come as no surprise). Before making much of these results, we

should stress that teacher characteristics must be related to student

performance. It is of interest to know that attractive school districts

(in terms of location, money, and students) obtatn teachers who apparently

have the more desirable characteristics. However, the important question

is whether ehese Characteristics make a difference in student adhievement

and, further, for what kinds of students they make a difference (if any).
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In a later study, Turner and Denny (1969) relate the abovementioned

teacher characteristics to student creativity, as measured on a scale

developed by Denny and others. In summarizing, the authors state:

Teacher dharacteristics are distinctly associated with
changes in pupil dharacteristics, as well as with teachers'
behaviors in the classroom, which in turn are associated with
changes in pupil dharacteristics. Specifically, the results
reported suggest that teachers Characterized as warm and
spontaneous and teachers daaracterized as Child-centered tend
to obtain the greater poritive dhanges in pupil-creativity.
These daanges appear to come about through teacher classroom
behaviors that involve positive reinforcement of pupil responses,
.through adaptation of activities to pupils, through attention
to individuals, and through variation in activities and
materials.

Unfortunately, the authors do not present their procedures or data

in sufficient detail to allOw us to evaluate their study. However, if

the results can be replicated, the findings and method used are certainly

important. For one thing, a measure of student outcome other than cog-

nitive achievement was used, although the results would have been

stronger if a measure of cognitive achievement had also been used.

If teachers vary significantly in teaching skills and classroom

behavior, one would expect differences in teaCher effectiveness to show

up in student achievement. Rosenshine (1970b) provides a critical review

of nine studies of teadaer effectiveness. Four concern long-term effec-

tiveness; of these, three measured effectiveness over a school year and

used grade school teachers. We will discuss the results of the long-

term studies first.

All four studies were based on teaching the same material to dif-

ferent students. The three studies of interest used standardized aChieve-

ment tests that give subtest scores in various abilities or achievements

(Stanford Reading Test, Metropolitan AChievement Tests, and others).

The correlations (between the means of groups of students and teachers)

dbtained in these studies for the various subtests were generally.around

.35 or much lower, with one study showing a correlation of about .50 for

two out of five sUbtests. The results indicate that teachers are not

generally stable in teadhing effectiveness when presenting the same
- ,

material over time.
I 74
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The studies of short-term effectiveness used teaching sessions of

thirty minutes or less, .In these studies, teachers taught (1) the same

topic to different groups of students (three studies), (2) different

topics to the same group of students (four,studies), or (3) different

topics to different groups of students (four studies). In each case

three of ehe studies Were carried out by the same investigator (Fortune).

Students ranged in grade level from Head Start to the twelfth grade.

When teachers taught the same topic to different students, the correla-

tions (between student groups and teachers) were quite high (.22 to .70);

but in the other two cases the correlations were extremely erratic, and

few were significant.

These findings, showing a lack of consistent teacher effectiveness,

raise doubts as to the meaningfulness of the findings of Turner and

Denny discussed above. Although teachers may vary in skill, their

effectiveness does not appear to be generalizable over time or topics.

Studies of teadher skills and effectiveness are extremely limited, how-

ever, and any conclusion must be tentative. In addition, although it is

necessary to relate teacher skills and characteristics to student achieve-

ment, there are grounds for questioning the adequacy of ehe measures of

student achievement used in these studies. Teachers may be consistent

in their effectiveness on other dimensions of education outcome, but we

have been unable to find studies that report on this possibility. The

lack of stability in teacher effectiveness may explain, in part, why

studies of teacher Characteristics have proven so futile -- these dharac-

teristics either have no ilentifiably consistent effect or are not stable.
1

Teacher Expectations

Rosenthal and Jackson (1968) have reported on the importance of

teacher expectations as a determinant of student performance. However,

this report has been criticized on meLhodological grounds, and few of

1The low correlations may result from a student-teacher-subject

interaction. Teachers are not equally effective with all students and

all topics; correlations will vary with topic and the specific charac-

teristics of the students. Also experiments based on thirty-minute

teachingsessionsmaynotofferverymuchevidence
about anything relevant.
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the results appear to be substantial. Data are lacking in these studies

on causative factors, both on the establishment of teacher expectations

and on the mechanisms by which teachers communicate their expectations.

Recently, two studies investigated some of the mechanisms involved in

the establishment, communication, and effect of teacher expectations.

Rist (1970) attempted to uncover factors that establish teachers'

expectations concerning students, and the effect of these expectations

on the classroom behavior of both teachers and students. This study

followed a single class of ghetto children through kindergarten and

first and second grade. Results indicate that in kindergarten the

teadher's expectations and identification of "slaw" and "fast" learners

are essentially based on social class meMbership. Data on classroom

transactions indicate a marked differencein the teacher's attitudes

and behavior tauard fast and slow learners and a consequent change in

the behavior of the slaw learners. This study was based on a small

sample and needs to be replicated..

Brophy and Good (1970) investigated the process by which teachers

communicate their differential expectations to firat-grade children.

Expectations were determined by teacher ratings of students, but no

information is provided as to how fhe expectations were established.

Results indicate that teachers demanded better performance from dhildren

they rated high in their expectations, and that they praised fhe children

when it was forthcoming. Teachers demanded less from children they ex-

pected less from, and tended to withhold praise for good performance.

A few other studies have attempted to verify the effect of teadher

expectations. In general, it appears that expectations probably influence

teadher and student behavior and may influence measured student achieve-

ment. More research is needed to follow up on the interesting hypothesis

of the "self-fulfilling prophecy."

Student-teacher Interactions

.Throughout this section we have occasionally discussed'Indirect

evidence Chat some teachers are better with some students ehan with

others. Thelen (1967) reports direct evidence of this interaction and
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outlines a method for using it to improve classroom behavior and out-

come along a number of dimensions. Essentially, the method involves

assigning students to teachers according to the kind of student the

teacher works with best. The method begins with teadher identification

of students he believes are "getting a lot out of class" versus those

11not getting a iot out of class." The teacher does not describe these

students in any way but simply points them out. Different teadhers

do not tend to assign the same students to the two categories, and

Thelen notes (p. 189):

Finally, we found fhat teadhers recognize four kinds of

students: good, bad, indifferent, and sick. But the problem

is that each teacher places different students in these cate-

gories, so fhat whatever is being judged is certainly not

primarily some characteristic of the student.

The method then establishes the characteristics of students placed in

the two categories by the various teachers.

In assigning students to teathers, two criteria can be used: (1)

teachers are given students they work most effectively with, or (2)

students are assigned to teachers they can learn from most effectively.

This procedure requires determining the kinds of students that have

higher achievement than their usual performance with a teacher, and

then assigning teachers students of these types. Thelen's study indi-

cates that the same student-teacher grouping would not necessarily

result from fhe application of these two criteria, although fhere would

be considerable overlap. In any case, however, the students are better

off being assigned by either criterion.

It follows not only that some teachers do better with some students,

but also that there is no single "best" or "right" way to teadh. .Future

research on teaching mast account for the different preferences and

abilities of the teacher. It makes little sense to talk about teadher

skills without also considering the population of students best suited

for these skills. Studies of long-term trends in teacher effectiveness

must designate which kinds of students the teacher is effective with,

as well as how effective he is. The strongest evidence of an effect on

student achievement for any educational variable appears to be that of
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teacher expectations. Pragmatically, it may be better to put this

characteristic of teachers to use than to oppose it or lament its

existence.

THE EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTION

To simplify this brief overview of research on instruction, we

will separate this subsection into two main parts. In the first, we

examine studies of methods of instruction primarily related to learning

in the classroom; in the second, we review psychological researCh, mostly

in the field of learning, that has direct relevance for the design of

instructional techniques. Studies reviewed in the first part involve

classroom learning; those in the second involve learning tasks that are

dissimilar from normal classroom material, being theoretical rather than

applied. These are studies of the laboratory type, although the laboratory

may be a classroom.

The distinction between ehe two kinds of research is based on the

learning tasks used rather ehan on where the study occurs. It is an

arbitrary distinction at best. Studies in both parts flow directly from

ehe experimental-learning tradition in psychology. There is little ref-

erence to individual Characteristics of the learner, because of the attempt

to devise general propositions about learning.
1

Classroom Instruction

We begin this part with a brief analysis of research on curriculum

and instruction. Curriculum refers to instructional material and designs

for its use. Instruction refers to the interaction between teacher and

student as the materials are used. We then present results of research

On teaChing machines, television, and programmed instruction.

Curriculum and Instruction

An enormous amount has been written about Lurriculum design and

use. Westbury (1970, p. 239) begins a review with the commeft:

1The few' studies of learning that attempt to account for the unique
abilities of the learner are discussed below.

'78
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Curriculum evaluation appeared as a topic of a Chapter in
three of five issues of the 1969 Review of. Educational Research.
The emphasis on this topic is, if nothing else, disconcerting
to a reviewer who must plow the same field again; it is also

, . puzzling when compared with the infrequent appearances of
evaluations of actual curricula or curricular materials in
either the research or the subject journals.

and later:

Evaluations exist in the files and reports of those who de-
veloped curricula. Yet, while these evaluations remain in
files, the proposals an&prescriptions of developers circulate
freely, without any readily available critical scrutiny.
There is a literature of curriculum evaluation, but it is
neither publicly available in journals nor has it grown out
of an accessible tradition of formal or informal appraisal
of curricula. There is no "consensus of public knowledge"
on the nature of curriculum evaluation which. warrants
methodological formalizations about its character or pro-
vides the substance of such formalizations.

The curriculum research reviewed here is limited to literature that

appears in the professional journals ard attempts to evaluate curricula.

This represents only a small part of the total writings on the subject.

The narrative writing describing.curricula and discussing theoretical

issues is mostly omitted, which simplifies the summary presented herein

because evaluation has not dominated the curriculum scene by any means.

The subset of evaluation studies is much smaller than the set of curri-

culum development programs. In general, evaluations have not led to

many encouraging findings. Because of the complexity of the process

they often lack sufficient scope, so that an absence of positive,findings

is not surprising. Westbury (1970, p. 245) summarizes the problem of

matching evaluation schemes to curriculum objecitives:

Two separate though interrelated analytical problems must be

faced: curriculum must be conceptualized, in suCh a way that

it no longer carries the connotation that it is a unitary
notion, often a treatment; evaluation must be seen in ways
that permit the development of sets of methods and criteria
so reasoned judgments, appropriate to all senses of curriculum,

become possible. Curriculum evaluation theorists must attempt
to formalize these criteria and methods so they can prescribe
rules for the application of criteria to the full range of
concrete curricular issues.

t\
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No current theoretical prescription for curricular evaluation
approaches these goals, although parts of the problem have
been acknowledged by some writers.

Curriculum development programs in science and mathematics have
been evaluated, at least in some aspects. Some of these are reviewed
by Rombert (19 69), Smith (1969), Welch (1969), and Westbury (1970).
Evaluation studies of curricula developed by the Physical Science
Study Committee (PSSC), Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS),
Chemical Education Materials Study (CHEM), and School Mathematics
Study Group (SMSG) are inconsistent in their findings. Oftentimes,
differences between these curricula and conventional ones are small,
and sometimes results favor the conventional method. Some interactions
are noted between student ability and measures of learning for different
curricula; that is, low ability students may do better in the conven-
tional curriculum in terms of one measure of learning but poorer in a
new curriculum. All learning measures do not disclose this interaction,
and on some of them the new curriculum is better (Welch, 1969, p. 439).

Westbury (1970, p. 250) summarizes a study by Heron (1969) that
showed how a teacher's misunderstanding of a program might affect the
program's success or failure. Heron made no attempt to evaluate cur-
ricula in terms of output measures. Rather, the study explored three
evaluative questions related to CHEM PSSC, and BSCS curricula:

(1) To what extent is the inquiry" objective of these pro-
grams actually embodied in the materials produced? (2) How
do' the teachers through whom the materials filter perceive
this objective and do they understand "inquiry" well enough
to operationalize any conception of what it mighi: mean in
their classrooMs? and (3) HOW does this objective compare to
the explicit and implicit goal teaChers set in their classrooms?

Westbury. summarizes the findinga:

The resultS of his application were. disappointing. .Despite
the claims of the developers for their materials, they.were
found .to present little more' than a "soifieWhat -sophisticated"
versiOn of a ,Illess :competent?' view of' method. The teachers
who had been.attending workshops on the new materialswere
found to haVe almost no 'conception of what-. Might 'be:Meant
by a claim tO teach the "nature of scientific inquirj."
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The innovated science curricula such as those discussed above place

heavy emphasis on the role of inquiry or learning by discovery, an

emphasis that Ausubel (1965, p. 259) has severely criticized:

Much of this "heuristics of discovery" orientation to the

teaching of science is implied by the view that the principal

objectives of science instruction are the acquisition of

general inquiry skills, appropriate attitudes about science,

and training in the operations of discovery. Implicit or ex-

plicit in this approach is the belief that the particular

choice of subject matter chosen to implement these goals is a

matter of indifference (as long as it is suitable for the

operations of inquiry), or that somehow in the course of

performing a series of unrelated experiments in depth, the

learner acquires all of the really important subject matter

he needs to kilow.

Later in this section we discuss theories of instructional organi-

zation (including Ausubers). These approaches emphasize the importance

of instructional structure in acquiring knowledge. It is not surprising

then that Ausubel should conclude that incidental learning as a by-

product of discovery cannot compare to a graded and systematically

organized approach.

The idea .of learning by diacovery has become a popular one through-

out education, particularly among those calling for reforms in classroom

teaching. The complex issues involved In this concept are the topic of

an excellent book edited by. Shulman and Keisler (1966). The book empha-

sizes that learning by discovery does not mean laissez-faire education.

The difference is in the way control is exerted, not the lack of it.

In general, learning' by discovery'has not been proved 'to have a, great

advantage over conventional
methods., Cronbach (1966) 'points out that

research' Is needed to determine what:advantages learning by discovery

offers, anclunder,what conditions its benefits are acctued.

AlthoOgh curriculum development is far from :being;.on firm .ground,

and in spite of" 4,.general lack oi evaluation, same progress is:being

made. The .4urrents.status of .curriculum development and evaluation in

terms of its accomplishment awl shortComingS is seentiin the following

quottions:

.-,-
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In brief summary, during the past decade slgnificant progress
has been made in the precise definition of curricular objectives,
in the analysis of ends/means relationships, and in the effec-
tive ordering of stimuli for learning. Substantial progress
has been made in extending both the understanding of the
evaluative process and the use of evaluative data in diag-
nosing the possible causes of discrepancies between curricular
expectancies and curricular accomplishments. In the realm of
explaining curricular realities, however, we appear to know
little more in 1969 than we knew in 1960. Curricular theory
with exploratory and predictive power is virtually nonexistent.
Good lad (1969, p. 374).

Research during the period of this review shads a desirable
tendency toward a broader spectrum of concern, but still
lacking are systematic longitudinal studies showing the im-
pact of varied methods and materials on student attitudes,
unders tanding performance , and motivation. Current research
seems to be mainly discipline-centered rather than pupil- or
learning-centered, and the ends of education appear to be too
often subordinated to transitory fashions in educational
haberdashery. Smith (1969, p. 409).

One conclusion seems obvious. Only at centers where there
has been a concentrated effort to investigate many facets of
a course or teaching method by a group of researchers does
one find any discernible evidence of advancement. Welch (1969,
p. 441).

Theory must inform the deliberation that is evaluation but
at the same time.it.mult grotr from deliberation. The "problem
imPlicit in this assertion is mapped by the requirement .that
curriculum and evaluation workers find a theoretical structure
that permits them.:to embrace the particular and concrete.with
seriousness before they attempt theoretical speculation of
any kind. We are far from this at the moment. Westbury (1970,
p. . 257) .

Rosenshine (19 70a) indicates that a central problem in evaluation

is determining the actual teaching practice that takes place within any

given curriculum. Because teachers vary widely in their skills, atti-
tudes, beliefs, and dispositions, they do not all do the same thing given

the same curriculum. 'Simply producing a curriculum does nothing in

terms of its implementation, and evaluations of different curricula are
generally useless without data on classroom transactions. In summarizing

the shortcomings of evaluation of curricula Rosenshine states:

;
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Currently, three major needs are: greater specification of

the teaching strategies to be used with instructional materials,

improved observational instruments that attend to the context

of the interactions and describe classroom interactions in

more appropriate units than frequency counts, and more research

into the relationship between classroom events and student

outcome measures (p. 296).

Some progress is being made in defining classroom transaction and

relating it to student outcome. Some studies that relate specifically

to the teacher's mode of presentation were discussed previously; how-

ever, as yet there is little demonstrable evidence for accepting any

particular curriculum as being better than another. This is a gross

generalization and perhaps does not do credit to some programs. Of

course, some curricula are undoubtedly better than others and "everyone

knows it." Unfortunately, demonstrating curriculum effectiveness is

extremely difficult.

Instructional method studies have failed for essentially the same

reason as curriculum studies: a lack of classroom transaction data.

Reported studies find no consistent indication for the superiority of

any instructional method. For example, research on discussion versus

lecture has a long history, but as Stephens (1967, p. 81) concludes:

"It has been found -in
summary,after 'Summary that no distinction between

the two methods can be found."

StudieS of instructional: method rarely control
for student' or tezrzher

characteristics, and It is entirely possible that one method may be

superior to another for some students and with some teachers. It is

unreasonable to assume, for example, that all teachers are, equally

effecve using, the discussion method, or that because one is. effective

using the discussion method, he.will also be effective using the lecture

appruach. Before instructional methods, can be evalustrA, certain student

and teacher .characteristics .must be defined, and data must be provided
. . _

on the t:ransactions :between them...:
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Television and Pro rammed Instruction

We turn now to the topic of teaching machines, programmed instruc-

tion, and other technologically oriented aspects of instruction. The

research on teaching technology has been much reviewed, and only the

major studies will be mentioned. A detailed and lengthy history as well

as a criti-zal and summary review of such research is provided by Saettler

(1968). A brief overview of history and research including comments on

general shortcomings of the field is given by W. H. Allen (19 71). A

leagthy evaluation and review of research on learning from television

is provided by Chu and Schramm (1967). A number of other reviews of

specific areas will be cited in the following pages.

The early and intense interest in television learning led to a

large-scale development with little in the way of controlled research .

Many claims were made for the success of these programs. Subsequent

research did not support the claims, although as Chu and Schramm (1967,

p. 176) point out:

In a sense, instructional television is more complex than the

research that deals with it. Complex behavior has baffled

learning theorists for years. A number of variables are

clearly at work determining what a given individual learns

from the television. In many cases these variables inter-

act, and the total must be a great deal more complex than can

be represented by the one variable experiments that typically

make up the research literature, no matter hag clean and skill-

ful they are.

However, after hundreds of studies, it can only be concluded chat

learning-by television is about as effective as conventional classroom

learning, and a case cannot be made for the superiority of either. Effec-

tive television teaching grows out of the application of sound teaching

methods, such as simplicity, organization of material, and practice, and

apparently mit from any special mOde of presentation. The advantages of

television learning are not evident in any' identifiably superior result,
t ,

but rather in the abilitY tO reach:.alarger audience and tO augment con-

ventional methods., ; Further refiearch is required to determine under w7at

conditiond 'televiaion-Iearning takes. 'place and 'What specific faCtOrs in

television ;presentation;,are.Cresponsible for learning. HoWever::: the same

ComMent holds for Conventional teaching. in general, 'little 'is known

about factors that actually promote learning.
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The most direct application of learning principles has been in the

area of programmed instruction. This literature is reviewed in many

places and is commented on in almost every review of educational re-

search . Interest in programmed instruction, which surged a little over

a decade ago, has waned considerably over the past five years (Corey,

1967). The conditioning approach of Skinner (1968), following his suc-

cess in conditioning the behavior in animals, has been applied to human

learning. In spite of the early bloom and rapid spread of programmed

instruction based on the Skinnerian method, however, later evaluations

of the effectiveness of programmed instruction have not been highly

positive.

The behavioristic learning approach of Skinner and his followers

was criticized early in its development on the grounds that, because

their teaching practices derived from work with animals, programmed

instructions were devoid of meaningful structure and concentrated too

much on rote material. The Skinnerian approach thus has many critics;

some criticisms relating specifically to programmed instruction can be

found in Pressey (1963) and Thelen (1963a,b).
I

Theoretical issues aside, programmed instruction has not proved to

be the success in the classroom that it was first thought to be (Gotkin

and McSweeney, , 1967 ; Saettler, , 1968; Allen , 1971) . Programmed ins truc-

tion is about as effective as conventional programs when student achieve-

wilt is used as the criterion, but its superiority has not been affirmed.

The issue of effectiveness of programmed instruction is further clouded

by the untested claims made by the manufacturers of teaching machines

(Saettler, 1968, p. 269). Few, if any, of the claims made for the high

efficiency, of teaching machines have in fact proved out. An early such

claim held that by properly sequencing material in small steps, dull

students would be able to perform better, perhaps even as well as bright

1Of course, the Skinnerian stimulus7res2onse approach drey'instant
fire from the gestalt psychologists, who insisted on a field aliProach

with einphasie on meaningful tmits. ins tead of fragmented, serially ,pre
sented (and rote-learned) programs.
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students. However, in their review of this research, Cronbach and Snow
(1969) could find no evidence to support these claims.

In summary, there is no support for the claim thdt programmed in-
struction is superior to conventional classroom methods, and this probably
explains the recent decline in research on the topic. However, interest
in programmed instruction and teaching machines has had some positive
outcomes. A book on programmed instruction edited by Lang (1967), al-
though it has little to say about programmed instruction as it applies
to teaching machines, discusses the design, structuring, and sequencing
of learning material for aim mode of presentation and includes problems
of curriculum design. Allen (1971) points out that research on programmed
instruction has had the important effect of producing irterest in the
development of individualized instruction. Whereas early research and
application focused on group instruction and one-way communication, the
current work is shifting to the unique characteristics of the individual
student as a central issue in the design of instruction. Interest is
turning, however slowly, to the study of interactions among student,
task, and material.

Experimental Work in Instruction

Organizing pSychological research and making it relevant to instruc-
tion is an enormous job and perhaps even an impossible one. The size of
the problem has been well put by Gagnd and Rohwer (1969, p. 381):

Remoteness of applicability to instruction, we note with some
regret, characterizes many studies of holm learning, reten-
tion, and transfer, appearing in the most prestigious of
psychological journals. The findings of many studies of
human-"earning presently cannot be applied directly to in-
structional design for two major reasons: (a) the Conditions
under which the learning is investigated, such as withholdiug
knowledge of learning goals from the subject and the requiring
of repetition of responses, are often unrepresentative of
conditions under,which most human learning occurs; and (b)
the tasks set for the learner (e.g., the verbatim reproduc-
tion of verbal responses, the guessing of stimulus attributes
chosen by the experimenter, among many others) appear to
cover a range from the merely Peculiar to the'downright
esoteric. This is not to imply that such studies do not,
further an understanding of the learning procesi. However,
it Woad seem that extensive theory development centering
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upon learning tasks and learning conditions will be required

before one will be able to apply such knowledge to the design

of instruction for representative human tasks.

Much of the reason for the gap between experiments on learning in

the laboratory on one hand, and classroom applications on the other, lies

in the influence of behaviorism and its emphasis (real or implied) on

association learning. The behavioristic tradition in general, of course,

has always had its critics. The psycholinguists, led by Chomsky (1959),

have leveled strong criticisms, and the debate continues. The basis of

behaviorism is the stimulus-response relationship and its control through

the manipulation of reinforcement. The inadequacy of this model even in

simple animal learning has been questioned repeatedly, and its applica-

tion to human learning (particularly verbal) is considered by many to be

grossly inadequate (Deese, 1969; Garrett and Fodor, 1968). Nevertheless,

behaviorism dominates in learning and experimental psychology, and the

methods used in studies of learning are almost exclusively those of be-

havioristic inclination. Some examples of widely used methods are sum-

marized below.

Studies of human association learning typically present pairs of

stimuli (words, symbols, pictures) to the subject during the learning

phase, and test for his recall of the second stimulus by presenting him

with the first. A recognition measure of retention (or learning) may be

used in which the subject selects the correct stimulus out of several

presented to him. An even more primitive form (serial learning) simply

presents stimuli in lists; learning is measured by the degree of recall

(or recognition) of the list. In the study of human learning, hundreds of

laboratory studies involving serial and association learning occur each

year, but the value of studies of paired-associate learning for the Class-

room has been rePeatedly questioned,. and it is generally concluded that
, .

their value is minimal. 'Rohwer et al. (19 71) caution against this con-

clusion, becansel.substantial relationships have been reported betWeeni,

(., s

paired-associate and school learning.

Another frequent* used method fi)i\,..studies of .humen.

discrimination 'learning: -In this method, .the,subject lealils to:make.

a differential reeponee to.:different 'stimuli thiough the application
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of a reinforcer. Usually there are two stimuli and two responses. For

example, the subject may be reinforced (with a reward or with feedback

concerning the correctness of his response) for responding to one

stimulus, and not reinforced for responding to another. Learning is

measured in terms of the time or nunther of responses necessary for the

subject to "learn" to respond only to the "correct" (the reinforced)

stimulus. This method may make use of an irrelevant stimulus (one

present but one not necessarily attended to by the subject); the subject

is then tested for how well he "correctly" responds to this incidental

stimulus (incidental learning).

At least two excellent reviews of learning research are now availa-

ble: Anderson (1967) and Gagné añd Rohwer (1969). Both reviews organize

a large variety of research around a few central issues, and both evaluate

as well as summarize the research as it relates to these issues. In

addition, we have made a brief review of major articles published since

Gagn6 and Rohwer. We will discuss and review those activities and issues

that appear to be most immediately relevant to instruction in the class-

room. No reference will be made to specific studies except for those not

included in Anderson and in Cagné and Rohwer.

Transfer of Learning

A central issue in learning theory and a critical one in classroom

learning is that of transfer or generalization of learning. A dis-

appointment of 'pre-school and compensatory education programs has been

the fadinir of achievement gains _over time. . This has led to an interest

in the question of how achievement in basic skills such reading and

mathematics might be generalized- tO future achievement and to concurrent

achievement in other school subjects. licmever, there appear to be no

.
direct attempts to measure this generalization in the classroom.

Although .We, lackstUdies in the classiooM,
.

...research on generalizetion..:,(referred'to as' ..transfer) is large Gagné,.

(1962) dis tinguiSheaftwo '?kinds* Of-,: trans fer. In one case, there is'

traniiIer from -itie:::learaing of a specific task- to-...Performance on the

lateriI":trantafer.,::...-It. is

'-:eqUiValents:ta.:.;generatizatiOn.-,.', ...= In:. Other Worde generalization OPerateS
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whenever two learning problems require common rules for solution, or

depend on some common stimulus or response sequences.

A second kind of transfer -- vertical transfer -- operates when dhe

learning of a specific task facilitates the learning of another. For

example, training in stimulus coding -- that is, a translation of mean-

ingless symbols into meaningful ones via mnemonic devices -- transfers

to paired-associate learning. Subjects trained in coding learn fw3ter.

In this case, stimulus coding is a subordinate skill to paired-associate

learning; however, it is not necessary to, or a part of, the learning

task. This is the kind of transfer that Gagnd and others consider in

studies of "hierarchical organization," where learning a task lower in

the hierarchy facilitates the learning of higher-order tasks.

Lateral transfer is a less popular researdh topic (Gagnd and Rohwer,

1969). Results of recent studies hold no surprises. Much of the re-

search on lateral transfer has centered on learning general rules.

Research shows that verbalizing the rule is better than not, and using

a wide variety of examples of the rule in the learning phase helps to

promote transfer.

Studies of vertical transfer carry a number of important implica-

tions for the design of instruction. The notion of hierarchical organi-

zation was first outlined in detail by Gagné (1962). He asserts that

knwledge of a subject can be arranged in a hierarchy such that knowledge

at any one level of complexity depends upon the attainment of knowledge

lower in the hierarchy. Theory predicts that in learning a subject

students cannot "pass" a post-test on the subject unless they also have

"passed" tests for skills lawer in the hierarchy of knowledge.

A nunber of studies designed to test for hierarchical theory report

results supporting the theory. In a recent review, the originator of

dhe theory comments that:

Studies of transfer Of'prior learning are frequently con-

sistent with this hypothesis, although few are confirming

in a crucial sense.(Gagné and Rohwer, 1969).

Ausubel'(196Whas,develoPect atheory of hierarchical organization

of meaningful verbalMateriai, ,.The hierarchy begins at the bottom with
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detailed and specific bits of knowledge and builds to a level containing

the most abstract and general concepts. The learning of new material

can be facilitated by the use of "advance organizers," which help the

learner integrate new material into his existing cognitive structures.

These advance organizers are highly generalized statements or questions

that the subject reads prior to studying new material. Their purpose

is to prepare the reader for new material in terns of what he already

knows; or the advance organizers may outline and brief the material.

In addition to experimental support cited by Ausubel, several other

studies also find supportive evidence for the theory (Grotelueschen and

Sjorgren, 1968; D. I. Allen, 1970; Merrill and Stolurow, 1966; Merrill,

Barton, and Wood, 1970).1

A topic closely related to transfer involves a technique that has

come to be called "fading" or "vanishing." In this technique one stimulus

is faded out and slowly replaced by a new one. Anderson (1967) reports

on research in this area that may have practical value for teaching

children who cannot understand or hear verbal instructions. In this

technique, the students are able to learn to make the correct response

to the new stimulus without trial-and-error behavior. A recent study

by Karraker and Nike (1970) found the fading technique to be superior

for the errorless learning of the discriminition of the letters b and d

by kindergarten dhildren. However, Samuels (1970) summarizes reading

research using ehe fading technique and finds contradictory results.

In these studies, a picture and word are shown together, and the picture

is gradually faded out. .It appears that the desired attention shift

from the picture to the word does not always take place. In view of

the contradictory evidence and the limitations of this technique it

appears to have little utility in the classroom at this time.

IllertiCaltransferhaS been Studied under a number of other theOriea
And experimental approaches, inclUding rule learning, concept learning and
attainment (see'disCuSsion Of therwOrk.bY Piaget), verbal learning,' and
problen03plving., Theresulitt ofi,themany:studies'On transfer'clearlY
*indicate f,she importance of the sequerice of tasks for instruction effec-

tiveness. These results appear,;:to have moteAirect bearing on classroom
learningthan any others we have:,xeliiewedi although-with mot&needs tO

be-known.
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Reinforcement and Feedback

The concept of reinforcement is central in almost all formulations of

learning, and many learning theorists and experimentalists insist that

learning cannot occur without.reinforcement. In the absence of a clearly

defined external reinforcer, these theorists assume that reinforcement is

provided by the subject and is internal.
1 For example, a subject may be

reinforced with some tangible reward for reading, or he may read because he

finds it personally rewarding. The latter is considered to be a case of

intrinsic reinforcement. Other learning is said to take place as a result

of the operation of social reinforcers or broadly generalized extrinsic ones

The importance of reinforcers for learning has been demonstrated in

the laboratory, but using the strictest definition of reinforcement. If a

stimulus presented immediately after the occurrence of a response leads to

an increase in the response rate, it is a reinforcer. It is frequently

argued that the use of this rigorous definition of a reinforcer in complex

learning is at best unproductive. The stimulus properties of the rein-

forcer are not known, nor is the desired response clearly defined.

Psychologists have, however, tried to address .complex learning.

For example, the,term 7feedbadk".,hasbeen used by some psychologists'to

indicate an information-Trocessing and volitional aspect of complex

learning. It is a general term that may be,used to denote either the

reinforcing,event,,fhe subject's interest in and_use ofthe event, or

both. :i3Obtaining,a peppy, (or candy) reward,for.,the correct response in

a discrimination.learning task May be-,thought of as providipg,feedback

about the correctness of response and defining how fhe subject can

obtain further.reward. :Providing knowledge, of results to the learner,

(feedback) is considered bY many theorists to be a.reinforcer for

wanting to learn, and the reinforangevent is primarily intrinsic,

although under partial control:of theexternal evept.

Although stUdies...of variOUs faCtOrs-of reinfordeMentlhave'dominate&

mUch Of_the:.psYchOlogical
study:ofjearning;,AtapPearsto ue tha0eWH'

jf:Carrieo:alvextremereinforcementbecomesaitautologiCal-'
concept -- that is., if anexterrial reinforCeiis absent thenthe theorist

defines some internal reinforceMent,to account for'learning.

91.
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of the results have any real value in determining classroom learning.

The application of a term like feedback does not solve issues, because

it is difficult to find consistent rules of feedback. Gagnd and Rohwer

(1969, p. 401) note that:

A characteristic of recent research is that it reveals
clearlY the highly variable nature of feedback effects.
Moreover, the research indicates that the sources of this
variance are to he found in learner characteristics, type
of feedback, timing of feedback, direction of feedback, and
type of task.

Attention Factors in Learning

For learning to occur, the appropriate stimuli must be attended by

the learner, and factors in attention have played a central role in

learning experiments. There is a well-established body of research to

indicate that stimulus novelty promotes learning and helps to maintain

attention. In human learning, guessing and delayed feedback lead to

better learning than no guessing and immediate 'feedback. In general,

factors that increase the uncertainty of a stimulus complex lead to

heightened curiosity or increased attention. In reading material, it

has bden found that retention is improved when questions are inéerted

throughout the text. These results are generally interpreted as indi-

cating increased attention and inspection time.

One of the more easily manipulated factors in instruction is the

mode of presentation of the learning material. In summarizing research

on stimulus Presentad.on Gagnd and Rohwer (1969) state:

Considerable evidence has now been amassed indicating that
when there is tv choice of method for presenting -equivalent
information, the following results, prevail: pictorial_ materials

are superior to verbal; concrete verbal materials are pre-
ferable to abstract verbal; :Mid grammatically structured are
better than unatructured materials. In. contrast, the condi-

tions that might dictate choices among various available
modes of preSenting stimuli are almost entirely undetermined'
thus far. Finally; stimulus context appears to be one of the
most potent of the variables determining the effects of
materials 'presented; although tasks other than. traditional

, laboratory. ones .remain, to be investigated. . .,,

Retiearch that finds:Pictures superior to words is mrifitly based on

the paired-associate method. Thise studies typically require the subject

92
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to learn lists of paired words, paired pictures, or a word paired with a

picture. Although results favor the picture presentation, the relative

effectiveness of the two modes appears to depend on a number of factors,

including student
characteristics and age and task characteristics. How-

ever, Samuels (1970) finds on the basis of studies of classroom learning

that pictures have a negative effect on learning to read, especially for

the poorer students. Pictures are interpreted by Samuels as distracting

stimuli that produce attention shifts. This is consistent with other

findings about the effect of distracting stimuli on learning by poor

students. The studies reported by Samuels involved young children

learning to read, while most of the studies using the paired-associate

method used older subjects. Thus, age differences may account for the,

disparate results obtained by the different methods.

Retention of Learned Material

Once material has been learned, a key question is the length of

retention. Studies of retention and forgetting are as old as the study

of learning, and one of the principal measures of learning has always

been amount of retention. Gagné and Rohwer (1969, p. 401) give an

excellent review of the research, the principal findings, and the basic

issues involved. Unfortunately, like much of the research reviewed in

this section, work on retention depends on the paired-associate method,

which makes generalization to the classroom hazardous.

Earlier studies that seemed to demonStrate better retention for

free recall than for recognition learning have since been shown to

depend on the degree of original learning rather than the method of

learning. A number of studies have confirmed that when control is

introduced for the degree of original learning, ,retention is approxi-

mately the same for all methods of learning (within the limitations of

paired-associate learning). Even the degree of meaningfulness of the

material does not affect retention when the degree of learning is con-
,

trolled for. Of course, "meaningfulness" here is used strictly in the

framework of paired-associate learning,
where it refers to the use of

words instead of nonsense syllables, or 'the use of grammatically correct

sentences instead of random orders of words. This does not seem to be
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closely related to what educators generally mean when they talk about
meaningful material.

Other factors affecting retention have been isolated.
of retroactive inhibition is well known. This occurs when
task inserted between the learning of an original task and
of retention causes the original material to be forgotten.
been fOund that elaborating on (talking about) the stimuli
phase promotes retention.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

The effect
a learning
the measure
It has also

in the learning

In this subsection, we discuss evidence showing that a general
failure to match student characteristics with specific educational pro-
grams is a major reason for the lack of positive findings in educational
research and for the consequent lack of success in defining factors that
substantially affect educational outcomes. Little attention has been paid
in the literature to identifying pertinent student characteristics or
to developing specific educational programs to fit individual charactar-
istics. A priori, it seems reasonable to believe that students respond
differently to different kinds of classroom and instructional methods
and to different types of teachers . As reasonable as this hypothesis may
sound, there is little research to support it, although some notable
exceptions are pointed out below'.

Although there are undoubtedly many social reasons why individnal
student differences have not been a major, part of research it is worth

. .

nOting psychological reasons. Cronbach (1957)" has pointed out that
psychology is split into two disciplines.. One group of psychologists
(mostly paychoMetricians and, to 'SoMe extent, personality 'theorists)
have' been greatly concerned with indiVidual 'differences and have Mostly
ignored the develOPment,of a general' iheoi:y 'Of 'behavior. 'Others (notalY

.

learning theoriats:and ekPeritiental t;SycholOgiit) iiiiveattemPted to
: 6

develop theories of behaVior while 'ignoring individual differencei.
This split .hals been PartiCillarly'diMaging to' education, beCause learning
thedrists have little to say that bears directly on learning in. the
classroom. Gagnd p 13) notei:
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First the widespread inattention to individual differ-

ences seems to indicate that psychologists have been uniquely

optimistic in their expectations for the generality of

behavioral laws. In the pursuit of these laws, the assess-

ment of ranges of generalization and of limiting conditions

has been by-passed. If we recognize learning at; a process

of transition from an initial state to an arbitrary terminal

state, then with respect to thern individual differences prob-

lem, we should take a lesson from other natural Sciences. We

must recognize limitations in the applicability of a scientific

law. It is through the specification of limiting conditions

that our hypothesized or theoretically derived relationships

obtain concreteness.

Abilities and General Intelligence

The study of human abilities has long been an area of psychological

research concerned with individual characteristics. Alternative theories

and the, experimental literature generated by this effort have been dis-

cussed in,a number of places (Guildford, 1967; Cronbach and Snow, 1969;

Snow, 197:0. The most widely accepted theories identify some kind of

general ability (general intelligence) and a number of special abilities.

The relative influence of; heredity and environment on the. develop-

rant 'of ability.is a topic of continued interest and debate. Some

theories hold that abilities are genetically determined, unfolding in

the process of development. Others maintain in varying degrees that

abilities are learned and that heredity only places loosely defined

boundaries: on their development. Snow .(19 71) ,comments:

.1The bulk,' of .the evidenceseems. to be against.the

unfolding hypothesis but, the alternative learning hypo7
tness remai-ns, largelY unteSted:

The Oost,recent ,Upsurge,of interest in 'genetic,determinants of in-

tellectual ability was prompted by, the, work of ,Jensen (1969), who reports

On', the interaction of two brOad categories of ability (LeVel I and II,

to use his terminology) and types of learning.(associative and concqtual).

His findings:and his interpretation iri terms of heredity are a matter of

much controversy; more research ,is,.needed before any, firm conclusion can

kr,
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be made. In particular, the effect of "tuning' on students low on tests
of Level II ability must be investigated, since there are subjects who
have had little exposure to, or use for, conceptual thinking.

In a well-designed study by Rohwer et al. (19 71), several hypotheses
deriving from the Jensen model are investigated. Some results support
the model and some conflict with it. The authors present an alternative
explanation, one independent of an assumption of differences in innate
ability between populations. The study makes clear that part of the
problem in verifying Jensen's model lies in the fact that Level I and
II taskst are not readily defined.

Although the relative contributions of heredity and environment
are not known, there is confirmatory evidence of differences in general
cognitive abilities between ethnic groups. Stodolsky 'and Lesser (1967)
review the evidence for this conclusion and report on their oWn care-
fully controlled study. In their study,, they find highly significant
differences in patterns of achievement across four mental abilities
(verbal, reasoning, number, and space) for various ethnic groups (Chinese,
Jews, Negroes, Puerto Ricans). That is, 'the level of attainment in eaeb

;

of the four varied within an ethnic group3, but ethnic groups
differed in terms of which abilitY they attained best. Differences were
also found for lower- and middle-clasa children within an ethnic group,
and while the patterns were very different for different ethnic groups,
they were nearly identical for the tWo classes within an ethnic group.

, .

Thus, whatever faCtors produce differences in.:ethnic pattenis.6f mental
perforthatice ,:operate 'in both 'lower a4d middle classes. The.atithors: feel
that ',More research: is 'necessary 'to the'specifiC 'antecedents o
the.;différential Patterns Of 'mentai':abilAy:

' r

Some students have little or no practice in the use of mediation
or the:Search' 'for general!prinCiPles f7gri problem solving. Thusi,'theY
do poorly in ,,abstract or. conceptual.,problem Solving compared with children
who come from an environment that entourages the use of mediation. It is
coneltided that the..POor 'Perforrners:'iire unable to ''do ;Conceptutil. thinking.
Tuning is a pre7training in,.which',.s.Ubjects:are,taught th use ,of,-media7
tion. Differentes between grOups ',Often. disappear after tuning is used.
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Some recent successful attempts to improve the IQ scores of Negro

ghetto children argue against a genetic explanation of the children's

generally lower scores. Through work with parents, some recent attempts

to modify IQ in pre-school children show promise, as do some programs that

focus on language learning (see Elkind and Sameroff, 1970, for a review

of these studies). Two recent programs beginning with pre-school children

show promise: one at the University of Illinois (Engelmann, 1970) and

the Ypsilanti-Carnegie Project (Lathbie and Weikart, 1970). The Illinois

programs, especially, demonstrated substantial gains ia IQ scores and

school achievement. However, past studies have shown a decline over time

of IQ gains resulting from special programs, so that one needs to know
1

longitudinal effects before making a final evaluatian on these programs.

The above studies are examples of success in identifying special

abilities. The important question for this reporthowever, is how these

abilities affect educational outcome. Studies th,atinvestigate the effect

of special Abilities on learning have been summarized ald evaluated in 4

number of places (Ferguson, 1965;. Fleishman and Bartlett, 1969). However,

Cronbach and Snow (1969) find serious methodological flaws in much of the

research and conclude that there is little .clear evidence.for the assump

tion of an interaction between special abilities and learning. This is

not , meant to imply that specific abilities do not affect educational.:

outcome, but that their, utility, for diffe7entiating success with particular

teaching methods has not been adequately demonstrated.
.

.

Whether generals intelligence(orlrneral ability).is related to,

learninvis a.matter of somecontroversy. Evidence from factor analytie

stUdies indicatingthatjntelligeace is nota-unit4ry ability, andl.ow

,
I

correlations from studies of IQ and learniwand amongseveral.,learningL
N.

tasks led Fleishman and Bartlett (1969):to favor anlmterpretation that

dOe4, not define intelligende as the ability to learn. :CronbaCh and

Snor (1909) t4kejssue'withAhis_paint of view; after reviewing researdh

andre-analyZingSome-bk:ineexisting'44ta,'-ihey
COnClUde Ith4tgeneraI

intelligence is. Conaistently andsUbsl:alltiallyorrelatedwithlearning

MuchoUthe'cOnfusiOn 4CCOrding'tOthese .4Luthorsiiii604 fromthe'latt''

See Stearns (1971Wfor a detailed review OUtheliterature on

the effects of preschoollirograd4A:in raisingl'ehildrelOs IQ.Y
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that many studies of the relationship between intelligence and learning

use laboratory tasks that do not allow general intelligence much effect.

In.addition, most of the support for special abilities comes from the

factor analytic approach that dominated American research on abilities

for several decades. This approach tends to overdifferentiate because

even slight correlations sometimes produce new factors; in the process,

a general intelligence factor tends to be submerged. British researchers

have used a hierarchical model of abilities (Vernon, 1965). The views

of Cronbach and Snow (1969) are more consistent with the British approach.

Along with the finding that general intelligence is correlated with

degree of learning, Cronbach and Snow (1969) report eVidence of signi-

ficant and substantial interactions between intelligence and instructional

method (aptitude-treatment interaction). In Other words, instructional

methods and learning tasks can be found that are differentially effective

on the basis of level of student general ability. For example, under

instructional methods A. and B, an interaction effect means that if high -

ability students do relatively well under treatment A, they do relatively

poorly under B. .Conversely, low-ability students do relatively well

under B and poorly under A. If groups of students given methods A and

B.are equally mixed in regard.to ability, no difference will be found

ii,average.performance between the two \methods. This 4believed to

explain much of the failure in educatioal research to find positive

effects due_to'instructional innoyationc. Thelcinds of educational treat-

ments that will produce an interaction with general.abilitTare not well

underatood, but somesuggestive possibilities can be brought out in.the:

following pages.

If we grant an interaction,between :educational mefhod and student':

intelligence, then to maximize,..achievementstudents should,receiVe_dif-
-

ferential.instructional.treatment (af,least in some'.toPics) on the'babis

of intelligence; ...Bowever,:classroomgrouPinby4ntelligence:br,any

otheriability) has along history of failure in ,prOmoting anY difference

in-adhievement outcoie...Thelen.(1967) reViews .the extensive.research

on itOupingand:suMniarizedthe'findingii.offhe:internetional donferendef

on groupingat thOMBSCO InstituteofuiatiOnjn HaMurglin

'Results dleaily indidate fhat hetirOgeneOw3 groups doabOut as Well as

46-922 0'- 72 - 7 98
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homogeneous groups. , The reason for this seems obvious. Grouping on,

any basis, by itself, cannot be expected to produce improvement. What

is needed is differential instruction treatment of the separate groups

(Thelen, 1967, p. 188):

In other words, special grouping makes sense only when

,the teadher has a plear and accurate idea of what to do with

the special group. From this standpoint, the chief diffi-

culty with homogeneOut ability grouping is that-the guesses

about haw to deal with the group are often wrong. Thus, we

find teadhers who think "bright" children "ought" to be more

self-directing, more interested in the subject, more creative,

or more eager to have fkcontinuous, heavy load of work. .By

and large, however accuiate these guestes may be with regard

to impressions of bright adults who are successful in the

adult world, the guesses tre mostly not true -- and certainly

noenecessarily-true -- as applied to most bright children

under usual school.conditions.

Student Characteriatics and Programmed Inttruction

,In the past dedade, there has been much interest in progiatmed

instruction and the application of what are aometimes referred' to as

principles of learning theory- The.interest in programmed instruction

derived almost entirelY from the psycholo!ICal field of learning; as

mentioned earlier, this disaipline wai nOt, oriented toward accounting

for individual -differences. For that reaton, most of the research on

instruCtional Methods,.:especially programmed inttructiou has not

focused on (oi even considered) individual characteristics. Most of

the research on
ingtrUctioner.methOdt(hat'beeareVieWed above.-

Here we

w111 suimarize:the'findingi oUptudies that.hsIe attempiedto inVesti-

gate response to programmed instruction as a function of student

characteristics.

Gronbacif and Snow
(1969)40int2out one Study:in this:Area-thatis

and:that'leadi. to :ah'interesting

hypOthe'Sii'ln
need.offurther.InVeitigatiOnThe'deiaila of this ttudy,

'1:4iiiiiithmed:inatruntion'refersi to the-detailed'se4UenCingYOUt

struntionaltaska.)::It:Jsplanned;:toprOCure:coutinUOuseCtiVity
on the

part of.fhe learner, with ImMediate feedbaCk COnCerning'thecorrectneee

of his 'reeponSe.F(Se. COricr1967.)

,
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by Burton and Goldberg (1962), are too complex to present here. The

essential finding was an interaction between treatment (type of feed-

back) and student aptitrie (verbal reasoning), but the interaction
reversed according to the difficulty of the learning task. This is

particularly important, because it points out the presence of higher-

order interactions, as well as an interaction between ability and task

difficulty.

Another excellent study (according to Cronbach and Snow) indicating
higher-order as well as simple interactions is that of Maier and Jacobs

(1966). In this study, some classes in Spanish had programmed instruc-

tion (PI) only, some had PI plus live instruction, and others had live

instruction only. In addition, students were tested for general intel-

ligence, Spanish language ability, and attitudes about Spanish. Results

indicate that a favorable attitude toward Spanish was associated with

PI plus live instruction for high-intelligence students. Seermd, there

were indications that low-ability students tended to favor PI and high-

ability students tended to favor live instruction. Perhaps the most

significant finding was that some teachers got better results under one

set of techniques and student characteristics than under others. It

appears that high-IQ students do better under PI plus teacher when the

teacher favors the innovative' method. We shall return later to this

topic of student-teacher-method interaction.

Although far from conclusive, there is some slight evidence to

support the notion that low-aptitude (general intelligence) students

may respond differently tO some programmed features thando high-aptitude

st.udents. Well-structured programs, may be more effective for duller

individuals, and perhapS brighter,

ones to a .scrambled.presentation.'

an interaction between prograMmed

meager,.

Students respo-ndi better than dull

In general ilhoWever,.,:stipport for

instruction and student aptitude is

Student Characteristics and I4eaningfulness :

The iSsue; of, meaningful: veraus rote learning, has, .a7long traditiOn; ,

introductorT:psychblogy.: texts::usUally.': say ,. that'. meaningfUl, material. Is :



more easily learned. Rote learning is generally considered to require

less ability, and one is led to expect an interaction between meaningfulness

and ability.

Research on meaningfulness of instruction and its interaction with

student aptitude is.surveyed by Cronbach and Snow (1969). Some evidence

of an interaction is noted, but it is not clear what factors actually

allow one type of student to gain more from meaningful instruction than

others. Tuning is seldom used, so that students who have little or no

experience with meaningful material are not on a par with students who

have. Cronbach and Snow (1969) comment on a large-scale, well-designed'

study by Brownell and Moser (1949) that investigated meaningful versus

mechanical instruction in subtraction,:

In half the schools subtraction was_rationalized for the
children; a major effort was made to explain whY certain steps
were performed in (e.g.) borrowing. Butthird graders in some

of the schools seemed unable toprofit from these explanations.
The authors tell us that where instruction had been rote in the

two preceding grades the whole concept of explanation in arith-

metic was strange tothese pupils, and they could not incor

porate the meanings offered; The children,.then, had developed

a positive inaptitude.for meaningful instruCtion, whereas
other children had been led to the point where they could
profit from explanation. Now this is important'first in under-
mining the concept that aptitude or readiness is simply A matter

Of intellectual maturity,. Secondly, it sharply challenges such

a concept as Jensen's regarding a native incapaCity. Third,

it destroys any lingering attempt to define, 7one best wie

of instruction. Fourth, it urges us in the-direction of
trying to help:the:pupil who does hOt:use meaningful instruc7.-

tion' effectively by combining techniques that will move his

Skills",fOtward WithOut relying'on'cOMprehension,' with tech-
niques-that will:advance hisabilityto comprehend. We are

in no position to write,off these third.,gradersas non-
comptehenders.--- hut we'do noeanticiPate that Simply tUning
wilLbring them to:the level of mathematical -reasohing.::

A serie0 Of!:artitles On:the USe Of adVance organitere in 'the

verbal Materials (reviewed-aboVe) culminated-in

(1970) which reportsevidence ofiaptitude-

As noted earlier,:adVandeorganiters Are :highlY

learning of meaningful

a study by D. I. Allen

treatment interaction.

generalized.stateMents read:prior tO.the'learnin of new'Material'.for .

,the purpose offacilitating'learning,by. allowinvthe studenttorelate
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the new material to his existing cognitive structure. Results indidate

that the advance organizers facilitate learning (measured by delayed

retention) in higher-ability students but not in lower-ability ones.

This may indicate that students of lower ability do not have the cogni-

tive structure necessary to make use of the advance organizers. This

study raises a number of interesting questions that need furfher

exploration.

Concept Attainment

One of the areas of major interest to psychologists, particularly

in the field of Child development, is that of concept.attainment and

cognitive development. In this area, one is interested in defining the

sequence of concepts as they are attained in the development of the

individual or in relating concepts to each developmental stage. There

are several very different theoretical explanations and experimental

approaches to the study of concepts. These are presented in capsule

form by Gagnd (1968). Lriarning theorists who belong to the associationis-

tic school consider concept attainment to be mostly a matter of learning.

Some schools of thought conceive of concept attainment as depending on

maturation and biological readiness.

The most popular theory at thiO time is that of Piaget, who focuses

on the existing cognitive structure of the organism in terms of.its

adaptation to ito environment. .Changes in adaptation are related to

modification8 in the cognitive Structure. A model proposed by Gagné (1968)

is based on fhe cumulative effects of learning (of which association is a

small'part) withinlimitatiOns'imPosed by maturation.' These models and

others differ markedlY:in"terms'of the importance" aOsigned to.learning.

Theories of cOncept development have direct relevance to education,

lor:they defihe the faCtorsHupon:Which.:levels'ofjelining 'depend.. If

concept attainment ig'largely a mat ter ^Of'lliaturation and readinese, or

level of Cognitive OtruCtUreOhen the student would not^:be exposect-to

a task for which he has,nOt developed adequate concepts. HoweVer',..AU:

:concept attainment depends uponprior: cUmulative learning, then in-

structioh must:'.,draw:.Only'Upon ehe'llrior learning and'muSt seqUence tasks

, 199
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in a hierarchy according to their Contribution to other learning.tasks.

Gagnes theory of hierarchical organization is in serious competition

with the ideas of Piaget, although confirMatOry evidence is still

mostly lacking.

Regardless of which theory of concept attainment proves most fruit-

ful, it is evident fhat differences do exist at a given time among

students, and over time for a given student. These results have wide

implications for the design of instruction and the time at which a student

is exposed to specific instruction.

Personality Differences

No field within psychology is more concerned with individual dif-

ferences than the study of personality. There is also no other discipline

in which controversy is so great, empirical findings less definite, or theory

more prolific. Reviews of this very complex area, which are found each

year.in the Annual Review of Psychology, come with several perspectives,

including the behavioristic approach (Sarason and Smith, 1971), the psycho-

metric (Wiggins, 1968), the clinical (Klein,.Barr, and Wolitzky, 1967), and

others. Yet there is little that one can apply directly to education at

this time, and methods for assessing personality traits are far from per-

fected, as noted by Sarason and Smith (1971, p. 397):

'The pitfalls involved in attempting to assess signifi-

cant personality attributes are many and varied, and fhe

"true score" of an individual's standing on a given dimen-

sion is as elusive as the Holy Grail.

In spitefof thesej2essimistic. comments, thereHare.;some,..general:resultsA.

from:personality studieswitk implications in..some indirect way for.;

education.

Thereia±agrawing convictionandbody.Of.aupportinvevidencejfhat

:Peraonality_differences exiet:betweenthi.,high achiever: ancLihe lor

'achieyer...,Jn.jeviewing the,aubjectKlein parr,:.an&Wolitzki,.(1967,
, -

p. 534) summarize:

High achievers show strong iilternalization of values,

indicated bY reapenaibilitT4and socialization., They iliac

have high achievement motivation, in regard to both inde-

pendent and conforming spheres. ,;'They are, however, law 9n
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social desirability (need to make a good impression on its
own sake) and lack flexibility, apparently preferring order
and stability. The negative loading for flexibility appears
in an equation developed on the ,Italian sample as well, as
will be important when we come to consider what these studies
reveal about the nature of the criterion itself. As Gough
and Fink (1964, p. 380) point out, the pattern of the achiever
"is not a pattern of creativity or innovation, but rather that
of constructive adaptation to a world in which one's circum-
stances are modest and one's destiny limited."

Cronbach and Snow (1969) discuss a study that shows an interaction
between degree of meaningfulness of instruction and "overachievers"
versus "underachievers." The overachievers showed better performance
on the less meaningful material, and vice versa for the "underachievers."

The concept of anxiety is one of the cornerstones of personality
theory, and has also become a major factor in studies of learning.
Adelson (1969, p. 231) began a review of the topic with this statement:

Anxiety was the most popular single topic in per-
sonality this year.

and later (p. 233):

After all these years, and after literally hundreds of
studies of anxiety, 'there is still no general agreement as
to what the commonly used scales are in fact measuring,
whether it is drive level, maladjustment, effect, degree of
defensiveness, or several of these in some interaction.

In the latest review, Sarason and Smith (1971) quote suggestions
that much of the confusion results from a failure to distinguish between
anxiety as a stable personality trait and anxiety as a temporary mo-
tional state.

In spite of the confusion and ambiguity of the entire area of
anxiety research, a few suggestions are promising. Across many studies'
there are indications of an interaction between anxiety and intelligence
on cognitive performance; anxiety appears to enhance the performance of
low-ability students and decrease the performance of high-ability ones.
Cronbach and Snow (1969) report an apparent interaction between personality
and instruction. It appears that structured instruction was better for
high-anxious, high-compulsive children. For the child who was neither
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anxious nor compulsive, both structured and unstructured methods were

about the same. Cronbach and Snairl point out that flaws in the design

of the experiment mike it dangerous to generalize. It is possible that

in some schools and for some students the unstructured method would

achieve better results.

Student attitude and motivation are umdoubtedly najor determinants

of achievement level. In applied research, much of the work along these

lines has attempted to change the student's attitude about education or

to increase his motivation. Another line of research, mostly in the

laboratory, has attempted to measure attitude and motivation and to

relate them to outcome. Some studies have investigated the relation of

motivation level to teaching technique and classroom structure.

A particular aspect of motivation that has received much attention

is adhievement motivation, referred to as need-achievement. It appears

that achievement motivation is a particularly persistent personality

characteristic (Ryder, 1967) and one that is more related to cognitive

maturation and innate ability than to early experience or child rearing

practices (Heckhausen, 1967). Other findings (reviewed in Hartup and

Yonas, 1971; Flavel and Hill, 1969; Dahlstrom, 1970) indicate that

achievement motivation has different antecedents in young children than

in adolescents. Adolescent and later achievement motivation seems to be

related to parental and social rewards and punishments, whereas at a

younger age it seems to be related to an assertion of autonomy.

Cronbach and Snow (1969) review the literature on motivation that

is related to the theme of aptitude-treatment interaction. Theory pre-

dicts interaction between need -adhievement and educational treatment, but

attempts to demonstrate it experimentally have not been successful.

Interactions are sometimes reported, but they are small. The tasks

used in most studies make it difficult to extrapolate to classroom

learning. In addition, many of the studies are made with college Btu-
,

dents, and as podnted out above there are indications of differential

antecedents depending on age.

The increased national interest in academic achievement (particu-

larly reading and mathematics in the early grades) has caused a certain

125
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amount of alarm concerning possible neglect of other factors in student

grniwth. The focus on achievement and the implementation of account-

ability systems to manitor and enhance certain cognitive skills intro-

duce the risk of stifling noncognitive growth. Emphasis on rote learning

(and it is generally agreed that most compensatory and achievement-

oriented programs emphasize rote learning) occurs at the expense of

creative development. It is a popular lament among individuals who are

identified as creative that formal education is in many respects a

liability to creativity. Although these self-reports may not be par-

ticularly reliable, fhey should not be ignored. Researdh on creativity

tends to support the notions of such self-reports, although studies of

creativity are not highly definitive. In reviewing the research on

creativity, Klein, Barr, and Wolitzky (1967) note:

Psychologists use widely differing criteria in studies
purporting to deal with creativity, ranging from the careers
of eminent people (Which are obviously wathy of considera-
tion), to the idea of creativity in interpersonal relations
(Which makes one wonder-Whether this is really "creativity"),
dawm to measures of sales productivity and customer service
(Which can cheerfully be ignored). Furthermore, even When
outstanding achievement is the criterion, it usually does not
include what most informed nonpsychologists consider to be
creativity, that is, humanistic and artistic creativity.

Reporting on a study of creativity in children, Hartup and Yonas (1971)

suggest that:

...[there is] no clear support for the use of either test or
gamelike contexts in assessing creativity. Scores depend on
the taSk, the measure of creativity, the anxiety level of the
subject, and sex.

In summarizing recent studies of creativity, Dahlstrom (1970) states:

At the present time, therefore, available evidence
suggests that the creativity process involves a variety of
enhancing variables: interest, involvement, seusitivity, and
self-confidence; and a variety of inhibiting variables: fears,
self-doubts, and disabling sets and misperceptions acting
jointly to determine the degree of expression of whatever
the level of skill and proficiency of the individual for
that situational demand will permit.

Dallas and Geier (1970) provide an extensive review and penetrating

analysis of the problems, issues, and results in studies aimed at

fl
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identifying creativity. Research on creativity is marked by a glaring

deficit of replicative and follow-up studies; but in spite of these

deficiencies, the authors zre able to conclude (p. 67):

Despite differences in age, cultural background, area of

operation or eminence, a particular constellation of psycho-

logical traits emerges consistently in the creative individual,

and forms a recognizable schema of the creative personality.

This schema indicates that creative persons are distinguished

more by interests, attitudes, and drives than by intellectual

abilities. Whether these characteristics are consequences or

determinants of creativity or whether some are peripheral and

of no value is moot. These questions remsin insufficiently

approached and elucidated.

It is evident that no one la in a position to write a formula that

defines creativity. However, it is equally apparent that, in spite of

many problems with the research, much is known About the characteristics

of creativity. The creative person appears, among other things, to be

.independent in attitudes and social behavior and not much concerned

about his impression on others.. An educational program nainly interested

in behavioral conformity and standardized adhievement has little of

positive value to offer the creative person. Accountability systems

that at present focus only on achievement in rote learning may well

have the effect of further alienating the creative student, especially

in the early school years.

Early Development and Learning

Psydhologists, especially psychoanalysts, have for a long time

stressed the importance of the very early years in the development of

patterns of behavior that are particularly persistent. By the time a

child readhes sdhool, these patterns cannot be modified by the school.

The time to affect cognitive and noncognitive factors in development

is during the pre-school years. Kagen (1970, p. 9) writes:

The idea of this suggestion rests on the assumption that

a dhild's experience with his adult caretaker during the first

24 months of life are major determinants of the quality of

life motivation, expectancy of success, and cognitive

abilities during the sdhool years.

He then reviews data that support this suggestion.
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.Support for the importance of early development comes from a wide

variety of research reviewed every year in the Annual Review of Psycho-

logy, under the heading of Development Psychology. Other support comes

from the recent and growing interest in "critical periods" of develop-

ment during infancy which determine life patterns. Most of this research

has been conducted with animals, although there is supporting evidence

from research and observations on humans.

The importance of early experience for education is the topic of

a book edited by Denenberg (1970), which is somewhat slanted toward the

growing interest at the federal level in day-care centers, and the con-

viction that any really meaningful change in the educability of the

culturally deprived will come through modifying and ddrecting very early

development of motivation, learning sets, attitudes, and values.

The Ypsilanti Carnegie Infant Education Project is one attempt to

modify the educability of culturally deprived children by wIniang with

the mother and child. At the last report (Lambie and Weikart, 1970),

the project had been in operation for only one year, but interim results

show the program to be effective. The authors state (p. 403):

Perhaps the most important observation is that the process
of a teacher, a mother, and an infant getting ready to learn

together is even more critical than what is actually done.
To be sure, the teacher must have ideas and "experitise" to

ansist the mother and infant in learning, but that is a
long way from simply providing a family with a series of

exercises.

There is little doubt that zajor determinants of learning style and

ability are fixed in the early life of the individual and that environ-

ment plays a dominant role. A thoughtful discussion of the effects of

environmental deprivation on learning is provided by Mason (1970). Per-

haps the most dramatic demonstration in the literature is Skeels' study

of the effect of maternal care on institutionalized children (1966). Many

people concerned with education express the belief that, if successful,

preschool education and training will allow for the developnent of students

with better dispositions and abilities for learning. Many of the charac-

teristics of students that appear as given at school age -- such as learning

set and style, motivation, attitude, and concept attainment -- may be open

to modification in preschool years... 1C8
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However, it has been pointed out in an extensive review of the

literature (Stearns, 1971b) that organized preschool interventions

through day care, Head Start, and other programs aimed at children

between ages two and six have shown quite aMbiguous and contradictory

results. It is not possible at this stage to offer convincing evidence

that early Childhood interventions are more likely to improve educa-

tional effectiveness, by standard measures, than are the regular

school programs, beginning at age five or six.
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V. THE ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACH

As noted in Section I, the basic point of view of the organizational

approach is quite different from that of the input-output and process

approaches. By this approach, better educations) outcomes for individuals

are supposed to result from improving the functioning of the organizations

that deliver the education. The school is seen as having to adapt to the

needs of a changing set of students and to a dhanging set of pressures

from the outside. Consequently, focus on the output side is on deter-

minants of innovativeness and responsiveness, and focus on the input side

is on rules, incentives, procedures, leverage, and so forth.

Although there is a very large body of literature in educational

administration and organization, it is rare to find a work that defines

outcomes in a way that permits comparisons. The studies are not often

quantitative and rarely address the same issues. The primary mode of

analysis has been the case study, and tests of internal validity are

practically nonexistent. We have as yet found no review articles that

try to put the findings together. In a sense:the present section is

our clin attempt to do this job.

After a general survey of the work on educational organizations,

we used the following criteria to settle on eight studies (books) for

review here:

(1) The studies were done with an intent to compare and generalize --

0 draw "lessons" -- rather than to make pure descriptions.

(2) There was some attempt to disc:ern differences in outcomes --

howeVer defined -- as a function of organizational rules,

incentives, or behavior.

(3) The studies concerned important policy issues.

The eight studies selectad encompass within-syscem studies and

cross-system studies.
1 Only four are quantitatively oriented (Anderson;

'Anderson (1968); Crain (1968); Gittell and Hollander (1967); Gross

and Herriott (1965); Havighurst (1964); Leggett (1969); Rogers (1969);

James, Kelly, and Garms (1966).

110
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Crain; Gross and Herriott; James, Kelly, and Germs) and really seek to

test hypotheses in a rigorous way. Table 1 indicates where an explicit

identification by city can be made of the school systems studied. Where

the studies address approximately the sane issue and enough data are

reported, study findings aan be directly compared.

The following statements constitute our effort to extract meaningful

propositions from the studies.
1 Although they are based on an examination

of all eight studies as well as the literature on educational organization

and administration, we use quotations that express the ideas most clearly:

Statement 1: There is a positive correlation between size

of system and degree of centralization.

Statement 2: Large educational bureaucracies and large numbers

of rules decrease innovation and adaptation.

It has been known for many years that extreme school district

size has a deleterious effect on the adequacy of the educa-

tional programs and on returns for money spent. The com-

plexities of giant operations appear to be such that staff

communication, public expectancy, and unit variability are

seriously hampered.2

In analyzing the six systems listed for this study, Gittell and

Hollender (1967) find:

The results of the study support Austin Swanson's finding

that "large systems appear to have an absolute rigidity that

defies the forces which are so important in shapirg the

operations of small systems." How paradoxical it is that

those very school systems which face far-reaching changes in

their communities and clientele are least adaptive and, in

tact, resistant to meaningful innovation. Outputs of the

s:..x cities were almost non-existent in terms of tangible

1The volume of studies in this approach is so large, and the criteria

for internal consistency so unclear, that we eeliberately chose to restrict

the number of studies we covered to a representative sample of well-known

work.
2Gittell and Hollander (1967, p. 1). Note the laCk of emphasis on

student achievement. The authors go on to say that achievement tests have

little usefulness in comparing fiscal and administrative matters: "Further

the heavily weighted influence of socio-economic factors limits the use-

fulness of this neasure in comparing and evaluating fiscal and administra-

tive operations'....We determined to try an alternative approach that would

measure output at the margin, ia terms of the innovation in a school

district" (p. 2).

/
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H. Table 1

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS STUDIED

Gittell and James,

Hollander, Kelly,

Gross and and

Anderson Crain . Herriott Havighurst Leggett Garms

Atlanta

Baltimore

Baton Roilge

Bay Citya

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cleveland

Columbus, Ga.

Detroit

Houston

Jacksonville, Fla.

Laundalea

Miami

Milwaukee

Montgomery

Newafk

New Orleans

New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

San Francisco

Wishington

Unidentified
.1111111100

aPseudouym.
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effective innovation with widespread and relevant impact
on the system.

Rogers presents similar results:

Historically the system [New York] has become progressively
more centralized, with central headquarters, officials
responsible for decisions on even the most trivial matters
-- from providing light bulbs, door knobs, and erasers, to
deciding on transportation facilities...and the trend toward
increased centralization, which complicates administrative and
pedagogical problems even in white middle class areas, makes it
much harder to run the schools in ghetto communities. It is
in such areas as Harlem, Brownsville, and Bedford Stuyvesant
that the pathologies of the centralized board have become
most obvious (p. 212).

Evidence for Statement 1 can also be found by putting together

the empirical findings on budget processes of Janes, Kelley, and Germs.

The budget process becomes even more centralized a sub-
stantial part of the control of the budget process passes
into the hands of the bureaucracy itself, simply because of
the size and complexity of the systems operations.2

But the incentives for dhange are weak:

The basic structure of the budget decision in big city
school systems is to assume that existing prograns will
continue and to focus budget analysis upon proposed dhanges
in or additions to the existing programs (James, Kelly,
and Germs, 1966, p. 91).

In his cross-sectional study of sChools within a large system,

Anderson finds:

In general resistance to innovation increases significantly
in large schools ....3 As size increases so does the
impersonal treatment of scudents and in general the
resistance to innovation.4

1
Gittell and Hollander (1967, p. 7) (our emphasis). From their Table

6.1.
2
James, Kelly, and Germs (1966, p. 76, see also p. 93).
3
Anderson (1968, p. 146). His word "significantly" means statiutically

significantly, using a chi-square test on twoway contingency tables.
4
Anderson (1968, p. 157). Note that the criteria concern not achieve-

ment but treatment of students and resistance to innovation.
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Statement 3: Rigidities in a school system can be partly
overcome by an appropriate choice of teachers.

The present study also demonstrates that attempts to per-
sonalize instruction as well as interest in new teaching
techniques and curricula decrease as the teacher gains
experience in the schools....The impersonal treatment of
students and rigid adherence to traditional instructional
practices which are characteristic of experienced teachers
generally, and of many teachers in middle-class schools, may
thus offset not only the value of teaching experience but
the educational advantages of homogeneous schools (Anderson,
1968, p. 163).

Statement 4: Rigidities in a school system can be partly
overcome by an appropriate dhoice of
principals.

In every type of school certain qualities in the principal
appear to be essential to making the school operate effec-
tively. In the inner-city and common-man types, the principal
seems to make almost the whole difference between a school
that holds teachers and gets a fair amount of teaching done
on the one hand, and a school yhere teachers and pupils are
demoralized on the other hand.

If there is no basis in fact for the widely held assumption
that administrators who provide a high degree of professional
leadership will have sdhools that are more "productive" and
staffs that enjoy higher morale, it would be a telling argu-
ment for abandoning the conception of the principal as one
who plays a leadership role. But if there is empirical sup-
port for this common assumption, then to confine the principal
to routine administrative tasks would be to eliminate a
force conducive to improved teaching and learning. The
positive relationship between EPL [a quantitative measure
of executive professional leadership] and the teachers' morale,
their professional performance, and the pupils' learning
justifies the staff influence conception of the principal-
ship and strategies to increase the principal's professional
leadership. The findings, in short, offer empirical support
for a leadership conception of the principal's role, and
they undermine a major argument for abandoning it.2

1Havighurst (1964, p. 173). Havighurst goes on to note that success-
ful schoola have principals who are willing to make independent decisions
About their own sdhools. But see Statement 1 on trends toward
centralization.

2
Gross and Herriott (1965, p. 151). This is the only study of ou eight

that seeks to connect organizational issues directly to student adhievement.
However, the student adhievement measures are based on teacher-obgerver
ratings, not standardiz: 1 tests.
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Corollary to Statement 4: A principal's effectiveness in
carrying out change is pc3itively related to

the amount of support from higher administra-

tive levels.

A timid and unenterprising pricipal was described as follows:

"He operates everything by the book, without realizing that

you-have to adapt the book to the situation. He's afraid to

operate on his min because he's afraid of how it will look

downtown if someone questions him." (Havighurst 1964, p. 175).

The stronger the higher administration's approval of a

principal's introducing educational change, the greater

his EPL (Gross and Herriott, 1965, p. 118).

Statement 5: Innovation in a school system depends upou
exogenous shocks to the system.

In reviewing the data, however, it is clear that.federal aid

has in its short history influenced innovation in all of the

cities...for political as well as economic reasons, federal

funding has pushed sdhool people tu innovation (Gittell and

Hollander, 1967, p. 22).

Federal funding for the introduction of nonprofessionals and

for the expansion of existing programs is clearly of prime

importance (Leggett, 1969, p. 181).

It is evident from the survey of community participation that

the six city sdhool systems display different degrees of

openness and receptivity to such groups. In Detroit the

system appears to encourage outside participation and in.

volvement whith is not necessarily supportive of the este-

lishment....It is not surprising therefore that Detroit proved

to be the most innovative.of the sdhool systems studied

(Gittell and Hollander, 1967, p. 116).

What confidence can we have in these statements? We define

n confidence," as before, in terms of the condition that the studies

meet criteria of internal validity and external validity. So far as

ease studies or comparative case studies go, there are no formal

criteria for distinguishing good ones from bad ones. Presumably, a

good case study should be "rich" -- that is, should provide an exten-

sive description of behavior so that the reader is persuaded that this

is "the way it really is." Presumably too, a good case study should

present hypotheses for testing in other contexts, since the hypotheses

presented in a given study are drawn from the case. The presentation
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of hypotheses will have to be conditional, since the analyst will not

be able to "control" important variables. In fact, since the case is

approadhed without a particular model in mind, it is an open question

which variables to study. This is an important dhoice not often faced

explicitly, for the resources available for case work are limited.

The prdblem of external validity is as vexing as that of internal

validity. There is a fundamental dilemma that has not been resolved.

It is hard to generalize from small samples, but large samples are

costly. Furthermore, as the number of sample points increases, one

is forced to aggregate, to trade the rich descriptions for variables

that vary across all the samples.

Measurement is a major problem that cuts across both types of

validity. iieasuring or defining innovativeness or flexibility or

responsiveness is a major problem. Often it rests on the subjective

assessment of the analyst. Other observers may not agree or may define

innovativeness in different ways.
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VI. EVALUATION OF BROAD EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS

In Sections III and IV we discussed the effectiveness of well-

specified educational treatments and experiments that were for the most

part designed to measure the impact of specific program characteristics

sudh as tesching strategies, curricula, and so on. In this section

we attempt to analyze the effectiveness of broader educational inter-

ventions much more directly related to large issues of social policy.

These are programs in which treatments are devoted to "groups of children

as a whole in diverse programs taken as a whole" (Stearns, 1971a, p. 6).

Although there is no reason why such interventions need to be limited to

specific types of children, almost all broad intervention programs have

been directed toward overcoming the effects of the environment of poverty.

The most obvious examples are Head Start and Title I of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965. There have been a number

of smaller, more experimental studies of broad educational intervention

programs as well.

In such interventions the rescnrrces devoted to each child are

normally increased substantially. This can take the form of smaller

class sizes, additional instructional personnel (often specialists or

paraprofessionals), more individualized instruction, or more intensive

use of audio-visual equipment. Usually, the emphasis has been on

adhi8ving program goals and not upon the needs of careful research and

evaluation. Because of this, research designs are often much less pre-

cise than those discussed in the earlier sections concerning the process

approach. Since any nuMber of educational inputs are changed at the

same time, it is difficult to tell precisely which program features

are responsible evenwhen there is dEmxmstrated success. Control group

perfection has naturally been sacrificed to the more pragmatic goal of

educating the children who need it most. The researeh materials available

concerning such broad programs of educational intervention are:therefore

considerably inferinr to those used in the process discussion above.

Consequently, these evaluations, discussed in the first two sUbsections,

are subject to a namber of ar-1-f-teal problems. Interventions designed

basically for research are treated in the third subsection. These studies
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are much more analytically solid, but they suffer sample size problems

in that few individuals are included in the typical study. The fourth

subsection deals with attempts to identify the components of "success-

ful" interventions. We conclude with a discussion of the costs of com-

pensatory education.

FINDINGS PROM LARGE-SCALE EVALUATIONS

Several large surveys have been made of federally funded national

intervention programs and one large project conducted by the New York

City School System. These program are so well-known that they un-

doubtedly do not require extensive description. The largest program,

funded at more than one billion dollars annually, is ESEA Title I. Con-

gress did not stipulate how the funds were to be spent beyond stating

that they were to be used for compensatory education of children from

culturally disadvantaged environments and that projects mat be approved

by an appropriate state education agency. Most Title I projects have

been concerned with the techniques used, and most Title I instruction

has been in the elementary grades; a few high school and preschool pro-

grams have been conducted.

The other national program, Head Start, is completely a preschool

compensatory education program. It has emphasized general child develop-

ment and not the teaching of skills per se. Most Head Start Programs

have been "permissive-enrichment" program, characterized by their

"whole-child-orientation, their strategy of watching and waiting, and

the resultant lor degree of structure" (Bissell, 1970, p. 13). The Head

Start program is also large; an average of more than twelve thousand

centers annually have been in operation over the past five years.

Since early in 1968 there has been a second phase of the Head

Start program, termed "Follow Through." In this program Head Start

children are given additional instruction in kindergarten and first

grade.

The New York City Schools' Higher Horizons program was the first

major effort toward compensatory education, beginning in the 1959

school year. Each of 52 elementary and 13 high schools was assigned
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an additional allotment of teachers who helped to train other teacherf,

improve reading and arithmetic, or perform other tasks at the discretitm

of the building principal. The funding level was about $60 per pupil.

During the first three years the program structure was left primarily'

to the option of individual principals, after which management was

centralized with most schools having an allotment of three teachers,

tvo for academic improvement and one for cultural enrichment.

The findings from numerous surveys of these program (a majority

of which are for Title I) are that, with the possible exception of

the Follow Through program, there is very little convincing evidence

from existing measures leading one to believe that the resources invested

have made much difference in the progress of children from disadvantaged

environments.

ESEA Title I

lbe most pessimistic findings come from the Title I surveys. We

have carefully examined the reports commissioned by the U.S. Office of

Education for the last three fiscal years (including a draft report by

Gordon for 19 71), and in addition have read several papers written by

independent scholars. We do not attempt to summarize the results of

each of these studies separately because they are all quite consistent

in their findings . The following quotations are representative:

An analysis of the reading achievement scores of 155,000

participants of 189 Title I projects during the school

year ending in Jtme 1967 indicates that a child who parti-

cipated in a Title I project had only a 192 chance of a

significant achievement gain, a 13% chance of a significant

achievement loss, and a 68% chance of no change at all.

This sample of observations is mirepresentative of Title I

projects. It is, more likely, representative of projects

in which there was a higher than average investment in

resources. Therefore, more significant achievement gains

should be fotmd here than in the more representative sample

of Title I projects. (Piccariello, Repnrt, For Fiscal Year
1967, no date, p. 1.)

For participating and non-participativg pupils, the rate

of progress in reading skills kept pace with their histori-

cal rate of progress....Compensatory reading programa did
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not seem to overcome the reading deficiencies that stem from
poverty. (U.S. Office of Education, Report for the Fiscal
Thar 1968, 1970, pp. 126 and 127.)

It will be noted in the following reports of analyses that
all outcome data indicated a distinctly higher than average
reading gain for non-participants than for participants.
(Glass et al., Report for Fiscal Year 1969, 1970, p. 6.3.)

Participants in the compensatory programs continued to show
declines in average yearly achievement in comparison to
non-participants who included advantaged and non-disadvan-
taged pupils....It was not possible from these data to
determine whether participants in compensatory programs
shcried a reduced decline in average yearly achievemnt.
(Gordon, Report for Fiscal Year 1970, 1971, p. 23.)

These findings are all qualified heavily in subsequent discussion by

the study authors, who cite problems we discuss below. Nevertheless,
the fact remains, qualified or not, all the findings themselves are

consistently negative.

Head Start

There have been two national surveys of Head Start., The first
was an inquiry early in the program (Wolff and Stein, 1967). It showed

some positive effects of the Head Start program which, however, dis-
appeared in the first grade:. The report indicated that Head Start
children who went on to kindergarten or first grades composed mostly

of other Head Start children did better than those who had fewer Head

Start children in their classes.

The other survey of Head Start is much better known. It is the
study commissioned by the Office of Economic Opportunity in 19E8 and

known as the Westinghouse/Ohio University Report (Cicirelli et al.,
1969). Since the Westinghouse Report was more recent and had a much

more comprehensive research design, we will discuss its findings in
somewhat more detail. They are slightly more optimistic than those

just quoted for Title I, although the overall prognosis is still rather
bleak.

The Westinghcuse project picked some 104 Head Start centers (out

of more than 1,200 centers throughout the nation at random, and all
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children eligible to enter each center were identified. From these

children were chosen groups of eight who attended Head Start and a

carefully matched comparison group of children who did not. The

children in both groups were extensively tested during the 1968-69

school year. Since the program began in the 1965 school year, it was

possible to compare proLram and non-program children in gradet. one, two,

and three.

The study found Chat Chere were small but significant differences

in favor of full-year (but not summer) Head Start children at the be-

ginning of grade one on the Metropolitan Readiness Test (a generalized

measure of learning readiness). But Head Start children at the be-

ginning of grade two from either summer or full-year programs did not

score significantly higher than the controls on the Stanford Achievement

Test. There were no differences found in Children's self-concept or

teacher ratings of classroom behavior between the Head Start Children

and the control children. When children from full-year programs were

stratified by region and race it wss found Chet the centers in the

Southeastern region, in poorer cities, and of mainly Negro composition

were more successful than the others.
1

Follow Through

The Follow Through program is a program for disadvantaged Children

from kindergarten through third grade who had previously been enrolled in

Head Start or similar programs. Programs were developed by a group of

sponsors who had been active in compensatory education. Although there

is some built-in variation between sponsors, all programs were intended

to develop the academic abilities of the children through such practices

as reduced class size, small group and individualized instruction, use of

teacher aides and classroom volunteers, and so on. All programs also

sought to increase the self-esteem and motivation of the project children.

The Follow Through program has been evaluated by the Stanford

Research Institute (1971). Four groups of Follow Through and non-Follow

1The Westinghouse study wss controversial and has been widely criti-
cized on methodological grounds. However, in a detailed and balanced re-
view of the controversy Stearns (19711,, pp. 117-134) concludes, "Head
Start has been only 'marginally effective' on the average."
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Through children were compared where degree of poverty was stratified.

One group was at the kindergarten level, rd0 in first grade (one had

been to kindergarten and one had not), and one in grade rd0. All four

Follow Through groups gained more than their counterparts not in Follow

Through, alfhough in only two (kindergarten, and first grade with no

kindergarten) were the differences significant. The Follow Through

children entering in grade one began the year substantially behind their

counterpnts, which means that the additional gain involved may have been

in part due to the "regression to the mean" phenomenon.
1

There is no

indication in the report that an adjustment was made for this.

Higher Horizons

Finally, there is some slight evidence of favorable results in the

Higher Horizons program. There were favorable outcomes for program

children ion one sixth grade IQ test, on a sixth grade arithmetic test,

and for grade six reading for below norm pupils. A majority of the

digher Horizons findings were "no difference," however (Wrightstone et al.,

1964).

Evaluation of the Evaluations

If we were to base nur total assessment of the value of compen-

satory education programs upon the findings of the surveys just dis-

cussed, it would undoubtedly be best sumnarized by the first line in

Jensen's now famous paper on the heritability of native ability;

"Compensatory education has been tried and it has,apparently failed"

(Jensen, 1969). But before so concluding, weshould have first been

assured Chat the survey evaluations used in arriving at such a verdict

were themselves an accurate description oethe real world, and no such

assurance is possible, even with a considerable stretch of the inagina

tion. Some of the most important reasons follow:.

1Since gain scores are calculated by subtracting initial test
scores from later test scores, any error in the in!..tial test scores

will result in a spurious negative bias in the measured correlations
between initial scores and gain scores. If the initial score is over-
stated, for example, the difference between the initial score and a

later score will be understated, and conversely.
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Virtually without exception the analyses on which these evalua-

tions are based did not assign treatment and non-treatment children on

a random basis. Perhaps the only foolproof evaluation strategy involves

comparing two groups of children who are identically matched and randomly

assigned. But these programs were meant by their originators to be

applied to the most disadvantaged Children. Both political pressures

and the decisions of conscientious educators have almost without excep-

tion combined to insure that the children who are placed in treatment

groups are the most disadvantaged. This being so, the children left to

be placed in comparison groups are most likely of greater ability and

from better environments than the treatment children. 1

The problem would appear to be somewhat less serious in the

Westinghouse evaluation of Head Start, in which all childreniAlo

were eligible for the prlgram WITe identified and then those 4ho had

been in the program were carefully "matched" with those who had not.

But the matching was done ex post and on the basis of race, sex, and

socioeconomic background (the last necessarily somewhat crudely) and

not on the basis of ability. Also, as Stearns points out, the Westing-

house Study tested different cohorts of children in grades one, two,

and three, and an equally appropriate interpretation of what was re-

vealed was that "during the years 1965 and 1966, when Head Start was

just getting organized, the programs were not as effective in changing

Children's performance as in the 1967 and 1968 programs" (Stearns, 1971a,

p. 92). Hatching was done somewhat more carefully for Follaw Through

where some differences were shown.

'Those of us who have interviewed compensatory education personnel
extensively have found that it is widely acCepted among managers of
compensatory education programs (Title / in particular) that the most
disadvantaged pupils are picked for treatment. Evaluation designs where
experimental and control children are assigned and evaluated in a com-
pletely random meaner with large enough group sizes to insure meaning-
ful outcomes are almost non-existent. Only two come easily to mind, a
demonstration program in San Jose, California evaluated by Rapp et al.
(1971), and the Ditorenzo Nelf York Study discussed.belaw. This comment
applies to "on line" projects only, and not to the more research oriented
projects that will be discussed later.
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In the Title I surveys the selection of the projects was _quite

obviously not representative of the country ea a whole. The bias in

project selection is heavily in favor of large grul urban core-city

school districts because larger districts normally have somewhat more

sophisticated evaluation staffs. Many of these large districts are just

the ones where the problems are most intractable. None of these surveys

is reasonably representative of national experience with Title I.

On the other hand, we must remember Piccariello's point, cited

above, that projects in which there were higher than average invest-

ments in resources are more likely to be included. Since these are

the projects in which the greatest gains are to be expected, there is

a built-in positive bias to these national surveys.

Even when treatment and control groups are selected reasonably

well, spill-over or "radiation" effects _going from ehe project to non-

prolect children may contaminate the evaluation. It is seldom possible

for program children to be completely quarantined from non-program

children, The fact that something new and novel is being done in

the school building can be infectious or it mey prompt the regular

classroom teadhers to work harder to keep their children from being

shown up.

In addition to the evaluation difficulties previously mentioned,

the analysis of compensatory education programs leaves something to be

desired. As pointed out by Gordon (1991):

One often finds a low level of expertise and inadequately

developed methods. The best educational research scientists
often choose to work with basic problems in child develop -

ueut, learning, linguistics, etc., rather than evaluative

research (p. 4).

After analyzing over three hundred evaluaticm reports carefully

for his study of successful projects Wargo concludes:

One begins to wcmmler whether the instructional components
associated with compensator; education programs are inade-

quate or whether the fault lies in the evaluation proce-

dures used to determine their effectiveness.(Wargo, 1971,

p. 27).
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Despite the evaluation difficulties just discussed, we hesitate

in dismissing the findings of the studies altogether. At the very

least they have a certain face validity demonstrating that most

broadly funded compensatory education programs are not accomplishing

large gains in the performance of target Children. This is enough

of a conclusion to cause concern even if we were to conclude that

compensatory education is not completely withsut beneficial effect.

FINDINGS FROM SMALL-SCALE EVALUATIONS

There are three smaller studies of the overall effects of Title I

projects. One is a study by Riesling (1971a) of a raudom sample of 42

California projects that used the Stanford Reading Test. He found an

average gain in grade equivalent scores to be below the national norm

but higher than the rate of progress ascribed to Title I target poptr

lations without treatment. Riesling's sample was picked randomly but

was subject.to the restriction that the district used the Stanford

Test. It is uncertain what bias this restriction may have caused in

the findings.

Another careful study was done by TEMPO (General Electric Company)

of compensatory education programs for 132 schools in 11 sthool districts

(Hogback, 1968). TEMPO found that all the children who were in the pro-

grams for the 1966-67 school year averaged only one-half month's less

athievement gain than the national average for all Children. This repre-

sents a higher rate of progress than previous rates of gain for Children

in the program.

Wargo et al. (1971) identified some clearly successful compensatory

education programs after an eXhaustive survey. Out mt more than 1,200

evaltuaion reports for screening, 422 candidate programs were identified

and 326 of these answered a written query for additional information.

An in-depth analysis was made of these 326 evaluations and in the end

only ten were Chosen. The reasons for rejection of the other 316 pro-

grams are set forth in detail in Table 1.

Sixty-eight projects were rejected because they did not show results

that were statistically or educationally significant. Only ten projects

showed significant gains. This implies, at worst, that there were 6.8
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Table 2

FREQUENCY OF PROGRAM REJECTION BY REJECTION REASON, EXEMPLARY
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION STUDY BY WARGO ET AL.

Rejection Reason
Rel ection

Frequency Percent

General Information

1. Unavailable
2. Incomplete
3. Outside scope

16

36

15

5.1
11.4
4.8

67 21.3

Methodology

1. Unclear or incomplete 15 4.8
2. Sample 38 12.0

3. Inproper comparison or norms 12 3.8

4. Inadequate measures of cognitive benefit 60 19.0

5. Inadequate treatment 8 2.5

133 42.1

Evaluation

1. Unclear or incomplete 22 7.0

2. Improper design 20 6.3

3. Pre-treatment reference inadequate 3 1.0

4. Statisticsa
b

3 1.0

5. Statistical significance 42 13.3

6. Educational significance0 26 8.2

116 36.8

Total Rejected 316

Total 9eviewed 326

aImproper selection, usa, or interpretation of statistical tests.
b
Gains and/or differences favoring the program are unreliable;

that is, they could occur by chance more than five times in 100

replications.

Achievenent test gains that are less than expected in average
children during a comparable period of time or, if norns available,
gains not significantly greater than those of a comparable control

group.

Source: Wargo et al., 1971, pp. 16, 17, 26.
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times more failure than successes in well-evaluated programs. Even if

we assume that one-quarter of the failures might have been eliminated

on other grounds, the failure/success rate would still be five to one.

This is far from encouraging, although it should be noted that the

restrictions imposed by Wargo and associates were rather stringent with

respect to statistical and educational significance. The only projects

chosen were those with 33 or more pupils and whose pupils gained at

least 8R fast as the national norm. Hence, many studies showing gains

in the neit*borhood of those found by Riesling and TEMPO would have

been discarded.

INTERVENTIONS DESIDED BASICALLY FOR RESEARCH

There are a number of broad educational interventinn studies of

high quality designed in large part for research purposes. Because

of their good evaluation designs their findings are probably quite

trustworthy. It would not be possible to describe all of these studies,

even only the best ones, in great detail. We can present only a few

examples of projects we considered instructive.
1

They were not

picked on the basis of the amount of educational gains exhibited,

although we are not sure they are a random representation either.
2

These examples provide an impressive amount of evidence that educa-

tional interventions can yield substantial results. It must be re-

membered, however, that few of the programs described below have been

replicated. We have no assurance that any of these programs would be

successful if implemented on a large scale. We emphasize that these

examples show that interventions can work. It does not demonstrate

that any particular intervention will work or is even likely to work.

1
Appendix B contains a table summarizing the analytical results

from a number of educational intervention studies.
2
Our choice of projects to discuss and much of the substance of

the discussion that follows is heavily dependent upon excellent studies
of this literature by Stearns (1971a) and Bissell (1970).



Stanford University: Computer Assisted Instruction

One of the more interesting sets of experiments in recent years

has been the Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) based at Stanford

University. Jamison et al. (1971) report on experiments for more

than 200 elementary grade children situated in California and rural

Mississippi, whose regular classroom instruction was supplemented

daily with about ten minutes of drill in arithmetic and reading skills.

The arithmetic curriculum is arranged sequentially in concept blocks

composed of a pre-test, five drills, and a post-test. The reading

curriculum is based on phonics divided into seven content areas.

Pupils sit at a console and answer questions that are sequentially

more difficult. If the pupil misses an item, the program takes him

back for the appropriate review.

The effect of the instruction was quite pronounced, with signi-

ficant differences in both reading and arithmetic. Differences were

significant in all six grades in the Mississippi study. In California

the CAI children outperformed the controls in three of six grades; but

the overall average gain of the CAI subjects was only slightly more

than the controls.

Gordon: Early Child Stimulation Through Parent Education

Gordon (19 71) evaluated a home training project for poverty

mothers. The object of the program was to accelerate infant learning

patterns and to teach disadvantaged mothers how to continue to be

effective in teaching their children in the home. The treatment was

composed entirely of hoie visits by paraprofessional "parent educators,"

averaging about 30 visits per year, in which the instruction was directed

toward the mothers rather than toward the infants directly.

The children were all born at one hospital in a six-month period

and were randomly assigned to groups before the mothers were contacted.

At the end of 12 months, experimental children exceeded the controls

in performance of 23 out of 30 tasks in the learning series used.

Eight of the differences were statistically significant. Three of
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these were tasks that had not yet been readhed by the parent educators,

whiCh would seem to indicate that mothers were successfully generalizing

their instruction into areas not specifically covered. On the Griffiths

Mental Development Scale, four of six subjects were significantly in

favor of the experimental Children, and the effect ou the other two

was positive as well.

At the end of the second study year the children whose mothers

had both years of instruction were best, those with one year starting

on the first birthday next, those from the third month to the first

birthday next, and controls last. All differences were significant

except that between the last two groups.

Karnes: Ameliorative Presdhool

Karnes (1969b) evaluated a program for economically disadvantaged

dhildren in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. The program concentrated on

language development and had class sizes of 15 (five each from law,

middle, and high IQ groups with the highest in the low 90s), which

met three 20-minute periods daily for instruction in mathematics con-

cepts, language development and reading readiness, and science-social

studies. Most teadhing took place in small cubicles containing

materials appropriate to the three content areas.

Teachers adjusted their teaching according to pupil performance-

on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities. Language develop-

ment was continually emphasized, and the teadhing strategy centered

on verbalization in conjunction with concrete materials. Pupiis in

the program gained about twice as many points on the Stanford-Binet

over the two-year period as a control group.

DiLorenzo: Pre-Kindergarten Programs in New York State

This is a study of pre-kindergarten programs in eight school

districts in New York State (DiLorenzo, 1969). Project staff assigned

experimental and control groups completely at random in all eight

participating districts. Goals in all Vere concentrated on language
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development, self-concept, and physical growth. All children were

disadvantaged according to the Warner Scale.

Each district had one 150-minute class daily (with one exception --

four times weekly). Teams of dbservers working in pairs made extensive

observations concerning the teadhers in each district. The districts

had programs with differing amounts of structure, but a majority of

the districts organized the children's activities externally to at

least a moderate degree.

The overal/ effect of all programs was to make a slight difference

on the Stanford-Binet. Language development on both the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test and the Illinois Test of Psychological Abilities was

significantly better in favor of experimental groups. Despite these

gains, howevf.tr, fhe disadvantaged children gained little on the controls

from the non-disadvantaged population. The gaps between the two groups

on the Binet and the Peabody were slightly reduced.

Pro ect Con uest East St. Louis Illinois

In the Project Conquest reading remediation programs, children

who have the Potential to read at their grade level but who are more

than one year behind the norm are selected to receive four 15-minute

periods of instruction in reading roams or two 45-minute periods in

reading clinics weelkly. The instruction is individualized, with con-

siderable problem diagnosis. Teachers are trained specialists and

teacher-pupil ratio is usually one to six. There is also a program

of extensive in-service training for classroom teachers in techniques

of remedial reading training.

Turing the 1969-70 school year, 87 elementary school pupils in the'

reading rooms gained about 1.3 months per month .of instruction on the

Gates Primary Reading Test and 268 children of the clinics gained

abput 1.4 months per month orinstruction (Wargo, 1971).

LONGITUDINAL ANAI.YSIS

The programs described just above are all interventions in which

there was a least some treatment durin the same year as the testing.

61.3454-922 0 - 12 - 9
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Such outcomes, even though impressive, do not answer the most important

questions concerning broad edthational interventions, whiCh are concerned

with longer term effects. Does a year or two of educational intervention,

even if highly successful, have effects that are still visible three or

four or more years later? In general, if program children do not have

their intervention education constantly reinforced, will it last?

We might be justified in considering the results of the Westing-

house study as being longitudinal, since it considered Head Start

children one, two, and three years after they were iv the prGgram.

As there were no significant differences between Head Start and non-

Head Start Children in first and second grades, it would appear that any

gains had faded out. However, as Stearns (1971a) points out, since the

same children were not retested, this result could be explained by

earlier cohorts having poorer programs.

Intelligence Test Findings

One of the most interesting longitudinal-studies is that by Gray

and Klaus (1970) of a group of 88 Negro Children born in 1958 living

in the Upper Soufh. The Children were divided into two experimental

groups and one control group, all of whom lived in the same ghetto-

like community of'25,000, a second control group, 27 children, was

drawn from residents of a similar community 65 miles away. The first

experimental group (T
1
) attended a ten-week pre-school program during

each of three summers beginning in fhe summer of 1962 and received

weekly visits from a specifically trained home visitor for three years.

The second group (T
2
) had the same treatment except that it began a

year later and lasted only two years. The local (T
3
) and distant (T

4
)

control groups received all of the tests but no intervention treatment.

After the program ended all four groups were retested eaCh year

through the seventh year of the program, whiCh was 3-1/2 years after

the'last home Ndsitor contacts. The pupil populations were extremely

stable over the whole time period, whiCh meant that attrition was a

minor problem.
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The Gray and Klaus study is especially interesting. Treatment

levels were not massive (cost levels per child were only slightly above

$300, see below). As Gray and Klaus state:

Perhaps the remarkable thing is, with the relatively

small amount of impact over time, that differences should

still be significant. After all, fhe child experiences only

five mornings of school a week for ten weeks for two or

three summers, plus weekly home visits during the other

nine months for two or three years. This suggests the

impact was not lost. It was not sufficient, however, to

offset the massive effects of a low income home in whiCh

the Child had lived since birth onward (Gray and Klaus,

1970, p. 13).

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS

Although this section is primarily concerned with broad educational

interventions and not with the effects of specific treatment Charac-

teristics in detail, nevertheless interesting
differences exist in

types of interventions. This section explores these differences and

discusses evidence of which kinds of interventions are most successful.

Bissell has constructed a very useful typology of educational

interventions based primarily on the amount of program "structure,"

or the "amount of external organization and sequencing of Children's

experiences" (Bissell, 1970, p. 11). Her concept of structure also

includes the degree to which objectives are organized hierarchically

and the degree to which the role of the teadhers is directive or

non-directive.
Programs that are not structured are designated as

"permissive." Using the structure concept and also the degree to

which interventions are devoted to purely cognitive goals, Bissell

constructed a five-fold typology as follows (Bissell, 1970, pp. 11-13):

o Permissive EnriChment
prograns,,which have "multiple

objectives oriented toward the development of the 'whole

Child' and, among specific objectives, having heaviest

emphasis on promoting psycho-social growth. The rela-

tively unplanned strategy of these programs involves

letting Children's needs determine the activities of

the pre-school -- a strategy which provides only minimuin

structure to Children's experiences." Example: Most

Head Start programs.
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o Structured Enrichment programs, which also have a "heavy

specific emphasis on language development. The strategy

of these programs centers around the teacher's capitalizing

on informal experiences for learning, thereby providing

a moderate degree of structure to children's experiences."

Example: "Traditional" preschool prograus for disadvantaged

children, such as ehat in Karnes' study.

o Structured Cognitive programs, which have "objectives

oriented towards ehe development of learning processes

and relatively heavy specific emphasis on language growth.

The strategies of these programs revolve around the teadher's

directing activities in which the Children participate,

sometimes in prescribed ways and sometimes flexibly. The

programs in this category range from those providing a

moderate degree of structure to those providing a high

degree of structure to children's experiences." Example:

Karnes' Ameliorative Preschool.

o Structured Informational programs, which have "objectives

oriented towards teaching specific information -- in

particular, language patterns. The strategy of these

programs involves the teacher's directing activities and

Children participating in them in prescribed ways. The

resultant structure in dhe dhildren's experience is ex-

tremely high." Example: Bereiter-Engelmann Programs.

o Structured Environment programs, which have "objectives

oriented towards the development of learning processes.

Some of these prograns have a heavy specific emphasis on

language development, while others -- traditional

Montessori programs";=- do not. The strategy in these

programs is in the form of self-instructlng with class-

room materials and the teacher's mediation of child-

material interaction. This strategy provides a moderate

degree of structure for dhildren's experiences." Example,:

The Montessori Method.

Bissell also outlines a second attribute of interventive programs

which she terms "quality," by which is meant the nature and amount of

program supervision and personnel training: The degree of coordina-

tion and cooperation of program staff would probably also be included

in her idea of quality, since it is presumably highly related to the

nature of program management and supervision.

Several sets of researdh results can be analyzed using fhe criteria

just developed, and most Of ihe findings from these seem to assume a

similar pattern, at least for short-run effects. Thepattern is -that
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program success is positively related to both program structure and

program quality.

A nudber of writers have found the structure result. Gordon,

after surveying all the research on Title I projects nationwide,

concludes,

The tightly structured programmed approach including frequent

and immediate feedback to the pupil, combined with a tutorial

relationship, individual pacing and somewhat individualized

programming are positively associated with accelerated pupil

achievement. (Gordon, 1971, p. 24; emphasis in the original.)

The painstaking work by Hawkridge, Wargo, and their associates

at the American Institutes of Researdh, which has already been men-

tioned, is difficult to summarize briefly because it.is composed of

descriptive material concerning the successful prograns identified.

The same is also true of Kiesling's study of successful California

Title I and Senate Bill 28 (a California demonstration program) pro-

jects. Their results strongly support Bissell's notion of the import-

ance of good program supervision and personnel training ("quality").

Careful planning and good teacher training are mentioned both by

Hawkridge at the preschool level and by Kiesling. Hawkridge mentions

the careful specification of objectives as being important at all three

educational levels. Perhaps this can be interpreted both as a quality

and as a structure characteristic.

Another study that carefully traced differences in the effect-

iveness of program types that can be related to the structure cri-

terion is that by Miller and Dyer for two kinds of kindergarten after

four types of Head Start. The four types of Head Start (exclusive of

controls) were: Bereiter-Engelmann (Structured Informational), DARCEE

(Structured Cognitive), Mantessori (Structured Environment), and

Traditional (Structured Enrichment). The Follow-Through kindergarten

was a highly academic program structured as a token economy where

the school day was divided into earn and spend periods. Children not

in Follaw Through kindergarten were placed in regular kindergartens

of the Louisville, Kentucky city schools.
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The evaluation design in the Miller study was carefully drawn

and the findings are quite rich and complex. However, the best single

summary of the findings is probably the results for the Metropolitan

Readiness test at the end of kindergarten. The most striking results

are the unambiguous superiority in the performance of Follow Through

Children. Otherwise, the findings with respect to type of Head Start

are more ambiguous. The two groups that did best had Follow Through

(relatively structured) along with relatively unstructured Head Start

programs. The most highly structured program -- Bereiter-Englemann --

yielded good performance for Follow Through Children but was a "disaster"

for non-Follow Through Children who scored seven points lower Chan the

regular kindergarteners
who had had no preschool at all. Montessori

children did worst of the Follow Through groups and best of the tradi-

tional groups.

On the Stanford-Binet, the Bereiter-Engelmann Children started

highest at the beginning of kindergarten (thus they did best in pre-

school) and the Follow Through group ended four points higher than

any other group, while the non-Follow Through Bereiter-Engelmann

children fell five points. The traditional Head Start plus Follow

Through coMbination was next best followed by the regular kindergarten

DARCEE and Montessori Children. On ehe Dog-and-Bone Inventiveness Test,

comparing all kindergarten Children by Head Start program, the Montes-

sori Children did best, followed by DARCEE, controls, traditional, and

Bereiter-Engelmann, in ehat order.

Although the Miller-Dyer findings appear
confusing, there are some

generalizations that can be drawn. Short-term cognitive performance

is better in the more structured programs; Children in traditional

and Montessori programs do better with such skills as curiosity and

inventiveness. Also the more structured programs -- especially

Bereiter-Engelmann -- seem to create more dependence on the part of

the Children toward the xreatment, and therefore these children,

when thrown into a regular "sink-or-swim" school situation where

there is muCh less individual attention, seem to lose their former

high gains rapidly.
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The last set of studies we will discuss with respect to features

of successful programs are those., also more broadly discussed above, of

Karnes, DiLorenzo, and Weikart, as re-analyzed by Bissell. The methodology

used by Bissell, in which she co-varied for beginning score ::.evel (which

was not done by the original authors) is what we consider to be the best

approach for controlling for the "regression to the mean" phenomenon.
1

The results of Bissell's re-analysis of these three programs are

strikingly similar, with the more structured programs achieving the better

resultG. In some further analysis according to degree of disadvantaged

pupil environment, Bissell concludes that the more highly structured

programs make fhe largest difference for the most disadvantaged dhildren;

less structured approaches are more effective with less disadvantaged

children. Bissell concludes that the most disadvantaged children probably

have difficulty in being self-directing and require constant supervision

and guidance much more than the relatively more advanced children.

COST OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Evaluations seldom provide the data required to compute the costs

of educational programs that are built into a superstructure of an

,
existing educational program. However, for the purposes of broad

policy analysis, calculations to the last dollar are not particularly

necessary anyway; broad ball-park estimates can be quite instructive.

The original funding for Title I equalled a sum half the average

state expenditure per pupil for each disadvantaged dhild, the impli-

cation being that this much (which fell in the $250-$300 range in

1966) was to be spent on each child. Subsequently Title I has been

underfunded from the standpoint of this rather rich objective and the

current average appropriation for each child officially designated

as poor is less than $200. Head Start was not funded as broadly as

Title I, but per-pupil expenditures in most Head Start centers range

roughly around the,$300 mark.

1See note above, p. 105.
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The New York Higher Horizons program provided, in effect, three

extra full time teachers, plus some equipment, materials, and so on,

devoted to schools with enrollments in the neighborhood of 1000 to 1200.

This amounts to an expenditure level of around $60 per pupil.

At the other end of the spending spectrum are any number of the

projects described in the literature that have been exceptionally

successful. For example, the Karnes Ameliorative Preschool program

which has been discussed in several places above takes, as nearly as

we can tell, the equivalent of three special teachers one hour a day

for 15 children. If we assign an additional hour a day for prepara-

tion time, this amounts to one full-time teacher for 15 children, or

about $800 per year per child for instructional c:osts alone. The

Bereiter-Fngelmann program used in the Karnes-Teska-Hodgins study would

require a similar pattern of resource use. The Gordon experiments with

home training of mothers by carefully trained paraprofessional peers is

also surprisingly expensive. As in many of these program descriptions,

we fouild it difficult from this one to ascertain the exact (or even near

exact) pattern of resource use. Our hest guess is that, with an average

of 30 home visits a year (as stated in the report), with salary for the

parent educators placed at $5500 per year (including fringes), and

figuring necessarytransportation and supervision costs, the program

would cost in the range of $500 to $600 per child per year.

The 1971 publication by Wargo et al. listed ten exemplary projects,

which is all they could find out of 326 they reviewed carefully. Of

these, three were in an expenditure range far above current levels,

even if we allow for reasonable one-time research and development ex-

penses. These were the Fernald School at UCLA, which gave highly indi-

vidualized instruction to disadvantaged children at a total cost of $1200

per child (or $400 to $500 more than most public schools cost); the

Lafayette Bilingual Center in Chicago, which offered English and Spanish

instruction to. disadvantaged Spanish-speaking children, costing $1500

per pupil; and Project Breakthrough, also in Chicago, a preschool pro-

ject that used "Talking Typewriters," at a cost of $3600 per pupil. The

other seven "successful" projects cost between $100 and $367 per pupil.
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Perhaps one of the more useful sets of cost information has been con-
/

structed by Kiesling (1971a) on the basis of his observations of successful

Title I and Senate Bill 28 projects. Kiesling constructed 12 program

prototypes closely based upon the configurations he saw in the actual

programs and constructed cost estimates with the use of a standardized

list of resource costs. The per-pupil cost varies from one program

prototype to another and, within each program prototype, per-pupil

costs vary with the scale and intensity of the program. The minimum

estimate is $153 per pupil in a program that relies heavily on volun-

teer aides. The maximum estimate is $445 per pupil for a program in

which pupils leave the reg;u1ar classroom to see a specialist in a

resource facility.

The Gray and Klaus preschool program had 10-week summer programs

and weekly home visits by a trained teacher. Assuming a summer employ-

ment of the teacher at one-fifth her yearly salary, $4000 for four

aides, and other miscellaneous expenses, we estimate a figure of

about $140 per child per ten-week summer program. The teadhers'

weekly visits probably cost at least $200 per child per year which

places fhe yearly cost in the $350 -$400 per pupil range. It should

be remembered that there were some diffusion effects and so the

benefits cannot strictly be limited to the program children.

Barbrack and Norton.:(1970) reported a somewhat similar preschocl

experiment to that of Gray and Klaus. There were three experimental

treatments: home visits by a professional teacher, home visits by

paraprofessional peer mothers well supervised by a professional teacher,

and home visits by paraprofessional peer mothers supervised by more ex-

perienced mothers who were in turn supervised by a professional teacher.

Per-pupil costs were calculated by Barbrack and Horton for these three

treatments to be $440, $300 and $2i5, respectively.

The schools in the New York project discussed by DiLorenzo (1969)

had daily instructional sessions of 2-1/2 hours with un average class

size of about 15. AssuTIng one teacher saw two cdhorts per day, and

adding costs of room, =Aerials, and supervision, places the cost of

these programs in the $400 -$500 per pupil range.
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The Higher Horizons 100 Project in Hartford, Connecticut gives

remedial language and intensive counseling to 100 disadvantaged ninth

grade students annually. The program has small classes, considerable

counseling and.individualized instruction, with emphasis on remedial

language instruction. Program total per-pupil costs are $900, which

is perhaps $100 to $300 more than the per-pupil costs in most northern

school districts (Wargo, 1971).

Wargo (1971) discussed one preschool home instruction program

similar to the Gray and Klaus, and Barbrack and Horton studies dis-

cussed just Shove. A trained "Toy DemonAtrator" visited each mother-

child combination mice weekly. The cost was $387 per pupil, not

unlike the professionally staffed programs of Gray and Klaus, and

Barbrack and Horton.

Another remedial reading program discussed above was Project

Conquest in East St. Louis. Project children received remedial

reading instruction in 45-minute sessions four days a week in read-

ing rooms or twice weekly In reading clinics. Per pupil cost was

$263. Another was Project MARS in Leominster, Mhssachusetts, where

pupils spent 45 minutes daily in special reading classrooms at a

cost of $300 per pupil. Another was the Remedial Reading Laboratories

in El Paso, Texas, where pupils were taught in small groups of about

eight pupils for 50 to 60 minutes each day. The cost in this program

was $210 per pupil.

Finally, the PS 115 Alpha One reading program in New York City

used the commercially available Alpha One language arts program which

makes reading and writing into a game in which children participate in

creative and dramatic play, etc. The average cOst over three years

appears to have been about $200 per pupil.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The discussion of intervention programs in this section leads

us to ehe following conclusions:

o Virtually without exception, all of the large surveys of the

large national compensatory education programs have shown no beneficial
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results on average. However, the evaluation reports on which the

surveys are based are often poor and research designs suspect.

o Two or three smaller surlreys tend to show modest and positive

effects of compensatory education programs in the short run.

o A number of intervention programs have been designed quite

carefully and display gains in pupil cognitive performance, again in

the short run. In particular, pupils from disadvantaged socioeconomic

badkgrounds tend to show greater progress in more highly structured

programs. (Programs that are highly structured are those in which

the sequencing of the dhildren's experiences is heavily organized

externally.)

o There is considerable evidence that many of the short run

gains from educational intervention programs fade away after two or

three years if they are not reinforced. Also, this "fade-out" is

mudh greater \for the more highly structured programs, which are most

unlike regular public school practice.

o It would appear that per-pupil costs of successful educational

intervention vary anywhere from $200 on up, with the "feasible range"

for such programs falling between $250 and $350. However, numerous

interventions funded at these levels have failed. Clearly the level

of funding is not itself a sufficient condition for success.
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VII. THE EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH

INTRODUCTION: THE APPROACH DEFINED

The experiential approach arises from recent renewed interest in

school reform. For the past decade a number of writers -- notably

Friedenberg (1963), Henry (1963), Holt (1964), Goodman (1965 and 1970),

Herndon (1968'and 1971), Kohl (1968), Kozol (1968), Denison (1969),

Silberman (1970), Postman and Weingartner (1970), Illich (1971) -- have

assailed America's existing
educational system on a variety of grounds.

Despite the diversity among these and other reform writers' views, com

mon elements emerge, which we call the experiential approach. It states

in effect fhat the most impcatant thing about schooling is the way,in

which school experiences affect
students' lives and self-concepts, both

while they are students and for ehe rest of their lives. Therefore, to

these autgors, the other approaches discussed in this report -- input-

output, process,
organizational, evaluation -- are all essentially'

irrelevant, unless they affect: (1) the student's concept about himself

as an individual and as a member of the society (classroom, school, com-

munity, and so on) that impinges on him; (2) the style that the student

develops to deal with school experiences (notably teacher-student and

student-student
transactions); (3) the attitudes toward social insti-

tutions that
students develop as a consequence of their first major ex-

perience with one such institution -- in this case, the school system.

This doesn't mean that the reform writers believe that cognitive

skills are unimportant, What fhey generally do believe is that the

nature of the school experience is a dominant factor that determines

not only how well cognitive skills are acquired, but also how effectively

they can be used after school. Many of them also raise serious ques-

tions about whether the cognitive skills that the schools actually do

transmit are helpful or hurtful to individual development (for example,

Henry, 1963, pp. 287-288; Silberman, 1970, Part II). In Section II we

pointed out that a number of research studies have come to similar con-

elusions concerning the value of cognitive skills, especially Gintis

(1971).
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These kinds of variables are also studied in the other approaches

we have reviewed. In those cases, however, experimental (or statistical)

controls were introduced to eliminate confounding influences and high-

order interactions between variables that confuse data interpretation.

The success of this venture was discussed in previous sections, but we

note in passing that researchers have not been overly successful in

applying valid experimental designs to social situations. The reform

authors observe these variables in a completely unconstrained environ-

ment, which allows more meaningful behavior to occur but makes data in-

terpretation more difficult. The variables interact in complex and

unknawn ways, and even worse, variables change as a result of inter-

action with other variables. For example, teachers generally behave

in a way that they perceive the system expects them to. This in turn

fortifies the system's bias in that direction.

The difference in viewpoint between conventional educational re7

searchers and the reform writers is shown when one considers tha.kinds

of outcome measures endorsed by each. In Section II we point out that

educational research almost exclusively uses standardized tests to

measure educational achievement. We,further point out that these tests

measure only a fraction of possible educational outcomes. Of course,

the extensive use of standardized tests for measuring the retention of

bits and pieces of material, largely learned by rote, in part reflects

the objectives of the school. The reform writers attribute little

importance to performance on standardized tests and associated curriculum

material. As noted above, they generally feel that it is important for

children to acquire reading and nath skills and so on, but they view this

as almost an incidental accomplishment within the broader objective of

student achievement.

Students can acquire skills in the pursuit of more meaningful goals.

Illich points out one way that learning of skills might occur (1971,

p. 13):

The strongly motivated student who is faced with the task of

acquiring a new and complex skill may benefit greatly from the

discipline now associated with the old-fashioned sdhoolmaster

who taught reading, Hebrew, catechism, or multiplication by

454-022 0 72 10
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rote. Sdool has now made this kind Of drill teaching

rare and disreputable, yet there are many skills which a

motivated student with normal aptitude can master in a

matter of a few months if taught in this traditional way.

This is as true of codes as of their encipherment; of

second and third languages as of reading and writing;

and equally of special languages such as algebra, com-

puter programming, chemical analysis, or of manual skills

like typing, watchmaking, plumbing, wiring, TV repair; or

for that matter dancing, driving, and diving.

Instead, according tothese writers, dildren are required to learn

irrelevant "facts" and "skills," which they know are unimportant and

which bore them and turn them off to meaningful learning. Postman and

Weingartner (1970) call this process the school game of "Let's Pretend"

(p. 49):

The game is called "Let's Pretend," and if its name were

chiseled into the front of every school building in America

we would at least have an honest announcement of what takes

place there. The game is based on a series of pretenses which

include: Let's pretend that you are not what you are and

that this sort of work makes a difference to your lives; let's

pretend that what bores you is imdortant, and that the more

you are bored, the more important it is; let's pretend that

there are certain things everyone must know, and that both

the questions and answers about them have been fixed for all

time; let's pretend that your intellectual competence can be

judged on the basis of how well you can play Let's Pretend.

Standardized tests are viewed as relatively unimportant for a num-

ber of reasons. To begin with, achievement on.standardized tests is to

a high degree a matter of sophistication about test taking and one's

attitude about it. Research reviewed earlier on the effect of teacher's

expectations indicate test achievement is not always an indication of

the amount learned (for example, Rist, 1971). Kohl (1968) also cites

evidence that achievement test performance is only incidentally related

to learning. At the very least, for achievement testing to be a valid

and important measure of learning, the test must accurately assess haw

much a student learns about some specific subject. As Holt (1968, p.

135) notes:

It begins to look as if the test-examination-marks business

is a gigantic racket', the purpose of which is to enable Students,

teachers, and schools to-take'part in a jointAnetense that the
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students know everything they are supposed to know, when

in fact they know only a small part of it -- if any at all.

Why do we always announce exams in advance, if not to give

students a chance to cram for them? 'Why do teachers, even

in graduate schools, always say quite specifically what the

exam will be about, even telling the type of questions that

will be given. Because otherwise too many students would

flunk. What would happen at Harvard or Yale if a prof gave

a surprise test in March on work covered in October? Every-

one knows what would happen; that's why they don't do it.

Even if one could realistically measure how much a student knows

about a specific subject, there are still grounds on which to question

the relevance of what is learned. To quote Holt again (p. 177):

We muSt ask how much of the sum of human knowledge anyone

can know at the end of his schooling. Perhaps a millionth.

Are we then to believe that one of the millionths is so

much more important than another? Or that our social and

national problems will be solved if we can just figure out

a way to turn Children out of schools knowing two millionths

of the total, instead of one?

Holt and others believe that it is more important for students to

learn how to learn, to solve problems, and to be curious than to acquire

specific and mostly irrelevant bits of information. The reform writers

focus on those outcomes that involve higher cognitive processes (abstract

reasoning, creativity, problem-solving, and so on) and affective factors

(self-concept, happiness, interest, attitudes, and the like). Within

the fraMework of these goals they feel that the basic skills can be

developed.

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

The material reviewed in this section is descriptive research rather

fhan analytical research and our comments on "limitations" are based on

broader considerations than in pr-Jvious sections. The social scientists,

and especially social reform writers, attempt to cope with variables

that defy precise and operational definition and generally are impossible

to measure with an acceptable degree of reliability, In general the

social scientist is always faced with a choice of alternatives in ex-

amining policy issues. On one hand he may be experimentally and methodo-

logically rigorous, but he is then limited to studying only simple or

vit3
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highly constricted problems. These, even if solved, may have little

relevance to "real life" problems. If one elects to study the "real

life" problems,
there is little .or no methodology that adequately applies.

As a result
"solutions" can not be convincingly demonstrated or generalized

on the basis of the evidence presented.
Experimental research is there-

fore often criticized on the grounds that it defines a problem too nar-

.rowly; conversely, experiential
literature is often criticized on the

grounds that it is not methodologically sound.

The most serious
limitation of the "research" of the reform writers

lies in the necessarily inconclusive character of the obtained results

and the elusive nature of "proof." The influence of their findings de-

pends upon their ability to convince. Even if the results are con-

vincing to the reader, it is difficult to implement the policies

suggested, because the reform writers rarely present a detailed pre-

scription for moving to the better learning environment they envision.

RESULTS

The results presented in this section are in terms of the opinions

of the authors, with a focus on issues where they show a general con-

sensus. Some writers are relatively conservative and limit their criti-

cism and plan for reform to something Chat they believe to be feasible

within the current
social-political structure

(for example, Kohl, Herndon).

Others are more radical and call for broad and extensive soaal as well

as educational reform (for example, Friedenberg,
However,

differences among authors are mostly of degree -- there is consistency

in their attitudes about educational reform.

The results will be organized under three headings: social values

and educational objectives, the school environment, and reformation.

This
differentiation is not clear cut, and issues and evidence overlap

the categories. In the first two subsections the diagnostic impressions

of the writers are summarized, and in the third we consider their pre-

scriptive recommendations. It is impossible in this brief summary to

give more than a rough indication of the findings reported by these

authors.
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Social Values and Educational Objectives

Before we discuss the authors' views on educational objectives, we

note that their comments are based on objectives inferred from classroom

activities and, therefore, there is little relationship to the idealistic

jargon and lofty platitudes often found in curriculum philosophy regarding

school objectives. For example, creativity is generally found to be one

of the major objectives stated in curricula; but these writers would

contend ,that there is little in the actual instruction, classroom acti-

vity, or testing that is even remotely connected with "creativity."

Each author, in his own way, questions the content and priorities

of educational objectives, and they criticize the social values under-

lying them. Friedenberg, Goodman, and Illich present the most direct

assault on the influence of middle-class values -- primarily conformity --

on education, although more conservative writers, Silberman, for example,

also make it clear that educational pioblems2are not restricted to the

schools but lie rather in the social and political values that determine

educational practice. Although some authors do not make a major thesis

of an attack on social values, it is nevertheless implied throughout

their books. Holt, for example, frequently points out that the submis-

sion and subjugation of children begin in the home and continue in the

classroom. He states (1968, p, 167):

We adults destroy most of the intellectual and creative

capacity Of children by the things weldO to them or make

them do. We destrOy this capability above all by making

them afraid, afraid of not, doingwhat Other people:want, of

not pleasing, or making mistakes, of failing, of being wrong.

Thus, we inake them ,afraid to gamble, afraid tO experiment,

afiaid to try' the difficUlt and the, unknown. Even'when we 'do

nOt Create children's fears, when they came to -us with feari

readY-made and built-4n, wd 'use these feEiics as handles to

manipulate then: end get theM' to do what We want.

Silberman (1970) describes the schools as' 'inindlesS'," trcing '. the

cause repeatedly..to: sociat .values. and. -institutions'. He-,s.tates-(p.-11):

This mindlessness :the failure or refusal to' think ser-,

iously about educational purpose, the reluctance to ,question

es tablished .:praCtice is not the monopoly, of the. public

school; it .is diffused remarkably evenly throughout the entire

educational system, and indeed the entire sOciety. "The
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problem of policy-making in our society," Henry A. Kissinger

has said, "confronts the difficulty that revolutionary changes

have to be encompassed and dealt with by an increasingly rigid

adminis trative s tructure.. An increasing amount of energy

has to be devoted to keeping the existing machine going, and

in tbe nature of things there isn't enough time to inquire

into the purpose of these activities. The temptation is

great to define success by whether one fulfills certain pro-

grams, however accidentally these programs may have been ar-

rived at. The question is whether it is possible in the modern

bureaucratic state to develop a sense of long-range purpose and

to inquire into the meaning of the activity." Kissinger was

talking about the problems of government; he might just as well

have been talking about higher education and the mass media.

and later (p. 36):

Why the failure of the mass.media? The answer is at once

simple and complex. What is mostly wrong with television

newspapers, magazines, and films is what is mostly wrong

with the schools and colleges: mindlessness. At the heart

of the problem, that is to say, is the failure to think

seriously about purpose or consequence the failure of

people at every level to ask why they are doing what they

aie doing or to inquire into the consequences.

The basic social value according to these writers is conformity,

and the society is geared to produce it as Friedenberg (1963 p. 11) notes:

The essence of our era is a kind of infidelity, a disciplined

expediency.

This expediency is not a breach of our tradition, but its

very core. ;And it keeps the Young from getting much out of

the diversiiy tkst our heterogeneouS culture might Otherwise

provide them. This kind of expediency is built into the value

structure of every techniCally deVeloped open society; and

it becomes 'host pfevalent when pie: .rewards of achievement in

that ,sOcieti aPpear moat tempting and the poSailiilities of

decent and- exPreative SnrVival t a;low of intermediate position

in it leaSt reliable. Being differeti," notoriously, does hot

get you tO the top. if belieVe that they are
,

on their way there_in Order to pieserVe their Self-ea teem

thex, will be under 'constant, pressure initially from anxious

adulti and later from their cfoln aapitatiOns,eto repudiate-the

divergent .elements of their character-in order to make it under

the terms common to maes culture. They choose the path most

traveled by; and that makes,.all: the. difference.

Be notes "the high dUccess: attained by, society in promoting..,the

acceptance of cOnformitY. 'in students :(1):, 128)
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For the most part, they do firmly and sincerely believe that

people should cooperate with their immediate social order,
and that people who don't are troublemakers who come to a

deservedly bad end. They are genuinely suspicious of, and
hostile to, people who insist on their own privacy and dig-

nity agains t group demands . They are convinced that strong

feelings and loyalties are hazardous, and that itis not merely
ucwise but wrong to allow such commitments to jeopardize one's

future chances. These are all moral principles. In fact,
they are juat the moral principles that good empiricists

need.

Schools are social institutions and as such they perpetuate the

values of the society. Although this may be understandable, and to some

degree necessary, these writers (and many others) point out an alarming

similarity among schools; almost none provide an environment for any

kind of individual and creative growth. The gloomiest note is the re-

frain sounded by Henry (1963, p. 286):

The function of education has never been to free the mind and

the spirit of man, but to bind them; and to the end that the

mind and spirit of his children should never escape Homo

sapiens has employed praise, ridicule, admonition, accusa-

tion, mutilation, and 'even torture to chain them to the cul-

ture pattern. Throughout moat of his historic course Homo

sapiens has wanted from his children acquiescence, not

originality. It is natural that 'this should be so, 'for
where every man is unique there is no society, and where

there is no EiOciety there can be no man. Contemporary

American educators think they want Creative children, yet
it is an open question as to what they expect these children

to create. And certainly the classrooms from kindergarten

to graduate school in.which they, expect it to happen, are
not crucibles of ,Creative aCtivity and thought. It stands to
reason that were young people trulY creative the culture would

fall apart, for originality, by definition, ia different from

what is given; and what ia given is the culture itself. Fron

the endless Pathetic "cre'iitive hours" of kindergarten to the

post abstruse problems in sciciology and anthropology, tne func-

tion of education is to prevent the, truly creative irtellect
*from getting out.',Of hand. ,OnlY,in, the exaCt and dir::" biologi-

cal scienees dO vie permit unlimited_Oeidom,, for , We,haie (bUt

only since the.,HenaiSaanCe; .einCe. Ga1140O and,Bruno underwent

the IngniaitiOn)' foUnd a waY- Or tiiOnihe we had found a way

te bind the explosive.powers of saence in the containing ves-

sel of 'the social system.
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The Learning Environment

Social values and educational objectives are expressed in the struc-
,,

ture of schools and classrooms, in what is .ten termed the learning environ-
ment. It is not surprising, therefore, that most of the writing about
the ills of education and need for reform centers around the learning
environment. There is a long history of criticism (pointed out by
Silberman, 1970) of the overly structured, authoritarian, and strictly
disciplined classroom, and all of the writers we are reviewing here
advocate less formal classrooms. The authors agree in describing schools
as boring and prison-like in character; a feature that exists not only in
poor ghetto schools but also, usually in more subtle form, in middle-class
schools. Thus:

Postman and Weingartner (1969, p. 155):

City dchools as they now exist largely confine students
to 'sitting in boxes with the choice of acquiescing to
teacher demands or getting out.

Herndon (1971, p. 97):

If kils ñ America do not go to .school, .theycanbe put
in jail. If they are tardy a certain number of.tiMes, they
may go to jail. If they cut up enough, they go to jail.
If their parents do not see that they .go to school the
parents maY be judged unfit and the kids go to jail.

(p. 9F.):

as long as you can threaten people, you can't tell whether
or not they really want to do what you are proposing that
they do. You can't tell if they are inspired by it, you
can't tell if -they learn anything from it, you can't tell
if they would keep on doing it if you weren't threatening
them.

You cannot tell. You cannot tell if the kids want to come
to your class or not. .You can't tell' if' they are motivated
or mit; You can't tell if they learn anything or not.' All
you Can tell is, they'd rather come to your class" than go
to jail.

Holt (1970, p. 68):

Boredom. Almost all children arci bored in school. 'Why shouldn't
they be? We would be. The children in the high status and
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IIcreative" private elementary schools I taught in were

bored stiff most of the day and with good reason.

Very little in school is exciting or meaningful even to

an upper middle-class child; why should it be so for slum

children? Why, thit is, unless we begin where schools

hardly ever do begin, by recognizing that the daily lives

of these children are the most real and meaningful and

indeed the only real and meaningful things they know.

These writers maintain that schools are too highly structured and

too much committed to controlling and disciplining students, not only

in the classroom, but in the hallways, and on the playground, and around

the school. The school tells them where to go, what to do-, and hoi to

dress and provides an endless list of rules involving trivial and petty

restrictions. The final travesty according to these writers is that in

this environment teachers tell them about democracy, and individual

freedom, and responsibility, and all the other lofty ideals that every

day the school flagrantly violates. These restrictions are imposed

immediately by teachers, and more remotely by school administrators,

but ultimately by parents and society. Teachers and school administra-

tors are themselves severely limited in the freedom they can exercise

in teaching strategies and administrative lrrangements, although more

freedom is available than they use. Kohl describes the feelings of a

teacher in the bureaucratic structure (1969, p. 11):

When I began teaching I felt isolated in a hostile

environment. The structure of authority in my schQol was

clear: the principal was at the top and the students were

at the bottom. Somewhere in the middle was the teacher,

whose role it was to impose orders from textbooks or

supervisors upon the students. The teacher's only pro-

tection was that if students failed to obey instructions

they could legitimately be punished or, if they were defiant,

suspended or kicked out of school. There was no way for

students to question the teachers' decisions or for teachers

to questions the decisions of their supervisors or authors

of textbooks and teachers' manuals.

Teachers are too busy controlling children, following inappropriate

curricula, trying to please riarents and get along with school adiainiatra-

tors to have much time available .for teaching.. Although the teacher is
.

,

generally the. , focal point for criticisal Of sChOols, the teacher's are

also victims 'of 'a system over which ,theY have..little control. Kohl

describeii the-position of.. teachers,.(1969., P. 89):
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Supervisors deal with teachers in the same way they

expect teachers to deal with students. They are usually

more interested in avoiding problems and maintaining con-

trol than in matters having to do with teaching. As far

as they are concerned the content of the curriculum has

been :andated by a Board of Education or a curriculum

committee, and it is the teacher's role to follow the

curriculum. A good teacher, like a good soldier, is one

who obeys orders. An excellent teacher is one who obeys

them cheerfully and willingly.

Silberman comments at some length on the dilemma facing the teacher,

and at one Point states (p. 320):

Indeed, given the obsession with silence and lack

of movement that so many principals, superintendents, and

curriculuro supervisors shaw, ,und the fact that teachers'

ability tends to be judged more on their "control" than

on any other attribute, it is essential that someone be

available to relieve teachers' anxiety about what their

supervisors may say if they see children talking or

moving about in class. Teaching, after all, is 'a very

lonely profession.

The reform writers point out from time to time that teachers are

not basically bad or cruel or disinterested in their students. Mostly

they do what they are forced to do by the structure of the school, and

many times their behavior fr simply the result of not knowing, or more

often because they are produdis of the same kind of system in which they

are teaching. Whatever their motives, however, teachers serve as a

model and as wardens in the education of children, and for the most

part the results are not favorable as Goodman notes (1970, p. 78) :

As Gregory Bateson:has noticed with dolphins and

traineri .and as John Holt has noticed in middle class

schools learning to learn usually means picking up the

structure of behavior:of the teachers and becoming expert

in the adademic process.. In actual practice,. young dis-

coverers are bound to discover what will get _them past the

College Board examinations. Guessers and.dreamers,are not

really free to balk and drop out fory a semester to brood

and .let their 'theories germinate .in .the dark.;-, as _proper

geniuses do. And what if precisely the Big Ideas are not

true? Einstein said that it was preferable to have a

-jstupid_pedant .for ,iteacher.sa,that at\i'lart.:.child, Could

fight hiia 'all the Way: and .develoi hi,a,o,Wn 'thought.

All -teachers of,::doUrae, do not go:'alOnewith- the .adminiatrative

viewed by the .refeitni :writers; andl''hometimes ther'attempt
ftqr:doctrine
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in various degrees to deviate from accepted procedure. Successful

education programs and teaching approaches are sometimes reported,

especially in schools where studenta are largely "culturally deprived."

These are always the result of deviations from standard procedure and

involve independent action on the part of the teacher. These devia-

tions, however, are not generally encouraged by the school and often

are not even accepted. Mich comments on the fate of inventive teachers

(1970, p. 65):

The "classroom practitioner" who considers himself

a liberal teacher is increasingly attacked from all sides.

The free-school movement, confusing discipline with indoc-

trination, has painted him into the role of a destructive

authoritarian. The educatioaal technologist consistently

demonstrates the teacher's inferiority at measuring and

modifying beha4ior. And the school administration for which

he works forces him to bow to both Summerhill and Skinner,

making it obvini!s that compulsory learning cannot be a liberal

enterprise. No wonder that the desertion rate of teachers

is overtaking that of their students.

Herndon (1968, 1971) is a classroom innovator who has managed to

operate an "open classroom" in an otherwise conventional school. Kohl

(1971) reviews Herndon's latest book (How to Survive in Your Native Land)

and makes the following comment concerning his probable fate as an

innovator (p. 11):

There is one problem however. Jim managed to survive

in Daly City for nine years. He took six months off last

year and when he returned in February he was told that there

was no job for him at his old school until September. He

was made a roving sub it the district, one of the bureau-

cratic strategies used to drive good people out of teaching.

Jim is going back this September but it is clear that

he is no longer to',16e tolerated. The new administration

of his school wants him out, the limits. of toleration

having evidently been reached in, Daly City. I. guess people

have finally begunto underatand what JIM id doing and decided

that it is better to fotce him out than re-examine their own

lives. I don't, know ,how much .longer Jim will survive in Daly

CitY. I think the final itOnY of the book is that maybe not

-even Jim can ,survive ,in',our native

If teachers are Oangh't in a web Cif control and little 'freed* 'of

choiCe so are .adMinistratots s far no matter what their plans fot
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innovation they must answer to political pressures and the demands of

the community. Everyone considers himself an expert on education because

he has been there, and notions about necessary and desirable educational

practices are projected on the basis of personal experience. So in the

en&we come full circle and find that it is society that determines

the school practice. However, if the schools are persistent, dhange is

possible, and we close this section with a note of optimism in this re-

gard. Dennison (1969, p. 7) found:

It is worth mentioning here that, with two excep-

tions, the parents of the dhildren at First Street were

not libertarians. They dhought that they believed in com-

pulsion, and rewards and punishments, and formal dis-

cipline, and report cards, and homework, and elaborate

school facilities. They looked rather askance at our

noisy classrooms and informal relations. If they per-

sisted in sending us their children, it was not because

they agreed with our methods, but because they were desperate.

As the months went by, however.- awl the children who had

been truants now attended eazerly, and those who had been

failing new began to learn, the ?arents :;rew their awn

conclusions. By the end of the first year there was a

high morale.among them, and great dcNoLion to the school.

Reformation: Prescription for Education

There is z. -striking similarity in the prescription these writers

offer for education, the differences are mostly a matter of degree and

political feasibility -- a matter we will not attempt to resolve here.

The writers agree that at least part of fhe solution is to haye less

formally structured classrooms in which the student can develop more

or 14.:0inkindered by demands for conformity.

The completely .11oPen Clasiroom' is one in which the student is

allowed to wander around pretty much at will and to Aiscover for him-

selfithe thinga he wants' to learn. The British elementaryschool oPen

clissroot.is oftev,incorrectly:used-as the model for thirivapproach.

Silberman'(1970):adVacittetinfOrmal-.CIASprOoMathedistinction
being

4Jhat some minimal kinds of StrUcture reMain.. His cOnclusiong Arebased

.444, ...notaaf0 teachets in'theBritish: (andspme Aierican
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skills and appear happy with the learning environment, result from the

ability of the teacher to introduce structure in an unobtrusive way.

Herndon (19 71) describes an experience in an American school in which

the open approach was tried, and failed at first. The children

did not discover things they wanted to work on, nor did they develop

group projects. Mostly they wandered around the halls and complained

that there was "nothing to do." Finally, the introduction of a project,

with some rather indirect structure, produced some of the student ac-

tivity and learning that was expected in the open classroom. Herndon

points out that the critical factor in making an open classroom work

is the ability of the teacher to learn and adopt new approaches.

Kohl (1969) has attempted to provide a guide to teachers for at-

tempting open classroom techniques, a venture that is not easy, as he

points out (p. 80):

The movement to an open classroom is a difficult

journey for most of us. The eisiest way to undergo it

is to share it with one's puials to tell them where

you hope to be and give them a sense of the difficulty

of changing one's styles and habits. Facing uncertainty

in oneself, and articulating it to one's pupils, is one

way of preventing a superficial bias "against authority"

which, if it fails, can lead one to believe that the

open classroom just doesn't work. Freedom can be

threatening to students at first. Most of them are so

used to doing what they are told in school that it

takes quite a while for them to discover their cwn

interests. Besides that, their whole school careers

have taught them not to trust teachers, so they will

naturally believe that the teacher who offers free-

dom isn't serious. They will have to test the limits

of the teacher's offer, see how free they are to refuse

to work, move out of the classroom, try the teacher's

nerves and patience. Ail of this testing must be gone

through if authoritarian attitUdes are to be unlearned.

A recent article dirthe open .clasSroom by Barth (1971) summarizes
. ,

some of the issues, associated with conversion to the open classroom:

In the final' analysis, the success of a widespread

movement toward open education in the country rests not

upon agreement with any philosophical position but, with
satisfactory answers .to, several important. questions.
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For what kinds of p,?ople -- teachers, administrators,

and parents, children -- is the open classroom appro-

priate and valuable? What, happens to children in open

classrooms?" How can the resistance from children,

teachers, administrators, and parents -- inevitable

among those not committed to open education's assump-

tions and practices -- be surmounted? And finally,

should participation in an, open classroom be required

of teachers, Children, parents and administrators?

The critical issue related to the open classroom concerns the de-

gree of structure that is necessary for each student and how structure

is introduced. The sane issue exists in the related subject of learning

by discovery -- a topic pursued at some length in the research liter-

ature and reviewed earlier in this report. This research has produced

a number of arguments against the traditional classroom, although the

emerging consensus (see Shulman, 1967) is that learning by discovery

does not mean laissez-faire learning, and that much needs to be known

about how to introduce structure in the discovery or free learning

situation. The research of Gagne and Ausubel is particularly relevant

to this point (see Section IV). They present evidence that indicates

some kinds of material are best learned if the subordinate knowledge

is arranged in a sequenced hierarchy.

One purpose of the open classroom is to allow students (and some-

times parents) a choice of activity and learning material, although

structure is provided so that the goals are not completely left up to

the student. Some writers have gone so far as to suggest that one

should also be able to decide whether or not one goes to school, and

if so, where and wheil and_what one stUdies. This stand has been made

specific by several, including Postman, Friedenberg, and 'especially

Illich. Triedehberg (1963, p. 249) comments:

Bapip41,157.9:,then
disapprove ofcompulsory sChool

attendanCe: in itself. I see' ho ValidmOral reasOna. to

ingleHout the: young for tihis' special. legalHencdnibrance.

The econoMic reations are compelling enough; but they are

likewise cOntemptible.yA people: haVe noright.

to econoMicarrangementsthatcanbemade
hitlfway :workable .

only,by. imposing 'anitifantileandunproductivestatuson:.

adolescents "andindottrinati4gthenawithameed
fOr trashy

goba and :shello16- meretticious relationships that they
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and Goodman (1970, p. 67):

The present expanded school systems are coercive in their

nature. The young have to attend for various well known

reasons none of which is necessary for their well-being

or fhe well-being of society.

Illidh (1971, p. 9) states:

Obligatory sdhooling inevitably polarizes a society;

it also grades the nations of fhe world according to an

international caste system. Countries are rated like

castes whose educational dignity is determined by the

average years of schooling of its citizensi a rating whiCh

is closely related to per capita gross national product,

and muCh more painful.

and later (p. 12):

A second major illusion on which the school system

rests is that most learning is the result of teaching.

Teaching, it is true, may contribute to certain kinds

of learning under certain circumstances. But most

people acquire most of fheir knowledge outside school,

and in school only insofai as school, in a few rich

countries, has become their place'of confinement

during an'increasing part of their lives.

Although the idea of non-compulsory education is extreme it is

not haphazard and is presented with jolting logic, especially by

Illich, who argues that compulsory education is not personally re-

warding, socially desirable, or economically feasible. Illich and.

others have pointed out'the escalating costs of education, most of it

tied to the futile quest for equal schooling. Equal opportunity for

education as a political issue has been distorted to mean everyone is

equally educible, at least to the extent, that school children all per-

form "at grade level" on standardized tests of arithmetic and reading.

The billions of dollars poured into compensatory programs have not pro-

duced any of the sought-for improvements in basic skills for the so-

called 'disadvantaged
child,'especiallY when the money is'spent in con-

ventional claseromm,AndcUrricuimarspecifiu
programs.: 1n every respect

educational dosts-',4ncresaing
and*UaraChOOling'has become eco,--

noMically infeasible. IllidhuOteajpp6-9).!1;
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In the United States it would take eighty billion

dollars per year to provids what educators kegard as

equal treatment for all in grammar and high school.

This is.well Over.twice the $36 billion nowbeing spent.

Independent cost projections prepared at HEW and the

University of Florida indicate that by 1974 the com-

parable figures will be $107 billion as against the

$45 billion now projected, and these figures wholly

omit the enormous costs of what is called "higher

education," for which demand is grawing even faster.

The United States, which spent nearly eighty billion

dollars in 1969 for "defense" including its deploy.-

ment in Vietnam, is obviously.too poor to provide

equal schooling. The President's coum4ittee'for the

study of school finance should ask not how to support

or how to trim.such increasing costs, but how they

can be avoided.

Although the economic arguments are compelling, these authors Axe

not primarily concerned about the dollar Coat of Compulsory schooling.

The reform writers are basically concerned with individual happiness

and the construction of a society in which each.individual can find

useful and gratifying activity. In their Vield, compulsory schooling

has produced an emphasis on amount_of schooling as-S.measUre of Com

petence rather than one's skills or knowledge. Those who Might find

gratification in trades.and crafts are required to complete.a specified

number of years of.school even though the skills they acqUire (Or don't)

are not applicable. Schooling dulls intelligence and'perpetuatie a

social caste system based on wealth.- UPward'Mobiiity in the Odste.sys-

tem is discouraged by the schools even.thOugh there it; a mistaken notion

that more schooling will produce a wealthier person and higher quality

of life. The-evidence, although still not.conclusive (see Section II)

indicates that suCh.expectations are falsei-and. they are-certainly

false if broad definitions-of "quality'Of life" are employed.. Illich

notes (p:.1):

Many students, espetially'thoOp who'are poor,'
tuitiVely know what.the schools 0 for:them..They:achool,:
them to confuse process and.suhstance. Once theSe
'cOme'blurreC'S neWflOgic is:aSSUMedt:theiOre"treatMent
there is, the:bstter:Sref.the, reSults;or, esCalation
leads to:suCcess. :The pupil is thereby:"Schooled"tO
confuse teaching with learning,'AgideadVintementiiith'
education, a diploma with cOmpetence, and fluency with
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the ability to say something new. His imagination is

"schooled" to accept service in place of value. Medi-

cal treatment is mistaken for health care, social work

for the improvement of community life, police protec-

tion for safety, military poise for national security,

the rat race for productive work. Health, learning,

dignity, independence, and creative endeavor are de-

fined as little more than the performance of the in-

stitutions which claim to serve these ends, and their

improvement is made to depend on allocating more re-

sources to the management of hospitals, schools, and

other agencies in question.

All of the reform writers are subject to one sweeping criticism,

and that is they do not provide any sort of blueprint on how to accom-

plish the school and social reforms they advocate.
1

Their diagnosis

of problems in education is sharp, and often quite valuable, but their

prescriptions are vague. Certainly reform is difficult to bring about,

but to succeed at all, specific and detailed programs for implementa-

tion are needed: Etzioni (1971, p. 87) criticizes Silberman on these

grounds:

Over the., recent decades our Mnbition to fashion

society in the shape of our values has swollen. We no

longer accePt society aa a given, :as a pre-existing

state of nature. We .view it. as .an. arrangement ,. one

which we can disassemble and ther..rearrange. We seek

not me,relyto reform ink -to 'transform the 'relations

among the races ,:,the classes , the nations ; :we seek to

deeply affect people's smoking, drug use, drinking,

and eating habits, as well as to fundamentally change

their education.... Our economic, political, and intel7

lectual capacity to affeCt these changes has increased,'

but much more.plowly than..our ambitions...(fWe..are not .

learning, as recent disCussiOns of the... "'peace dividend"

indicated, the 'full meisure.of:.thia..disparity between

ambitionand , resources Even if the ..war: is finally

terminated and' the SALT talks .do. Succeed,. there'.ap-,,..
Parent3T will be aVailable''onlY 815:to $20-new billiOne

per annuni for domestic.reforms,-which require:.atleast c

$60 to .$100 billions. As ..a.nation, it ..seems..we are
much more'inclined to talk reform than.' to -display the

political will required to.bring.it about: In those

"McCracken (1970) has offered the.most .comprehensive critique

of the reforni literatuie;:esseritiallY:on' these grounda. .',ke upholds

the classical,educational.values and argues that ,the reformers'

prescriptions are essentially nonoperational or positively harmful.

454-022 0 - 72 - II ' 162
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domestic sectors where the nation does find the will

and the resources, it frequently lacks the necessary'

know-how. The knowledge and skilla needed to provide

a viable plan for social engineering are still rudi-

mentary. FreqUently we are still guided by well-meaning

but inadequately conceptualized and poorly-worked-out

blueprints, by semi-utopian programs of which Silberman's

book is a recent example.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Educational research has not produced impressive improvements in

education, and the results of compensatory programs have been often dis-

illusioning. It was pointed out earlier in this report that there is

little probability of significantly iMproving classroom performance

through the development of .new instructional techniques, more educe-

tional 'expenditures, or changes in the bureaucratic structure of the

schools, given the present limitations of knowledge and current in-

sti tUtional 'constraints in the school -systems. The reform writerei pro-

vide a range of observations, which in their eyes help to explain the

failure of past educational innovation: (1) schools. and research 'focus

on unimportant objectives; (2) 'for many Students learning cannot take

place in an authoritarian environment- because children's needs and

abilities differ; (3) the substance of _educational .practice is largely

irrelevant and boring to the Child;' (4) children should not necessarily

be required to attend school'.

The reform writers are often a part of the classroom, and they are'

therefore closer to- the problems that exist there than is the typical

researcher. Of course," these writers are probably not representative of

teachers in general, and there are Opposing views. In 'fact, if the re-

form writers are at all. CorreCt there must be a, large oppoeing view,

namely the widely-',held and' soCially
reinforced".view that supports con-

fOrmity. 'However, ,one rarelffinds Supportive views expressed ,fOr the

current system that .are based-on -8. diagnOsis . of -what go-es on in'fclass

rooms. It is in the role of diagnosticiane that the reform writers

and other' Obseriers can play.,:a.majCir tole, ...tor researCh must ;be based

on correct diagnosie ,if it is to -Come up' With cOrreCt "preicriPtions.
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If these writera are correct and there is sufficient agreement

on these issues to give their ideas some credibility -- then the kinds

of variables that researchers generally manipulate are indeed irrelevant

or at least of small importance. It is not surprising in light of all

this that the most promising trends in research are related to student-

treatment interaction and student-teach.er matching in terms of their

ability to work together (The len, 19(7). What is needed now is a mar-

riage of the diverse approaches of scientific research and the observa-

tional diagnoses of the reform writers.

It is imperative that sweeping innovations be attempted, at least

on an experimental basis. But the steps must be carefully planned, the

consequences considered, and the implementation proceed along carefully

designed paths. Title I and Project Head Start are probably not the way

to implement new programs, which need to be smaller in scale, more com-

prehensively planned, and constantly monitored, to avoid bad results.

However, any major social action program is bound to produce highly

disturbing transient effects and these too need to be planned for in

the implementation program. Finally, no single innovative system can

succeed all along all the dimensions of everyone's value system. Dis-
,

appointments are inevitable. But the quest is not for perfection. It

is for progress toward a more effective educational system.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY AND DrCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The Input-Output Approach

This approach focuses on the relationship between the amounts of

various resources that are provided to students and their educational

outcomes (defined as cognitive adhievement).
Overall, the input-output

studies provide very little evidence that school resources, in general,

have a powerful impact upon student outpomes. When we examine the re-

sults across studies we find that school resources are mot consistently

important. The particular resources that seem to be significant in one

study do not prove to be significant,in other studies that include the

same resources in fhe analysis.

Badkground factors, on the other hand, are always important. In

study after study a student's background has a strong influence on his

educational outcomes.
Furthermore, the results are consistent across

studies. The socioeconomic status of a student's family -- his parents'

income, education, and occupation -- invariably prove to be significant

predictors Of his educational outcome.

The role of peer-group influences is more complex. There is good

reason to believe that these variables are, in reality, measures of a

student's background or of his school district's selection and assign-

ment policies. On balance, there is little evidence that a student's

classmates exercise a strong, independent influence on his educational

outcomes.

The results from the input-oiPut approach.do not mean that sChool:.

resources:fail,, actually or po!..intially, to affect student outcomes.

We.simply observe,',that do fr these studiesfhave failed trishaw that'

school resources ,do affeastudent .outcomes. In particular, the studies

do not.show what woyfdhappen if the educationalsystem received a

massive.increase or decrease in resources.

165
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The Process Approach

The rpproach of the psychologist focuses on a very different as-

pect of education. Resources are taken as given or predetermined. What

matters here are the processes applied to students and the interactions

between teachers and students. For example, research may concentrate.

on the relation between teaching style and student achievement or on

the effects of grouping on achievement.

We have divided the results into two parts: those derived from

studies of operating classrooms and those derived from the laboratory.

For each set of results, we indicate the focus, the questions being

asked, and the answers to the questions.

Looking first at the 'classroom studies, we find the following:

The research on teaching approaches, teacher differences,

class size, and the like shows no consistent effect on

student achievement, as measured by standardized cogni-

tive tests,,

o Work on instructional methods suggests no difference among

methods; none currently appears better than conventional

methods. That is, in terms of differences in achievement,

conventional methods 'appear as effective as, say, teaching

by television, although the latter enalles" one to reach

far greater numbers of students.

We consider the following results from the laboratory studies to

be particularly interesting and important:

Work on the presentation of material suggests that it is not

so much the medium of instruction that is important as its

sequencing and organization. There seem to be interaction

effects; individual inethOdS of presentation appear s'imeriar

for some tasks and some stndents, but it is still hard tc;

maiich 4udent charactariatiei,'taska and type of instruction.

The Work on concept attainment, retention, and learning re-

wards provides a number of positive findings, but the tasks

in 'the laboratory are so unlike claSsroom learning that there
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is a difficult problem of translation. For example, the mOre

meaningful the material, the faster it is learned and the mc.re

it is retained. But the definition of "meaningful" is a

laboratory one, relating, sey, to the difference between non-

sense sentences or syllables and those. that make sense.

o What are termed interactipn effects seem to exist among var-
ious types of personality, methods of reward, abilitY to

grasp meaningful material, and so on; but these interactions
have not:yet .been.studied in detail.

In sum, the process approach has not identified the very specific

student relations involved in learning and education. There seem to

be interactions between students and teachers, between students and

methods, between teachers and methods, and (most.'complex of all) ,among

students, teachers, and methods. The complex three-way interactions

have not yet been studied carefully.

The Or anizational Approach

The work on educational organizations represents yet another ap-

proach. Schools are seen as institutions that have .tc, satisfy multiple

goals and demands from internal bureaucracies, frOm the community, from

parents, and from students. The allocation of resources and the choice

of processes in schools is seen not as the result of a rational decision-
making procedure but as the outcome of history, of interactions with
constituents and with government, and of simple trial and error. The

question being asked is, How can we Make the schools innovatiiie adap-

tive, and flexible, particularly as social demands increase and the com-

position of the student body changes?

Most of the work in this, approach consists of ,case :studie and

the rules for .internal and external validity,are weak, at best. Further-

more, there have been few attempts to extract important organizational

propositions from the literature. The case studies provide some eyi-
,

dence for 'the- kiAloWing:
: )

There:is a positive\ correlation between syetem size and
:

centralization.
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have reviewed their data to /Isee what happened" and "discovered",..that
f....ohar_ method. or whatever.
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The larger the educational bureaucracy and the more cen-

tralization, the less, innovation and aaaptation there is

likely to be.

o ..Rigidities in the schools can be overcome partly by choice

of 'teachers and principals. However, teacher qualities

.that. are .purchased -say, experience have little to do

'with innovative teaching.
."

Real innovation depends on the leverage that can be exerted

from outside the system -- by the federal governmert or by

citizens.

The Evaluatton Approach,

This approach to educational

of comprehensive interventions in

are characterized by a macro-view

research consists of ex post analyses
existing school systems. These studies

of educational interventions in which

treatments are devoted to groups of children in "diverse programs taken

as a whole." In short, these studies ask whether large-scale interven-

tions have had an effect in general, rather than what has been the ef-

fect of any particular intervention .

virtually without exception, all the surveys of large, national

compensatory education programs have shown no beneficial results on

average. However, the evaluations on which the surveys report are

often based upon suspect researCh deSigns.

Two or three sMaller surveys _show modest positive effects of com-

pensatory education programs in .the short run. , And a. numher of quite

carefully; designed interventions display gains in pupil ctignitive per-

formance again; An the shart run. In Particular, pupils 'from disad-

vantaged sociOeconoMic backgronfids tend tO show greater progress In more

highly strnanted PrOgraMs.-:'tiaWeirer, theie is conSiderableevidence
,

that many of the short:run gains from educational interventions fade

away after two or three years if they are not reinforced. Also, this

"fade-ont".is tanCh 'greiier far the idre 'highly struCtured progiains,

which ,are.most-urilike regular publia,-sChooi,.:practice.'

A " 168,
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been only sparingly put into practice, if at all. And there is cer-

tainly a possibility that they may prove to be much less effective
__-1- AomnnatrAtinns of
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The Experiential Approach

The experiential approach is repregented by the literature of edu-

cational reform. The observer, either as researcher or participant,

observes and describes fhe way that the experience of schooling:affects

the student in relation to himself, his peers, authority, and social

institutions. The measure, for these writers, is not educational Out-

comes, as indicated by standardized tests, but rather the effect of the

school experience on people's lives, where cognitive testing measures

nothing.

Because this literature is one of social reform, it is not subject

to the same tests of internal consistency as the approaches discussed

above. In effect there are two elements in this literature, description

and prescription.
1 The description of the schools as

conStituted at the

present time almost invariably
emphasizes a set of common themes:

Schools are authoritarian toward students.

o Schools make little or no allowance for individual dif-

ferences in learning styles and needs.

Schools focus on methods that stress rightness and wrong-

ness in learning, thereby destroying independence and

creativity, as well as equippin Children poorly for the

coMplexities and ambiguities of'ihe real world.

Schools impose a certain set of social, cultural, and

ethical views on their students, thereby imposing feelings

of inadequacy and resentment on those who share neither

those views nor the traditions they.imply.

Schools are mindless in the sense that they fail in aby

operationally useful way, to question either the assumptions

uPon whieh they operate or the relevance of,their approach

,tO Children'S needS,

.' '''
:,, .' ' :. : ,',n,-

' /

aThe obserVer, partiCipant, and; soCial.,

critic neCeSsarily placeSteavy*esSnre.On hisuobjeCtivity in:destribint

the phenomeria,he obserVesNonethelessthereseemavtoibecOtisiderahle
agreeMent in reSpect to description. , :

'
.,
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The prescriptions are far more variedthan the descriptive re-

search. They range from recommendations for moderate .reform within

the system (Silberman) to abolition of the schools (IlliCh). In some

cases the value systems leading to the prescriptions are made explicit;

in others, not. In general, however, the experiential literature agrees

on the merits of educational systems that are less structured, more re-

sponsive to individual diversity, and more decentralized then the cur-

rent system.

LIMITATIONS OF AVAILABLE' RESEARCH

Each approach is subject to substantive and methodological prob-

lems peculiar to itself. These problems were discussed in other

sections and will not be reviewed here. However, some research limita-

tions appear throughout educational research and have, we feel, special

importance.

First, educational outcomes are almost exclusively measured by

cognitive achievement. But theeducational system has many functions

and many outputs. Cognitive achievement, in particular that part

measured by standardized tests, is only one aspect of student learning.

Higher cognitive processes (abstract reasoning, problem solving, and

creatiVity among others) are obviously-iMportant educational outcomes

as is noncognitive achievement. Thus, Of fhe many and .diverse kinds

og student learning, almost all the educational research.that.examines

student.learning is:based on a narrow range of cognitive skills. There-

fore, crrent::research Cannot lead, to conclusive generalizations about

educational outcomes because it cannot measure most of them well.

Second there is virtually no ekamination of the cost implications

of research results, By and:large, educationairesearchers have con-

centratedon,Aiscovering,effective educatiOnalpractices Virtually no

attention has beenAaaid to the.notion of cost-effective educational
. .

praCticea.. ,Itesearchresults are*thuS difficult to translate into'

Amlicy7relevant statements...

Third; lew atudieS 'Maintain adequatej,controls overwhat:actually

:goes On .in the clasSroom aS it_relateg to'achieyement Data on:.
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classroom transactions are the only.source of information on ehe content

of ehe student-teacher relationship. Studies fhat omit transactions

data can hope to identify only broad associations among variables that

hold no matter what night be the nature of.the relationship between

student and teacher. Thus researchers' results may well be affected by

circumstances unrecognized in.their analyses.

Finally, the data used.by researchers are, at best, crude measures

of what is really happening. Concepts such as a teadher's ability to

teadh or a student's ability to learn are easily discussed, but ob-

jective measures of these abilities are extraordinarily elusive; and

empirical analysis is based upon measurement. There is no way of

knowing the extent to which inconclusive results stem from the re7

searcher's.inability to measure the variables he includes in his.

analysis accurately.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

With the limitations of research clearly in mind, we return to

the issue of educational effectiveness. The first major implication

of the research is:

Research has not identified a variant of th sting system

that is consistent4 reZated to student ediccationaZ outcomes.

The term "a variant of the existing system is used to describe the

broad =kange of alternative educational practices that have been re-

viewed above. We specifically include Changes in school resources,

processes organizations, and aggregate levels of funding.

We must-emphasize fhat we are not suggesting fhat:nothing makes

a difference,:or
thatnothing""worki." Rathr, We are taying'that re-

searth has 1.Ound nOthing'ihat Consistently and unaMbiguously.makeS a

differencein-SiudentiOutcOMes..
Th&literiture'cantains nUmerouS

examples. 'Of'dneationalpraetiCes that'seei, td-have.i,significantlY af-

fected stUdenteoutCOmes: The prOblei

other stUdies, Similar:in a0ProaCh and'ziethod'i thatfin&fthe':aiMeedu

Cational practicetobe ineffectiVeAm&we.haveno clearidea OfNIT

1See Section VI.
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a practice that seems to be effective in one case is apparently inef-

fective in another.

We must also emphasize that we are not saying fhat school does

not affect student outcomes. We have little knowledge of what student

outcomes would be were students not to attend sdhool at all. Educational

research focuses on variants of the existing system and tells us nothing

about where we Might be withort the system at all.

Furthermore, nothing we have found in the educational research

literature proves that our current educational system cannot be sub-

stantially improved. But fhe research results we review above provide

little reason to be sanguine. bur general conclusion, so far, is that

there are few consistent, positive, policy-relevant findings. That is,

the research offers little guidance to what educational practices

should be implemented. This condition can arise because fhat is the

way the world really is, or because researchers have been asking the

wrong questions, or because the research methods used are not suffi-

ciently powerful, or because the data are "bad." For whatever reason,

we can only say that the educational practices examined fhus far are

only weakly connected to student achievement.

Finally, the educational practices.for which sChool systems have

traditionally been willing to pay a premium do not appear to make a

major difference in student outcomes. TeaChers' experience and,teachers'

advanced degrees, the two basic ,factors that determine salary, are not

clearly related to student achievement. Reduction in class size, a

favorite high-priority reform in the eyes of many school systems, seems

not to be related to student outcomes. In general, the second major im-

plication of the research (and the most inportant one for school finance),

is:

Increasing expenditures on traditional educational practices
is not likeiy to improve educational outcomes substantially.

,

The third major policy implication of the research is:

There seem to be opportunities for significant reduction
or redirection of educational expenditures mthout de-
terioration in ethicational outccvnea.
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Researchers have examined many variants of the existing educational

system. As we have indicated, none of these variants has been shown to

improve educational outcomes consistently. A fact often overlooked is

fhat few have been shown to lead to significantly worse outcomes either.

Consequently, educational research has provided a long list of equally

effectiVe variants of the existing system. And, if these variants are

not all equally expensive, then Choosing the least expensive provides

opportunities to redirect (or even reduce) costs without also reducing

effectiveness.
1

Educational reSearch consists almost entirely, of effectiveness

studies. There are very few cost-effectiveness studies. The tremen-

dous volume of "negative" results -- negative according to the peculiar

bias of educational research, which seeks only improvement on the ef-

fectiveness side -- must surely contain nany "positive" results in the

sense of indicating less costly methods of accomplishing as mudh as is

currently attained.

The research contains some evidence supporting a fourth major

finding:

Innovation, responsiveness, and agptation in schooZ

systems decrease with size and depend upon exogenous

shocks to...the System.

In other words, large::6Ystems are less likely to be innovative, respon-

sive, or adaptive fhaitare small Isistems. Further, whatever'fhe size

of the:system,' innovation is not apt tO Come from within the System.

Outside PressureS; from the community or from the federal goVernment,-

are'likely to be needed. We-note, howevfer, that relativelY little

researchAlas'been directed toward these issues.H Hence,' this' finding

=kit be viewed as tentative.

The implication of this tentative conclusion is clear.

currently*,good deal of interest in federal leVerage and'in

tion of whether federal aid to*he schools-should be'tied or

There is.

the ques-

untied.

JThiS-,COnClUsion q'pr.,Plies only 'tO..:41.130-il'eOf Otic4iionai'effec-

tiveness Ss now'measured.' jt4Cannot.be' applied,to justify :situations,, _
.

in which constant or decreasing'exPendifures would imPair'ihe health

or safety of children'and staff:

113
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The literature that we have examined suggests that federal influence

is important in getting innovation into urban school systems, although

the hypothesis has not really been tested rigorously.

Our review of educational research supports a fifth major finding:

Educational research is seriously deficient in terms of

the size, scope, and focus of resea:rch efforts and in the

integration of research results.

Beyond these specific limitations, educational research has tended to

be small in scale, narrow in scope, diffuse, maldistributed, and lacking

in focus. By comparison with other major sectors, the amount of re-

search activity devoted to educational problems is surprisingly small.

For example, the amount of resources allocated to agricultural research

and development is more than four times as large, and health research

is allocated more than 13 times as much. Moreover, educational re-

search is ,a relatively recent development. Quantitative research on

American education goes back to the work of Joseph Meyer Rice in the

1890s; but significant levels of activity did not begin until the late

1950s when first the National Science Foundation, then the Office of

Education, began to fund a wide range of research activities. A com-

parison of R&D communities by institutional affiliation shows that edu-

cational research is very unlike other R&D sectors in the economy because

colleges and universities perform the majority of R&D in the educational

sector. The academic community tends to conduct relatively small studies

on a part-time basis and to concentrate on basic research. Furthermore,

educational research has tended to be the almost exclusive domain of the

psychologist. Only recently has it begun to attract the attention of

more than a handful of well-trained researchers in other fields.
1

The body of educational research now available leaves much to be

desired, at least by comparison with the level of understanding that

has been achieved in numerous other fields. This does not reflect the

quality of the contemporary educational researcher, but rather the

1See Levien (1971) for a discussion of the current state of

educational research.
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nature of the research community and its history. The typical educa-

tion study is not founded on a wealth of previous knowledge and under-

standing nor is it directed toward the needs of the educational policy-

maker. There are virtually no research-based, problem-solving units

in the typical operating agency. In 1968 there were only 1,300 man-

years devoted to research, development, or ,innovation in the almost

20,000 state and local education agencies; most of that was devoted to

testing and to gathering statistics (Levien, 19 71).

Finally, the sixth major implication of our work is:

Reseoxch tentatively suggests that improvement in studene
outaanes both cognitive and noncognitive, may require

weeping changes in the organization, structure, crnd con-
duct of educational experiences.

This inference follows from the first four concl-usions cited

above, as well as from the testimony of the experiential approach.

Even the fifth conclusion, which cites the paucity of educational re-

search, tends to reinforce this point, because it implies that marginal

changes in research will be inadequatcf. to point clear directions for

educational improvement. The next subsection offers hypotheses that

are broadly consistent with the "sweeping change" inference.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? THE SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

Our review of educational research found little association be-

tween various educational practices resources, processes, organiza-

tions, and so on and students' educational outcomes. We also in-

ferred reasons why this seems to be so: the role of non-school factors,

interaction, and inappropriate froms of education. Although they have

been recognized in the past by many educational researchers, they have

not been carefully investigated to any great extent. They are

potential explanations of why research has not revealed the expected

connections between educational processes and educational outcomes.

Non-School Factors

There is considerable evidence that non-school factors may well

be more important determinants of educational outcomes than are school

11'5
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factors. The research repeatedly finds high correlations between stu-

dents' socioeconomic backgrounds and educational outcomes. A variety

of hypotheses as to why this relationship seems so powerful have been

put forward.

o At one extreme, there are some who argue that genetic differ-

ences among children are associated with their racial, cul-

tural, or social backgrounds. According to this view there

are differences among children with respect to their learning

ability, and these differences are, in turn, correlated with

their environments.

o Others have argued that environment is correlated with educa-

tional outcomes because much of the child's learning occurs

outside of school. The child raised in an environment of

poverty is seldom exposed to nnmemns or libraries, lives

in a home where few books are present, and generally is not

exposed to the variety of educational experiences available

to the advantaged child.

o A third and spmewhat related view also argues that mudh of a

child's learning occurs outside school. What children learn

outside school, it is argued, depends upon what their environ-

ments offer to them by way of experiences. Thus the child

raised in an environment of poverty learns "as mmldh" as a

child raised in a middle-class family; but precisely what

he or she learns is quite different from what the siddle-class

child learns. Horever, this argument goes on, the tests or

measures of educational outcomes are oriented toward the

middle class and, roughly speaking, give full value to what

the middle-class child has learned outside school but only

partial credit to what the poor Child has learned outside

school.

o Still others have argued that a child's backgtound influences

his educational outcomes by affecting his attitudes. According

to this view, the disadvantaged child ladks motivation or

does not aspire to educational success. His parents are

176
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likely to have attained relatively low educational levels.

He faces racial andior class discrimination which reduces

his prospects of success (compared with the middle-class

child) despite his educational attainment. The general

thrust of this argument is that the disadvantaged child is

not encouraged, either directly (e.g., by parental pressure)

or indirectly (e.g., by observation of the "payoff" of educa-

tion to others like himself), to seek success in eve schools.

The above are but a few of the many hypotheses as to why educa-

tional outcomes seem to be unaffected by variations in educational

practices. They are not necessarily the most likely to be true, but

they illustrate how a broad range of background factors may be adduced

in asserting their domination of educational outcomes.

None of this means that schools do not or cannot affect outcomes

but it does imply that factors outside of the schools have a strong

influence on students' educational outcomes, perhaps strong enough to

"swamp" the effects of variations in educational practices. This is the

important point: Are our educational prdblems scHool prdblems? The

most profitable line of attack on these educational problems, under this

hypothesis, may not be through the schools at all. But we have very

little knowledge as to how and to what extent educational outcomes are

affected by non-school factors. We can only observe that there is con-

siderable evidence that non-school factors are closely associated with

students' educational outcomes. The best information we have, regardless

of the deficiencies we have noted, is that schools do not now have a

tremendous impact on the achievement that does occur. Therefore, it is

logical to infer that the whole substantive area of non-sdhool learning

deserves much more attention than it has received from past research.

Interaction

There is some (weak) evidence that fhe impact of an educational

practice may be conditional on other aspects of the situation.
I Simply

stated, this hypothesis argues that teadher, student, instructional

1See, for example, Thelen (1967).
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method, and, perhaps, other aspects of the educational process interact

with each other. Thus, a teacher who works well (is effective) with

one type of student using one method may accomplish far less when work-

ing with a different type of student, even if using the same instruc-

tional method. Accordingly, the effectiveness of a teacher, or method,

or whatever, may vary from one situation to another.

We have discussed the notion of interaction at length in Section IV

and will not repeat that discussion here. The important point to be

made is, perhaps, that research has not discovered an educational prac-

tice that is consistently effective because no educational practice

always "works" regardless of other aspects of the educational situation.

Interaction may explain why educational research has thus far failed

to identify any educational practice that is consistently effective.

There may not be. any universally effective educational practices.

Thus far, teachers (or students) are generally viewed as inter-

Changeable within broad constraints. Educators voice concern if, say,

a sixth-grade teaCher is asked to teed' the third grade, or if a science

teaCher is assigned to an.English class. But if a sixth-grade teadher

is teaching sixth-graders, few ha,7e aaked whether that teaCher would

be more effective if assigned to teach a different set of students.

If interaction in fact exists, it nay be possible to assign teachers

to students so that each teadher (and student) is working with the

particular type of student (and teadher) with Whom he or she is parti-

cularly effective. Thus, the concept of interaction should be viewed

as not only a potential explanation of our inability to identify con-

sistently effective .educational practice, but also as a prospective

path toward improving educational outcomes.

We must emphasize that we now know very little about interactions.

There have been few attempts to examine interactions, and there is some

controversy among educational psychologists as to whether interactions

actually exist. Most of the evidence for the existence of interactions

comes from ex post rationalization of research results. That is, some

researchers, confronted with unexpected results in their analyses,

4141111 0 73 II 178
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have reviewed, their data to "see what happened" and "discovered"-.that

there was interaction among student, teacher, method, or whatever.

The possibility that any given teacher may be more or less e!jective

when working with one group of students than when working with another

is too important to overlook and is therefore another priority field

for research.

Different Forms of Education

Finally, there is a suggestion that substantial improvement in

educational Outcomes can be obtained only through a vastly different

form of education. Those who argue this hypothesis.question whether

the educational system, as currently constituted in the United States,

can be substanti,ally improved. It is seen, at the extreme, as being

a bureaucratic, rigid, unresponsive structure that no amount of margi-

nal change can improve. Both the organizational approach and the ex-

perimental approach argue for this hypothesis.

In some cases, critics of the system foe:us on the organization of

the school's basic unit, the classroom. They argue that traditional

instructional practices fail to capitalize on children's natural

curiosity and interest in learning. Team teaching, the use of audio-

visual aids, and other instructional methods make little difference,

according to these critics, so long as the child is forced to devote

his attention to the teacher's choice of topics. Open schools, schools

without walls, and the like are seen as being the solution.

Other critics haNe found fault with the incentive structure in

the schools. They argue that rewards and penalties are distributed

among teachers and administrators according to implicit rules that

emphasize factors unrelated to educational effectiveness. Those who

share this perspective tend to argue for systems in which incentives

are directly tied to educational outcomes, such as voucher systems,

performance contracting and so on.

lesearCh tells us little about how effective these vastly differ-

ent forms of education might be.
1 They are novel systems that have

1But see Carpenter and Hall.(1971).
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been only sparingly put into practice, if at all. And there is cer-

tainly a possibility that they may prove to be much less effective

than the current system. Large-scale experiments or demonstrations of

these vastly different forms of education should be implemented and

carefully observed and evaluated.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? THE METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

The policy results also raise another issue: What kind of re-

search is now possible and worth doing? To begin, we consider this

issue for each approach separately; then we raise the question of what

is now needed to create real policy analysis for education. First,

with relbect to the input-output approach, only one of the studies

analyzed (iatuulhek, 1970) was able to match.student achievement with

resources -- in particular, teachers -- to which the students were

actually exposed. (Ordinarily, student achievement is matched to

average school resources). This etudy found that teachers make a dif-

ference (for ethnic majority students), but it was unable to identify

what qualities of a teacher make a difference. Thus, some researdh

should be devoted to pushing this enterprise further. But this means

that more resources will have to flow into creating new data. None of

the currently used and widely analyzed data sets -- EEOS, Talent,

Plowden -- enables the investigator to match individual achievement

with individual resources.

For the process approach it is important to pin down the inter-

action effects. This will require complex experimental designs. We

also believe that it is important to work on translating promising

research and development results into the operating classroom. This

will mean a much closer scrutiny of the R&D experiments themselves

and'of the means of disseminating and evaluating results.

The organizational approach is one of the least rigorous and

robust. The kinds of questions we want answered about educational

organizations need to be expressed more clearly, and the sampling

procedures need to be improved. A balance must be struck between the
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in-depth richness provided by small samples and the generalizability

provided by large ones. The organizational approach has a close re-

lation to alternative financial structures. It is hard to influence

the choice of processes or resources within schools or classrooms from

outside without creating massive problems of control. It may be pos-

sible to influence educational organizations thtough new financial

schemes, but the organizational approach has as yet not identified

effective methods for applying that influence.

The evaluation approach is the most policy-oriented of those con-

sidered here. Therein lies its greatest strength and also its greatest

weakness. In large program evaluations, across many individual pro-

jects, the basic question to be answered is, to what extent was the

program successful in general? Thus, large-scale evaluations tend to

lump together individually successful and unsuccessful projects to

arrive at a general conclusion about program effectiveness. This

general assessment provides an estimate of what would happen if the .

program were implemented elsewhere, which is extremely useful to know.

On the other hand, large program evaluations are seldom sufficiwitly

detailed to explain why some projects succeeded while others failed.

But this is, perhaps, the more important information. Evaluators

clearly must pay much more attention to the differences between suc-

cessful and unsuccessful projects within programs. If these differ-

ences can be identified and understood, the successful projects should

be used as mode:a for further within-program development.

We feel that the books and articles that make up the reform liter-

ature have provided insights rather than answers. These insights

must be checked, verified, refined, and extended. We need to develop

methods of analysi9 that will allow us to distinguish the effects of

the ways in which schools are organized, the way in which a particular

school is organized, and the personalities of a particular set of in-

dividuals. Thus, an elementary school teacher may tell us that the

children in her school are brutalized. We have to be able to determine

whether or not this situation stems from the underlying structure of

our echools. Does the way in which we go about providing elementary
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education "build in" incentives thEt stimulate such treatment? Or,

alternatively, does this situation come about because of the way a

particular school or school district is structured? Or, is this

behavior a function of the types of people.fhat happen to staff that

particular school? In short, the reform literature describes the path-

ology of the schools. In this pathology idiosyncratic, or applicable

to a wide range of schools? Can the prescriptions of the reformers

be translated into operational planning and generalized to a wide

range of schools? If they can, would their prescriptions be acceptable

to the clientele of the American education system -- in other words,

to all of us? There is, after all, substantial evidence that most

Americans think the schools do.pretty well now. If major increases

in effectiveness require fundamental restructing of education, then

effective reform might 1-.e unacceptable to fhe public even if costs were

thereby reduced.

We believe three things are needed in educational policy analysis.

First, it will be necessary to merge the various research approadhes.

If economists want to fit educational "production functions," fhey

will have to revamp the approadh completely to include in their models

specific processes and organizational factors that affect students,

as well as interaction effects. The failures of the input-output ap-

proach are, in fact, causing everyone to look more deeply at funda-

mental assumptions About education. And so the economists find them-

selves.face to face with the psydhologists and educators, being forced

into a detailed analysis of what goes on in schools and classrooms.

Second, we simply must measure
education in relation to many more out-

comes and dimensions (including time) than is currently being done.

More resources must be devoted to designing new measures and instru-

ments, and research will have to focus on outcomes over time. Organ-

izationally, this implies sOme permanent institutional arrangement

fhat will keep the long-run research policy relevant. Third, cost

considerations must be brought into analyses. We arL Almost certainly

overlooking many opportunities to redirect scarce educational re-

sources effectively and will continue to do so until a firm base of

cost-effectiveneso researdh is built.
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We have consciously avoided any explicit discussion of the aims

of education for WO reasons: A study of those aims was not part of

our dharter; furthermore, since such a study would rely ultimately on

personal values, the researcher is no more competent than any other

citizen to solve these issues.

Yet as James has said (1971):

4

We have been notably unsuccessful as a society in this

century in stating our aims of education. The prospect of

allowing,ourselves to be pressured by narrow concerns, driven

by casual circumstances -- like our rather uncritical embrace

of "accountability" -- to set trivial goals for our educational

institutions is appalling. We desperately need, for the long

range, not to preoccupy ourselves with the trivial, but to

shape our goals to fit our broadest perception of the needs

of human life, and to challenge our model-builders to reach

toward them, and to be critical of failures to reach them.

Our review here of what is known about educational effectiveness

is a first short step to responding to that challenge, by identifying

the limitations of our present knowledge and methods and pointing out

possible paths toward improvement. The larger task set forth by James

can only come from interdisciplinary efforts of an intensity, breadth,

and continuity heretofore unknown, but not by that token unattainable.
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Appendix A

INPUT-OUTPUT STUDIES

This appendix lays out in some detail the studies examined in the

input-output approach -- the first of the five approaches discussed in

the text. In addition to reporting the results claimed for particular

studies, we have made some effort to explain what each analyst did.

For each of the 18 studies discussed here, the reader will find the

following:

o Author(s), title, publisher,.date

o Unit of analysis: whether analysis was applied to

sdhools or to individue students

o Sample size and description

o Kinds of data

o List of variables (all independent and dependent

variables are included)

o Procedure: what the analyst did as well as the

techniques used

Results

The studies are arranged in chronological order.

'William G. Mollenkopf and S. Donald Melville, A Study ofSecondary

School Charaoteristios as Related to Test Soorec, Research

Bulletin RB-56-6, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, 1956,

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.

SAIVLE

(a) 100 sdhools (9,600 ninth graders), (b) 106 schools

(8,357 twelfth graders).
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DATA

Independent variables were drawn from a questionnaire filled out

by principals. Dependent variables were drawn from special tests ad-

ministered in the schools at the request of the Educational Testing

Service (ETC).

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Number of school facilities (e.g., auditorium, gymnasium).

2. Percent full-time teadhers five or more years college training.

3. Percent full-time teadhers five or more years experience.

4. Percent full-time teadhers aged 36-60.

5. Years of experience of principal.

6. Degree level of principal.

7.. Percent principal's time-supervision.

8. Percent principal's time-administration.

9. Number of special staff.

10. Pupil/teadher ratio.

11. Drop-out index [(a) 12th graders/10th graders;

(b) 9th graders/7th graders].

12. ADA/number pupils 7th grade or higher.

13. Average class size.

14. Public library in region.

15. PTA members/nuober pupils 7th grade or higher.

16. Percent graduates entering college.

17. Percent support from state aid.

18. Average teadher salary.

19. Supplies and library expenditure/nulber pupils 7th grade

or higher.

20. Percent fathers higb school graduate.

21. Percent fathers employed as professionals.

22. Percent fathers employed as farmers.

23. Percent fathers employed as craftsmen.

24. Rate of growth of community, 10 years.
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25. Size of community (ufban/rural).

26. NuMber of pupils in school, 7th or higher.

27. South or non-South.

Data were collected for seven additional independent variables

that were discarded a zriori.

Dependent

1. Vocabulary test score.

2. Sentence completica test.

3. Arithmetic reasoning test.

4. Arithmetic computation test.

5. English achievement test.

6. Social studies achievement test.

7. Science Achievement test.

PROCEDURE

Questionnaires were sent to 1,877 hi3h school principals. Replies

ware obtained from 844 (560 indicated willingness to administer tests).

A stratified sample (by independent vaalables 3, 16, and 17, selected

by factor analysis of independent variables) was chosen from among these.

Mean aptitude test scores (nutbers 1-4) were calculated for each

school. Independent variables were dichotomized near the median and

correlated with man test scores. Based on these simple correlationr,

six independent variables (numbers 14, 17, 19, 20, 25, 27) were chosen

for further study.

Parts 1 and 2 of the aptitude test were combined to obtain a ver-

bal score. Parts 3 and 4 were coabined to obtain a quantitative score.

For each four-way coubination of the six independent variables, a mul-

tiple correlation coefficient for each score was calculated for the

9th and 12fh grade samples. Variables maker 19 and 27 consistently

appeared in the coubinations yielding high correlations.

The simple correlation matrix shows that five other variables were

sometimes correlated with the achievement test scores (numbers 9, 10,

13, 16, 21). Stepwise regression was used eight times (9th and 12th
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graders by three achievement scores and total achievement score) to

choose from among these 11 independent variables. Regression coeffi-

cients are reported, but no significance levels or standard errors are

given. R2 was generally higher in 12th grade equations.

RESULTS

Average class size and percentage of last year's graduates who

went on to college occurred most often.

James Alan Thomas, Efficiency in Education: A Study of the Relation-

ehip Betoeen Selected Inpute and Mean Test Scores in a Sofip Ze of

Senior High Schools, unpublished Ph.11 dissertation (microf.),
Stanford University Library, 1962.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.

SAMPLE

206 schools in communities between 2,500 and 25,000 population.

DATA

School output and input data were dram frost Project TALENT data

bank. Data on socioeconomic characteristics of home and community were

drawn from the Census.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Size of 12tti,gtade class.
2. Median starting salery male teachers.

3. Expenditure/pupil (Grades 9-12).
4. Type of school (academic versus comprehensive).

5. Grades included in school (10-12, 9-12, etc.).
6. Number of days in school year.
7. Average class size, science and math.
8. Average class size, non-science.
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9. Average amount of homework expected.

LO. Number of stuOy hall periods!week.

11. Number of books in school library.

12. Age of building.

13. Provision for grouping.

14. Wien starting salary -- femmle teadhers.

15. Average experience of teadhers.

16. Presence of guidance program.

17. Torn population.

18. Adult (in town) median years of schooling.

19. Unemployment rate.

20. Percent labor force in manufacturing.

21. Median family income.

22. Miles to nearest city larger than 100,000.

23. Percent rural farm.

24. Percent Children in private schools.

25. Percent population born in state.

26. Percent employment white collar.

27. Percent owner-occupied homes.

28. Quality of housing.

29. Average daily percent absent.

30. Delinquency rate.

31. Percent dropouts after entry into 10th grade.

32. Percent males who went on to college last year.

Dependent

1. Information test, 10th grade, boys.

2 . Information tes t 10 th grade girls .

3 . Information tes t 12th grade , boys .

4. Information test, 12th grade, girls.

5.1 English test, 10th graders, all.

6. English testb 12th graders, all.

7. Reading comprehension, 10th graders, all.

8. Reading comprehension, 12th graders, all.

9. Creativity, 12th graders, ail.
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10. Mechanical 'masoning, 10th graders, all.

11. Abstract reasoning, 10th graders, all.

12. Abstract reasoning, 12th graders, all.

13. Mathematics II, 10th graders, all.

14. Mathematics I, 12th graders, all.

15. Mathematics II, 12th graders, all.

16. Mathematics III, 12th graders, all.

17. Physical science. 12th graders, boys.

18. Mechanics, 12th graders, boys.

PROCEDURE

A stepwise, multiple regression was run for each of the 18 depen-

dent variablea. All independent variablea were considered in every

case.

RESULTS

R2 ranged from .77 to .87. F tests indicated very significant R

in every case (minimum F is 8.12; maximum F, 17.40). In one regression

equation (dependent variable nuaber 18), all 32 independent variables

were significant at the 1 percent level. (Beta coefficients were all

at least 10 times their standard error.) Consistently significant pos-

itive (negative). variables ware 1-4, 6, 11, 12, 14-16, 18, 21, 24, 25,

27, 28, 31, 32 (5, 7-9, 29).Consistently insignificant variables were

10, 13, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 30.

Charles Benson et al., State and Local Fiscal Relationships in Public

Education in California, Report of the Senate Fact Finding Committee

Revenue and Taxation, Senate of the State of California, Sacramento,

March 1965.

UNIT OF ANAIXSIS

School District.

SAMPLE

Fifth-grade pupils in 249 California school districts.
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pATA

Data on socioeconomic variables for districts' attendance areas

were collected from 1960 Census. Data on school resources were obtained

from district records.

VARIABLES

Independent,

1. District taxes/total income.

2. State aid/total income.

3. Other aid/total income.

4. Total income/ADA.

5. Instructional expense/total expense.

6. Instructional expense/total ADA.

7. Total expense/total ADA.

8. Percent teachers in highest salary quartile.

9. Percent teachers in lowest Barmy quartile.

10. Percent teachers in provisional salary quartile.

11. ADA/teacher.

12. Teachers/administrators.

13. Mean teachers' salary.

14. Mean administrators' salary.

15. Teacherst/administrators salary.

16. Teachers' salary/ADA.

17. Administrators' salary/ADA.

18. Median household income.

19. Median adults' education.

20. Unemployment rate.

21. Percent persons under 18 living with both parents.

21. /%13A.

23. Size of attendance area.

24. Assessed value/ADA.

25. Tax rate.

Dependent

Score on reading achievement test.
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PROCEDURE

The temple was divided by size of district (in ADA) into three sub-

sampleb. After preliminary inspection of simple correlations, ten in-

dependent variables
(numbers 4, 6, 8, 9, 11-14, 18, 22) were included

in a stepwise regression for each subsample.

RESULTS

For the smallest size category, independent variables 6, 8, 18,

and 22 were significant and positive. Independent variables 9 and 12

were significant and negative.

For the middle-sized districts, independent variables 8, 13, and

18 were both positive and significant. Variables 12 and 22 were nega-

tive and significant.

For the largest districts, independent variables 8 (-), 12 (+),

and 18 (+) were significant.

James S. Coleman et al., "Pupil Achievement and Motivation," Chapter 3,

Equality of Educational Opportunity, U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, U.S. Office of Education, 0E-38001,

Washington, D.C., 1966, pp. 218-333.*

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Individual/School.

SAMPLE

645,000 students in the lat, 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th grades in

about 3100 schools.

The Coleman report is a massive document presenting the results

of research into a number of educational problem. We are concerned

here only with that segment of the report that deals with the rela-

tionship between school resources and background factors and student

outcomes.
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DATA

1170 high schools were raudomly chosen within a stratificd sampling

scheme. Every elementary sehool Chat sent over 90 percent of its gradu -

ates to a selected secondary school was included in Che sample of elemen-

i

tary schools. The remainder of the elementary school sample was selected

from otLer feeder schools by a stratified, random process. The total

elementary school sample camtained 3223 schools. SChool resources were

derived from questionnaires applied to school superintendents, princi-

ipals, and teachers. Background factors were drawn from questionnaires

applied to individual students. Student outcomes were obtained from a

battery of tests administered under ETS direction. Both principal and

pupil questionnaires were obtained fram 689 high schools.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Reading material in 'home.

2. Possessions in home.

3. Parents' education.

4. Number of siblings.

5. Parents' educational desires.

6 . Parents ' interest .

7. Integrity of home.

8. Changing schools.

9. Foreign lanpulge.in home.

10. Urbanism of background.

U. Control of environment.

12. Self concept.

13. Interest in school.

14. Homework.

15. Preschool.

16. Nunber of students in school in grade.

17. Nonverbal mean score.

18. Verbal mean score.

19. Proportion Negro in grade.
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20. Proportion white in grade.

21. Proportion Mexican-American in grade.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Proportion Puerto Rican in grade.

Proportion Indian in grade.

Proportion Oriental in grade.

Proportion other in grade.

Average white in class last year.

Average white throughout school.

Proportion

Proportion

30. Proportion

Proportion

Proportion

Proportion

Proportion

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

definite plans for college.

mother attends college.

mother wishes excellence.

own encylopedia.

college prep curriculum.

read over 16 books.

weber debate club.

Average number science courses.

Average mmther language courses.

Average number mathematics courses.

Average time with coungelor.

Proportion teachers evect to be best.

Proportion no chance for successful life.

Proportion want to be best in class.

Average hours homework.

Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'

Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'
Teachers'

perception of student quality.

perception of school quality.

SES level.
experience.

localism.

quality of college attended.

degree level.

professionalism.

attitude toward integration.

preference for middle-class students.

preference for white students.

verbal score.
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55. Teacher ' variation in proportion of white student taught.

56. Teachers' proportion male.

57. Teachers' proportion white.

58. Teachers' proportion certified.

59. Teachers' average salary.

60. Teachers' number of ebsences.

61. Teachers' attended institute for disadvantaged.

62. Teachers' attended NSF institute.

63. Pupils/teacher.

64. Percentage makeshift rooms.

65. Specialized rooms and fields.

66. Science lab facilities.

67. Library volumes/student.

68. Extracurricular activities.

69. Separate classes for special cases.

70. Comprehensiveness of curriculum.

71. Number of specialized teachers and correctional personnel.

72. Transfers.

73. Number of typo; of tests given.

74. Movement between tracks.

75. Accreditation index.

76. Days in session.

77. Age of texts.

78. Part-day attendance.

79. Teacher turnover.

80. Guidance counselors.

81. Attendance.

82. Percent graduates who go on to college.

83. Principal from teachers college.

84. Principal's salary.

85. School location (urban/rural).

86. Length of academic day.

37. Tracking.

88. Accelerated curriculum.

89. Promotion of slow learners.

414422 0 - 72 - 13 194
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90. Attitude toward integration.

91. Instructional expenditure/pupil.

92. School board elected.

93. Teachers examined.

Dependent

1. Score on nonverbal test.

2. Score on general information test 1.

3. Score on general information test 2.

4. Score on general information test 3.

5. Score on general information test 4.

6. Score on general information test 5.

7. Score on general information total.

8. Score on verbal test.

9. Score on reading test.

10. Score on mathematics test.

PROCEDURE

Sinple correlation matrices were constructed and examined. The

60 independent variables that appeared to be most important were selec-

ted and used for all grades. (At lower grades some variables were non-

existent, reducing the total at Chose grades.) Preliminary regressions

were then run and further variables deleted. Final analyses were con-

ducted on 6th, 9th, and 12th grade samples stratified, at eaCh grade

level, by race and region (North/South).

In each case a sequence of regression runs toms made in which blocks

of variables were added to a regression and the additional explanatory

power of each block of variables was calculated. Regression coefficients

and tests of significance were not reported. Background factors are

always entered prior to any of the three main categories of variables:

student-body variables, school facilities and curriculum measures, and

teachers' characteristics. Verbal achievement is the only dependent

variable for which results are reported.
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RESULTS

Backaround Factors

Eight background factor variables (nurbers 1-7 and 10) explained

about 15 percent and 10 percent of the variance in the achievement of

Southern and Northern Negroes, respectively. The explanatory power of

background factors for Northern and Southern whites was about 20 per-

cent in each case.

School Facilities and Curriculum

In general, measures of inhool facilities and curriculum accounted

for an extremely small amount of variation in student achievement.

Eleven variables (numbers 16, 66-68, 70, 74, 80, 85, 87-88, and 91)

were used to mtasure facilities and curriculum. Instructional expen-

ditures per student (91) accounted for less than .3 percent of the var-

iation in achievement after the six "Objective" background factors

(1-4, 7, 10) were controlled for three of the four major Jubgroups.

For Southern Negroes, this variable accounted for about 3 percent of

the variation in achievement after background factors were entered.

The unique contribution of the school facilities and curriculum

measures varied among grade levels and race/region sUbgroups. But the

only cases where the additional explanatory power of these eleven var-

iables (entered after the six "objective" background factors) exceeded

about 3 percent were, again, Southern Negroes. There, these variables

generally added about 8 percent.

Teachers' Characteristics

Seven teacher variables (nuMbers 45-47, 49, 52, 54, and 57) were

selected. Controlling for fhe six "Objective" background variables,

teachers' characteristics contributed between 1 and 214 percent explana-

tory power for whites, about 3 percent explanatory power for Northern

Negroes, and about 81/2 percent explanatory power for Southern Negroes.

Results are reported for five grade levels by ten

racial/regional subsamples. Ue will concentrate on the

9th and 12th grade results for Northern and Southern Negroes

and whites.
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Stuispl±egy Characteristics

Five student-body variables (numbers 28, 31, 42, 72, and 81) ac-

counted for far more variation in the achievement of minority group

children than did Any attributes of school facilities and somlwhat more

than did attrfbutes of staff. Controlling for the six "objective" back-

ground fertars and eleven school characteristics (facilities and cur-

riculum), studenc-bc:y characteristics added about 4 percent to the

explanatory power e:f Che Negro regressions and about 11/2 percent to the

explanatory pawl: of the white regressions.

The variable, proportion white students in school, had a negligible

effect upon white achievement under all conditions. For Negroes the

variable added to the explanatory power of an equation that includes

the six "objective"background factors and instructional expenditures

per pupil: 112 to 3 percent if no other variables are controlled, and

a negligible amount if student-body characteristics are also controlled.

Total Impact,

The six background factors accounted for about 13 (711/4, 16, ) per-

cent of the variance in the achievement of Southern Negroes (Northern

Negroes, Southern whites, Northern whitea). The seven teacher charac---

teristics added about 8 (3, 21/4, 11/2) percent to the explanatory power

of the equation. Adding the eleven school variables increased the re-

gression's explanatory power by about 31/4 (2, 11/4, 1) percent. Finally,

adding the student-body variables increased explanatory power by about

2 (2, 1, 3/4) percent. Overall, Chen, the production function accounted

for about 26 (15, 20, 19) percent of the variance in students' verbal

achievement.

Jesse Burkhead, Thomas G. Fox, and John W. Holland, Input and Output

in Large City High Schools, Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, 1967.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.
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SAMPLE

(a) 39 Chicago schools, (b) 22 Atlanta schools, (c) 177 Project

TALENT schools.

DATA

Chicago and Atlanta data were drawn from school district records.

The TALENT sample was drawn from Project TALENT file. Occasional var-

iables were drawn from the Census.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Median family income in school's attendance area (Census).

2. ADA.

3. Age of building.

4. Textbook expenditures/pupil.

5. Materials and supplies expenditure/pupil.

6. Median teacher experience.

7. Percent teachers with M.A. or higher.

8. Teacher man-years/pupil.

9. Administrator num-years/pupil.

10. Auxiliary man-years/pupil.

Dependent

1. Percent llth graders in "stanines" 5-9 on IQ test/percent

llth graders in stanines 5-9 in norm group for test. (A

stanine is an interval along a nine-point, ten-equal-interval

line.)

2. Identical index calculated from a reading test.

3. Percent dropouts, 11th grade.

4. Percent llth graders expressing college intentions.

5. Residual from simple regression of 11th grade IQ index

on similarly defined index for that year's 9th graders

in same school.

6. Identical index calculated from a reading test.
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Independent

1. Total experience/pupil.

2. Library experience/pupil.

3. Average teacher salary.

4. Enrollment/teacher.

5. Teadher turnover.

6. Registration beginning of year.

7. Median family income in school's attendance area (Census).

8. ADA.

9. Age of building.

Dependent

1. School median on veibal test, 10th graders.

2. Percent male dropouts, all grades.

3. Percent graduates who went on to college.

4. Residual from simple regression of 10th grade verbal test

median on'8th graders median score on same test that year.

Independent

1. Books in library/12th grader.

2. Mean class size.

3. Beginning salary, male teachers.

4. 12th grade enrollment.

5. Median family income in attendance area (Census).

6. Age of building.

7. Median teacher experience.

8. Total expenditures/pupil.

Dependent

1. 12th grade reading scores, school mean.

2. Percent dropout, all grades.

3. Percent graduates who went on to college.

4. Residual of mean 12th grade reading score regressed on,

mean 10th grade reading score, same test, sdhool, year.
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PROCEDLRE

Stepwise multiple regression for each dependent variable.

RESULTS

(a) Nothing significant shoved up in the IQ residual regression.

Family income wns significant positive in reading and IQ index regres-

sions; nothing else was significant. Teacher experience was significant

positive in residual reading score regression; nothing else was signi-

ficant. Family income, age of building (counting from oldest), and cm-

terial and supplies expenditures/pupil were significant negative in

dropout regression. There was nothing significant for college inten-

tions.

(b) There was nothing significant for post -high-sdhool. Family

income, library expenditures/pupil, and average teacher salary were

silmilllmtnegative, and total expenditures/pupil and registration

were significant positive, in dropout regression. Family income was

significant positive and registration significant negative in verbal

score regression. Teacher turnover was significant negative in resi-

dual verbal score regression.

(c) There was nothing significant in either percent dropout or

percent college. Books in library/12 grader was significant and

positive in residual regression. Family income, building age, teacher

experience, and salary were significant in reading scores regression.

Eric Hanushek, The Education of Negroes and Whites, unpublished Ph.D.

dissertation (nicrof.), Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1968.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.

SA1PLE

in the Northeast or Great Lakes regions.

471 schools with five Or more white 6th grade students and 242

schools with five or more black 6th grade students. All schools were

22.0
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DATA

All data* were drawn from dhe Equal Educational Opportunity Survey

(EEOS). All variables vere sdhool aggregates across all 6th graders in

school.

VARIABLES

kyleperulerat.

1. Possessions in home.

2. Father's education.

3. Family size.

4. Sdhool in central city.

5. Percent Negro students.

6. Teacher's experience.

7. Teacher's verbal ability.

8. Percent students have non-white teacher previous year.

9. Percent who attended nursery school.

10. Percent student out-migration previous year.

11. Percent students whowish to finish high school.

12. Percent students who feel they have little chance of success.

Dependent

Verbal score.

PROCEDURE

Two regressions were run in log-log form, one each for white

schools and black schools.

RESULTS

In the white sample all variables were significant except family
.

size and student out-migration. The nursery school and out-migration

variables were omitted from the black regression. All other variibles

entered and were significant except father's education and percent non-

white teadhers previous year. Signs were the same in both regressions,

with possessions, father's education, nursery school, percent wishing

to finish high school, teacher's verbal score, and teachees experience

being positive. 201



Martin T. Katzman, "Distribution and Production in a Big City Elementary

School System," Yale Sommrio Easaye, Vol. IS (spring 1968), 201-256.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.

SAMPLE

DATA

56 Boston schools.

Obtained from local (Boston) sources.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Class size.

2. Percent students in classes greater than 35.

3. Students/staff.

4. Size of school area.

5. Percent teachers with permanent status.

6. Percent permanent teachers M.A. or greater.

7. Percent permanent teachers 1-10 years experience.

8. Percent turnover.

9. Percent seating capacity utilized.

10. Index of cultural advantage.

Dependent

1. Attendance rate.

2. ADA percent of initial enrollment.

3. Median score on reading test, 6th grade; ditto, 2nd grade.

4. Percent taking Latin School test.

5. Percent passing Latin School test.

6. Continuation rate (100 dropout rate of alumni).

PROCEDURE

Stepwiee, multiple regression for each of the dependent variables.
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RESULTS

The index of cultural advantage was sigrificant and positive in

all equations cxcept 4 and 5. Also, the size of the school area was sig-

nificant and positive In 1-3 and 6. Teacher inexperience vas signifi-

cant and negative in 3, significant and positivc in 1, 2, and 6.

Students/staff was significant and negative in 3. Nothing was sig-

nificant in 4 and 5.

Elchanan Cohn, "Economies of Scale in Iowa High School Operations,"

Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 3 (fall 1968), 422-434.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Sdhool district.

SAMPLE

377 Iowa high school districts, of which 372 are one-school dis-

tricts.

DATA

Provided by the Iowa State Department of Public Instruction.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Average number college semester hours/teaching assignment.

2. Average number different teaching assignments/teacher.

3. Median high school teacher's salary.

4. Number of credit units offered (1 unit = 1 course 1 year).

5. Building value/pupil.

6. Bonded indebtedness/pupil.

7. Class size (number pupils/number teachers).

8. ADA.

Dependent,

Average composite score on the Iowa Tests of Educational Develop-

ment administered to 12th graders in 1963 less the average composite

23
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score on the same battery adadnistered to 10th graders in 1961. No

cor.:ecticts for student-body changqs.

PROCEDURE

Multiple regression.

RESULTS

Indepent variables 1 and 2 (3 and 44) were significant and negative

(positive). Transforming all variables into logs and rerunning yielded

the same result. When the sample was restricted to 87 districts whose

1960 population exceeded 5,000, only variable 2 was significant (it was

still negative).

Richard Raymond, "Determinants of the Quality of Primary and Secondary

Public Education in West Virginia," Journal of Human Resources,

Vol. 3, No. 4 (fall 1968), pp. 450-469.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School district.

SAMPLE

Approximately 5000 students entering West Virginia University (WVU)

between Septenber 1963 and September 1966 from 49 West Virginia county

school districts.

DATA

Outcome data were obtained from the University. Data on school re-

sources were obtained from various state agencies. Background factors

were derived from the Census.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Average teacher's starting salary weighted.

2. Average teacher's salary.

3. Average elementary teacher 's salary. .
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4. Average secondary teacher's salary.

5. Average weighted (by degree level) teacher's salary in

contiguous counties.

6. Average teacher's salary in contiguous counties.

7. Percent teachers telching in two or more fields.

8. Students/teacher.

9. Number of library volumes in excess of standard.

10. Non-teaching expenditure/pupil.

11. Median income of professional, managerial, and kindred

occupations in county.

12. Median family income in county.

13. Median years of schooling by adults in county.

14. Urbanization of county.

15. Percent employed in professional level occupations in county.

Dependent

1. Mean grade point average in freshman year at WIN for sampled

students in county minus the county quality measure computed

from grade point averages (see procedure, below).

2. Mean composite ACT score for sampled students in county who

went to WVU minus fhe county quality measure computed from

achievement test (ACT) composite score (see procedure, below).

PROCEDURE

The set of students from each county who go on to WVU is not a

random sample of all high school graduates from that county. To con-

trol for this, two quality measures were defined. A stratified, random

10 percent sample of the students who did go on to WVU WAS chosen.

Their grade point average in freshman year at WVU was regressed on their

grade point average in selected high sdhool subjects. (The regression

was not forced through the origin.) Then the difference between each

student's freshman-year GPA and his selected-high-sdhool-subjects-GPA

..times the regression coefficient on high-school-GPA was calculated.

The value of this calculated variable, averaged over all students in

a county, was taken to be the CPA quality index for that county school

district.
2C 5
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The ACT quality index was calculated for each county by an identi-

cal procedure, using the ACT compceite scores of the students in the

subsample as the dependent variable in the simple regression.

Your regressions were run for each dependent variable. Independent

variables 7 through 15 enter every regression. Independent variables

1 through 4 each enter one regression for each dependent variable. In-

dependent variable 5 enters the two regressions with independent varia-

ble 1. Independent variable 6 enters the six regressions with indepen-

dent variables 2 through 4.

RESULTS

None of the independent variables 4 through 15 was ever significant.

Independent variable I was significant when the second dependent variable

was used, but not when the first dependent variable wes used. Indepen-

dent variables 2 and 3 were each significant in their two (each) re-

gressions.

Samuel Bowles, Eaicational FY,oduction Function, Final Report, U.S. De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, OEC-1-7-000451-2651, ED 037 590, Harvard University, Calibridge,

Massadhusetts, February 1969.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Individual/school.

SAMPLE

(a) Black male high school seniors in U.S. Office of Education

regions 1, 2, and 3 in 1960 who responded to both the initial and 5-year

follow-up Project TALENT suiveys, (b) EEOS data on bladk students en-

rolled in the fifth grade in 1965.

DATA

Drawn from TALENT and EEOS data banks. Background factors on in-

dividual level, school resources on school level, in both data banks.

2 6
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VARIABLES

.Independent,

1. Father's occupation.

2. Mother's occuration.

3. Father's, education.

4. Mother's education.

5. Own room, desk, typewriter.

6. Appliances.

7. TV, telephone, radio, phonograph.

8. With whom living.

9. Average class size, science and math.

10. Senior class size.

PROCEDURE

(a) In order to maximize observations, regression coefficients

were estimated from the relationship cov (x x
j
) b = cov (x y)

where the ijth element or cov (xi, xj) is calculated on the basis of

all observations for which data on i and j are available, and slmilarly

for cov (x y). Separate "regressions" were run for each dependent

variable and beta coefficient calculated. Beta coefficients for social

class variables were summed, as were those for school variables. The

respective sums were compared in each case to estimate fhe relative im-

portance of each set of variables with respect to each dependent varia-

ble. Bowles apparently (it is never stated one way or fhe other) "fitted"

his equations, deleted insignificant variables, then "refitted" the

equations.

(b) Essentially the same steps were repeated using EEOS data.

Bowles then examined the specification bias stemming from fhe

omission of initial endowments.

RESULTS

(a) Father's occupation and the measure of consumer durables ap-

peared in al/ fhree equations with positive signs. Mother's education

and mother's occupation appeared once each; both were positive. The

2(i7
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sums of the beta coefficients for social class variab1 e6 were .62, .46,

and .69 in the reading, mathematics, and composite score equations,

respectively. Teachers with graduate training/class appeared in all

three (positive); class size in science and mathematics appeared twice

(negative), but not in the nmthematics equation. Tracking was negative

in all three. Expenditure per student on non-teaching inputs (positive),

age of building (negative) , and educational innovation entered once

each. The sums of the beta coefficients for school variables were

.35, .80, and .47, in order.

When percent black was added to each equation, it was significant

(negative) in two cases (except reading).

(b) Reading material in home, number of siblings, parents/ edu-

cation level, teachers' veabal ability, and presence of science labor-

atory facilities, average time spent in guidance, and days in session

were all significant and positive. Regarding days in session as a

community variable, the sum of the beta coefficients for school inputs

was .32, very similar to the sum of school input beta coefficients in

the TALENT reading equation.

Bowles then introduced student's control of environment and stu-

dent's self-concept. Both were positive and very significant.

Thomas G. Fox, "School System Resource Use in Production of Interdepen-

dent Educational Outputs" (mimeo), The joint National Meeting,

American Astronautical Society and Operations Research Society,
Denver, Colorado, 1969.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School.

SAMPLE

DATA

39 Chicago schools.

Chicago school district records and the Census.
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VARIABLES

Independent

1. Teacher man-years.

2. Auxiliary service man-years.

3. Total book expenditures (text and library).

4. Index of building utilization capacity.

5. Capacity of building, weighted by age.

6. Percent student class hours in vocational courses, weighted

by number of students.

7. Median family income in attendance area, weighted by number

of students.

8. Percent of students planning on college, weighted by number

of students.

9. Number students employed part-time.

De_pendent

1. Eleventh grade median reading stanine weighted by number of

students.

2. Holding power (one -minus dropout rate) .

PROCEDURE

Two simultaneous equations were specified in double log form, one

for each dependent variable. Each dependent variable enters the other

dependent variable's equation as an independent variable. (Tfie theory

is that schools trade off between the two outputs.) Independent vari-

able 8(9) was deleted from the holding-power (reading) equation. Two-

stage least squarec (TSLS) was used to estimate the simultaneous system.

Independent variable 4 was deleted (insignificant), and the reduced

forms were calculated and estimated using ordinary least squares.

RESULTS

Holding power (positive) and total teacher man-years, total text

and library book expenditures, and vocational class student hours (all

negative) were significant in the TSLS equation for reading. Family

income had a t-ratio below one. In the holding-power equation, reading,2, 9
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total teacher man-years, total book expenditures, and vocational class

student hours were all positive and significant. Total auxiliary man-

years, building capacity weighted by age, and total family income were"

all negative and significant. No significance statistics were presented

for the reduced-form equations. All variables were positive except book

expenditures and building capacity-age code in the reduced-form reading

equation. Only total students employed part-time was negative in the

holding-power reduced-form equation.

Herbert J. Kiesling, The Relationship ofSthool Inputs to Public School

Perprmance in New York State, P-4211, The Rand Corporation, October

1969.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School District .

SAMPLE

97 school districts.

DATA

The c'ependent variable is the average for all 6th grade pupils who

were in the same school and took the same test in the 4th grade. School

resource and family background measures were drawn from district records.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Teachers/pupil.

2. Principals and supervisors/pupil.

3. Special staff/pupil.

4. Expenditures/pupil for books and supplies.

5. Median teacher salary.

6. Average salary of teachers in top salary decile.

7, Index of occupation of family breadwinner of 5th grade pupils.

8. School district debt/pupil.

9. School district growth rate, 1950-1958.

454-922 0 - 72 - 14 210
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10. ADA.

11. School voperty value/pupil.

12. Salary of superintendent of schools.

13. Mean salary of principals.

14. Expenditures/pupil for principals, assistant principals, and

supervisors.

15. School district value of buildings/classroom.

16. School district value of furniture and equipment/classroom.

17. Median years teadher experience in sdhool district.

Fpendent

1. Composite score on Iowa test of basic skills.

2. Arithmetic score on Iowa.

3. Language score on Iowa.

Three variants of each dependent variable were used:

a. Sdhool district mean for 6th graders who were in the same

school and took the same test in the 4th grade.

b. School district gain at the mean -- 4th grade to 6th grade

(for all students present in both the 4th and the 6th grade,

school district in 6th grade less school district mean in

4th grade).

c. School district mean for 6th graders who were present in the

4th grade with those pupils'mean score in the 4th grade en-

tered as an independent variable.

The sample was stratified into five subsamples on the basis of the

family breadwinner's occupation. For each subsample and for the total

sample, the nine dependent variables were computed (i.e., averaging

over the pupils in each subsample). Thus the study included 54 depen-

dent variables. Districts were ehen divided into two groups -- urban

and non-urban -- and the 54 regressions were run for each group.

PROCEDURE

Factor analysis,, a priori reasoning, and inspection of simple cor-

relations 'were used to reduce the list of independent variables to six>

index of occupation, teachers/pupil, expenditures/pupil for books and

'. ;
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supplies, average salary of teachers in top salary decile, value of

school district property/pupil, and expenditures/pupil for principals

and. supervisors. 108 regressions were then run.

RESULTS

Rural Sat91.e.

In the 54 regressions run on the sample of rural districts, only

the occupation index was ever significant.

Urban Sample

The author claims (regression results are reported for 30 of the

54 regressions) that: (1) there are major differences in findings among

the three variants of each dependent variable; (2) findings for all

three test scores are basically the same; (3) the index of occupation

is always positive and significant; (4) teachers/pupil and expenditures/

pupil for books and supplies consistently related negatively to the de-

pendent variable, often at an advanced level of significance (in the

30 reported regressions the teacher-pupil. ratio was significant in

12 cases and expenditures per pupil was significant in 10 cases); and

(5) none of the other three variables was uniformly important, although

each was important at one time or another. (In 7 of the 30 reported

regressions, none of the other three school variables was significant.)

Herbert Riesling, A Study of Cost and Quality of New York SchooZ Districts,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Office of

Education, 8-0264, Washington, D.C., February 1970.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School District.

SAMPLE

Fifth and 8th grade pupils in 86 school districts in New York

State. Eighth, and in some cases 5th, grade students in 273 schools

in New york state.

212
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DATA

Ninety-nine school districts were chosen from among New York school

districts that used ehe Iawa Test of Basic Skills in the 5th and 8th

grades in the 1964-1965 sdhool year. Usable information was obtained

from 86 of them. Test scores and data concerning parents/ occupations

and education were obtained from the districts. School resources data

were obtained from New York's Basic Educational Data Syst(An, which be-

gan collecting detailed data on New York schools in 1967.

The selection of schools for the second part of the analysis is

not described.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Average teacher salary.

2. Average teacher experience.

3. Average teacher degree level.

4. Average teacher certification.

5. Pupils/classroom.

6. Pupils/laboratory.

7. Pupils/academic classroom.

8. Value of school-district-owned property/pupil.

9. Average salary of non-classroom professionals.

10. Principal's experience

11. Principal's degree level.

12. Father's education level.

13. Mother's education level.

14. Father's occupation level.

15. Pupils/teacher.

16. Expenditures/pupil on central administration.

17. Principals and supervisors/pupil

Dependent

1. Score on Iowa mathematics test.

2. Score on Iowa verbal test.

3. Composite score.
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All schoOl variables were averages over the school district. For

each of the three chpendent variables at each grade level (5th and 8th),

the sample was divided into seven subsamples on the basis of the father's

education. The dependent variable for eadh subsample was computed as

the average_score over all students in a diotrict in the subsample. The

design thus generated 42 regressions; but sample sizes were too small to

support analysis in three cases. The sample was then restratified by

seven categories of the father's occupation and the procedure was re-

peated. All 42 regressions were run. The independent variables in all

81 equations were mother's educational level (district average over all

students in subsample), average (over entire district); teacher's sal-

ary, experience, degree level, and certification; pupils/teadher ratio;

and expenditures/pupil on central administration.

An alternative model was formulated in.which administrative expen-

ditures/pupil was dropped from the regressions and the value of school-

district-awned property and the.number of pupils and supervisors (both

an a per-pupil basis) were inserted. This model was run on the seven

stratified-by-occupation 5th grade subsamples and the six stratified-

by-education 8th grade subsamples. The composite score, averaged over

the subsample, was the dependent variable in all cases.

A factor analysis of the independent variables suggested another

alternative specification of the model. Mother's education level, aver-

age teacher's degree level, experience, and salary, the pupils/teacher

ratio, administrative expenditures per student, and pupils/classroom

ratio were the independent variables. Composite scores for six 5th

grade and the seven 8th grade stratified-by-education subsamples were

the dependent variables.

The sample of school districts was divided on the basis of popu-

lation density into two groups -- urban and rural. The original model

(inde.2endent variables 1-4, 13) 15, and i6) was fitted for seven 5th

grade urban district and six 5th grade rural district stratified-by-

education subsamples. The dependent variables were average composite

scores over all pupils in the subsam

1

les.
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(14, -31

The sample of districts was divided into two groups --within and

outside the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. For the districts

in each group, seven stratified-by-education regressions were run. The

original set of independent variables (1-4, 13, 15, and 16) was used.

The dependent variables were average composite scores for all 5th graders

in each subsample.

Finally, data were collected on the level of the individual school.

Eight subsamples were defined: schools in districts with six or more

schools, schools in districts with five or fewer schools, all schools

in Albany, Birmingham, Niagara Falls, Schenectady, and Syracuse, and

all schools. The dependent variables were not defined.

RESULTS

The marious stratification schemes add up to 127 regressions. The

box-score is:

Variable
No. of Regres-
sions in Which
Variable is
Entered

127

No. of Regres-
sions in Which
Variable is
Significant
with Positive
Sian

No. of Regres-
sions in Which
Variable is
Significant
with Negative
Sign

48Mother's education level

Pupils/classroom 6 1

Teadher certification level 121 28 1

Teacher degree level 127 4 4

Teacher experience 127 18 4

Teadher salary 127 1 8

Pupils/teacher 127 3 3

Administrative expenditures/
pupil 114 36

Value of school-district
property/pupil 13 2

Administrative personnel/
pupil 13
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Henry M. Levin, "A New Model of School Effectiveness," Do Teachers Make

a Difference?, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel Develop-

ment, 0E-58042, 1970, pp. 55-75.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School/individual.

SAMPLE

597 white, 6th grade students in 36 schools in a large Eastern

city who had attended no other school.

DATA

All data drawn from EEOS. School resources measured on school

level; background factors measured on individual level.

i/ARIABLES

Independent

1. Sex.

2. Age.

3. Possessions in student's home.

4. Fanily size.

5. Real (or surrogate) mother in home.

6. Real (or surrogate) father in home.

7. Father's education.

8. Mother's employment status.

9. Attended kindergarten.

10. Teacher's verbal score.

11. Teacher's parents' income.

12. Teacher experience.

13. Whether teacher's undergraduate institution university or

college.

14. Teacher's satisfaction with present sChool.

15. Percent white atudents.

16. Teacher turnover.

17. Library volumas per student.

ijA
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Dependent

1. Student's attitude.

2. Parents' attitude.

3. Student's grade aspiration.

4. Student's verbal score.

PROCEDURE

One equation was specified for each of the dependent variables. The

verbal score equation included the other three dependent variables and

all independent variables except 5, 6, 8, 11, and 15. The student's

attitude equation included verbal score and parents' attitude and in-

dependent variables 1-4, 6-8, 14, 16, and 17. The grade aspiration

equation included verbal score and parents' attitude and all indepen-

dent variables except 7, 10, 12, and 15-17. The parents' attitude equa-

tion included independent variables 1, 3-6, 8, 15, and 16. Ordinary

least sqnares (OLS), two-stage least squares (TSLS), and reduced-form)

estimates (RFE) were calculated for dependent variables 1, 3, and 4.

OLS was used for the parents' attitudes equation.

RESULTS

Verbal Score

Student's attitude, parents' attitude, and grade aspiration were

all significantly and positively related to verbal E3Core in the OLS

estimation. All were insignificant when TSLS wes used. Age and family

size (both negative) as well as possessions, father's education,

teacher experience, and teaCher's undergraduate institution (all posi-

tive) were significant in the OLS estimates. Only age (negative) and

teacher experience (positive) were significant in the TSLS estimates.

Student Attitude

Verbal score, attended kindergarten, teacher's satisfaction (posi-

tive), and mother in home (negative) were significant in OLS estimates.

TSLS yielded the same results except that mother's employment was also

significant (positive).
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Parents' Attitude

Possessions (positive) and family size, mother in home, and per-

cent white students (all negative) were significant.

Stephan Michelson, "The Association of Teacher Resourcefulness with

Children's Characteristics," Do Teachers Make a Difference?, U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Office of

Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, 0E-58042,

1970, pp. 120-168.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

School/individual.

SAMPLE

597 white and 458 black 6th grade students in an unknown number of

schools in a large Eastern city who had attended no other school.

DATA

. All data wero drawn from EEOS. School resources were measured on

the school level. Teacher's attributes were averaged over teachers in

the 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades. Background factors were measured on the

individual level.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Sex.

2. Age.

3. Family size.

4. Possessions in student's home.

5. Father's education.

6. Attended kindergarten.

7. Real (or surrogate) mother in home.,

8. Teacher's veibal ability.

9. Teacher's experience.

10. Teacher tenure.
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11. Discrepancy between teachers reported and desired percentage

of white students.

12. Teacher's desired percentage of white students.

13. Whether teacher was academic major in college.

14. Whether school tracks (by ability groups).

15. Library books.

16. Whether school has auditorium, cafeteria, gymnasium.

17. Percent students in upper quartiles on test.

18. Size of school site (acres).

19-22 Four interaction terms crossing student socioeconomic status

(SES), student-body SES, and level of school resources --

the constructions of these variables are not clearly defined.

23. Father's occupation.

24. Mother's education.

25. Percent teachers whita.

26. Teacher's parents' education.

27. Teacher's year of schooling.

28. Whether school has adequate texts ("adequate" not defined).

29. Age of school building.

30. Assignment (?).

31. Whether mother employed.

32. Teacher turnover.

33. Teacher's preference for another school.

Dependent

1. 'Verbal test score.

2. Reading test score.

3. Mathematics test score.

4. Student's attitude.

5. Studentli grade aspiration.

PROCEDURE

The sample was stratified by race, and seven regressions -- two

each for.dependent variables 1 and 3, three for dependent variable 2 --

were run for whites. Five regressions were run for blaCks, two each

for dependent variables 1 and 2 and one for dependent variable 1.
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Although fhere is considerable overlap, the set of independent variables

entered into each regression differs between regressions within and be-

tween subsamples. A system of three simultaneous equations with the

dependent varidb les verbal tes t score , s tudent ' s at titude , and s tudent 's

grade aspiration was specified and estimated using two-stage least

squares for eaCh of the racial sUbsamples. Specifications were the

Same in both cases.

RESULTS

Whites - 'Single Equation Model

Sex entered all seven white regressions and we significant in

five of them. Its sign_was positive when reading was the dependent

variable, and negative when mathemittcswa&j the dependent variable.

Age and family size were both significant and negatilleio-each of fhe

seven white regressions. Possessions and father's education were both

significant and positive in each of the seven.

The remaining variables entered in each of the seven regressions

(and their signs if significant) were as follows:

Verbal 1: 6(+), 9(+), 11(-) 15(+), 16 (+) 19 (-) 20, 21,

22(-).

Verbal 2: 6(+), 8(+), 9(+), 12(+), 20(+) , 22(-

Reading 1: 9(+), 12(+), 20, 21

Reading 2: 8(+), 9(+)., 14, 16(0 , 20(+).

Reading 3: 9, 10, 14, 16, 18(+), 20, 21(-).

Mathematics 1: 6(+), 7, 14(-) , 15(0, 16(+) , 17(+), 18(+),

Mathematics 2: 6 (+) , 10 (+) , 11 , 13(+), 14 16 (+) , 18(+).

Blacks - Single Equation Model

Sex entered all five regressions, but was significant (+) only with

respect to reading 2. Age was significant and negitiVe in all five cases.

Possessions also entered all five regressions, ,but was significant (+)

only .in.the two verbal equatiOns. Family size entered the two verbal
;

and the two reading equations, being negative and significant in all
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variables (and their signs, if significant) in each re-
gression were as follows:

Verbal 1: 10(-),
Verbal 2: 14(-),
Reading 1: 5 (+) ,

Reading 2: 6(+),
Mathematics 1: 5(+),

14(-), 24(+) , 26(4), 28(+).
15, 24(+), 26(+), 28(+), 29(-).

6(+) , 7(-) , 8 , 13(-) , 20(+) , 23, 26.
7(-), 13(-) , 20(+), 23, 25, 26(+).
23, 26, 27, 30(+).

Whites - Simultaneous Equation Model

The three dependent variables in the model were student's verbal
test score, attitude, and grade aspiration. Attitude and grade aspir-
ation were not significant in the verbal equation. Verbal score was
significant and positive in the attitude and aspiration equations. In-
dependent variables entered (and their sign, if significant) were as
follows:

Verbal:

Attitude:
Aspiration:

1 , 2(-),
1(+), 2,
1, ?, 3,

3, 4,
3(-),
4, 5,

5

4

6,

6, 8,
5(+),
7(-)

9(+), 13.(+) , 15

6', 7, 32(-), 33.
13, 31(+) , 33(+).

32.

Blacks - Simultaneous Equations Model

No measures of statistical significance were reported.

Eric Hanushek, The VaZue of Teachers in Teaching, RM-6362-CC/RC,
The Rand Corporation, December 1970.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Individual.

SAMPLE

DATA

Student information.,0aS' c4rived from cumulative school recorda,,'
information on their teachers f;rom a survey.
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VARIABLES

Independent

1. A student's 3rd grade teacher's experience.

2. A student's 3rd grade teacher's semester hours of graduate

work.

3. A student's 2nd grade teacher's experience.

4. A student's 2nd grade teacher's semester hours of graduate

work.

5. Sex.

6. Family income.

7. NuMber of siblings.

8. Number of dbsences.

9. Percent Mexican-Americans in school.

10. Average income in school.

11. Student 's score:on Stanford Achievement Test in 1st grade.

12. Student's score on Stanford Achievement Test in 2nd grade.

13. Whether student repeated grade.

14. Percent of time 3rd grade teddher spends on discipline.

15. Third grade teadher's verbal facility.

16. Years since most recent educational experience, 3rd grade

teadher.

17. Second grade teadher's verbal facility.

18. Years since most recent educational experience, 2nd grade

teacher.

19. 1A/1143101er father in clerical job.

20. Years 'Of experience,"teaching students of this SES 'level,

'3rd grade:-teaCher.,

,.'21. Years -.6f:"Oilierierice.,:teaching Students' Of :this SES :leVel '

vamacellawMPST.
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Dependent

1. Student's SAT score in 3rd grade.

2. Student's SAT score in 2nd grade.

PROCEDURE

The records of all children in the 3rd grade in the system (2,445

students) were examined. Data on all independent variables were avail-

able for 1,061 students. Individual teachers were matched to indivi-

dual students. This sample was divided into three subsamples: 323

whites whose fathers had nonmanual jobs, 515 whites whose fathers had

manual jobs, 140 Mexican-Americans whose fathers had manual jobs. A

separate regression was run for each subsample and for an "all-whites"

subsample, the first dependent variable being regressed against the

first 11 indepiindent variables.

Then, for: each of the three subsamples, 3rd grade SAT score was

regressed on sex, 2nd grade SAT score, and a seriea of dummy variables

TL where TL 1 if the ith student has the jth teacher in the 3rd
j

J
grade. These analyses were then repeated with 2nd grade SAT score,

sex, 1st grade SAT score, and the teacher dummy variables as the de-

pendent and three independent variables, respectively.

Last, stepwise regressions were run for the two white subsamples.

The dependent variable in each case was 3rd grade SAT score. The com-

plete set of independent variables considered is not given. The re-

ported results list: for the white manual subsample, sex, 1st grade

SAT score, and independent: variables 13-18; and for the white nonmanual

subsample, lst grade SEr score and independent variables 16, 18-21.

The author states that rejected variables include: school composition'

in terms of occupp.tional distribution, -ethnic distribution and;achieve-

ment distribution; objective background characteristics of the teachers

such as socicyeconomic status, college major, and membership in profes-

sional organizations; and various measures of a teacher's attitudes

toward b,is students.
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The complete results of the first set of regressions mentioned

above are not given. However, the teacher variables -- 3rd grade

teacher's experience and advanced training, and 2nd grade teacher's

experience and advance training -- were all insignificant in each of

the four regressions.

For whites the hypothesis that the teacher dummy variables are

identical was rejected at the- 1 percent level. This was true for both

the 2nd and the 3rd grade regressions and for both the manual and the

nonmanual subsamples. However, for Mexican-Americans, the hypothesis

that all teachers had an identical effect could not be rejected at

either the 2nd or 3rd grade level.

In the last set of regressions, sex (+), whether grade repeated

(-), 1st grade SAT score (+), time spent on discipline (-), 3rd grade

teacher's verbal facility (+), and 2nd grade teacher's years since ed-

ucational experience (-) were significant for the white manual subsample.

For the white nonmanual subsample only 1st grade SAT score (+) and

whether father had clerical job (- if yes) were significant.

Harvey Averch and Herbert Kiesling, The Relationship of School and En-

vironment to Student Performance: Some Simultaneous Models for

the Project TALENT High Schools, unpublished paper, The Rand

Corporation, 1970.

UNIT OF ANALYSIS,

School..

b. .School/individual.

SAMPLE' \\

a. About 5000 9th grieers from 746 public comprehensive and
,

College preparatory high schools.

820 9th graders randomly chosen from the above group.
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DATA

All data were derived from project TALENT. School variables were

on the school level. In the first part of the analysis, individual

achievement scores were averaged by. school. In the second part, indi-

vidual scores were the output measure.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Socioeconomic index.

2. Perceived needs of staff.

3. Percent students to juvenile court.

4. Principal's degree level.

5. Number of tracks.

6. Average class size.

7. Percent teachers certified.

8. Average salary, male teachers.

Dependent

1. Percent teacher transfers.

2. Expected education.

3. Student achievement.

PROCEDURE

In the first part, a set of three simultaneous equations (one for

each dependent variable) were estimated by two-stage least squares tech-

niques. Expected education, student achievement, percent students to

juvenile court, and perceived needs of staff entered the teacher trans-

fers equation as independent variables. Student achievement, socio-

economic index, and percent teacher transfers.were.the independent varia-

bles in the expected education equation. Independent variables 4 through

8, expected education, and percent teacher transfers were used to ex-

plain student achievement. Reduced-form estimates were computed and

compared with ordinary least squares estimates.
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Basically the same mode for student achievement and expected

education was then estimatrd on the level of the individual student.

The percent teacher transfers equation was dropped. The results were

compared with Levin's.

RESULTS

School Level System

School average etudent achievement was found to be significantly

related to expected education (+), percent teacher transfers (-), male

teacher's average salary (+), and the number of tracks in the school.

Expected education was significantly related only to the socioeconomic

index (+). Percent teacher transfers was significantly related to stu-

dent achievement (-), expected education (+), and percent students to

juvenile court.

In the ordinary least squares version of the student achievement

and percent teacher transfer equations, all independent variables were

entered into each. Socioeconomic index (+), class size (-) , male

teachers' average salary (+) , and number of tracks (+) were signifi-

csntly related to student achievemnt. Percent students to juvenile

court (+) and class sizFt (+) were significantly related to percent

teacher transfers. Again, only the socioeconomic index was signifi-

ca=l; related to expected education.

Individual Level System

Socioeconomic index (+) was the only significant predictor of

educational expectations on the individual level. Expected education

(+) and average salary of male teachers (+) were significantly re-

lated to student achievements.

Marshall S. Smith, Equality of Educational Opportunity: The Basic

Findings Reconsidered.,', unpublished paper, Center fOr Educational

Policy Research, Harvard Graduate- Senool of Education, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, 1971.

454-922 0 - 72 - 15
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Northern 6th, 9th and 12th grade subsamples from EEOS.

EEOS.

VARIABLES

Independent

1. Urbanism of background.
2. Parents education.
3. Integrity of family.
4. Family size.
5. Posliessions.
6. Reading material in home.
7. Parents ' interests .

8. Parents' educational desires.
9. Proportion own encyclopedia.

k 7)0 Student transfers.
11. Attendance.
12. Proportion in college preparatory curriculum.
13. Average hours homework.

14. Teacher perception of Student's. qualitY._
-;15. Instructional exPenditures/pUpil.

Library volizaeS/puPil.
17. Science laboratory facilities.,
18., rExtraturriculaaCtivities,.:-...r. .. .. ....,

.,....-:::.,..'f.::

19.;:Accelerated:-OUrriCulmii., ... :.., :r:-

. . . . . . . .

::..,,,,,,,..,..,i.....;,,..... ,..,......:,,..e,-,;:, .,,_,,....4.,:.,..,.,,,
r.1:41;:rri!:'

.

20..,- .Compieherisiveness .of ',Ciirrictiluni..-.-., -.' - . :

;
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24. School location.
25. Guidance counselor.
26. Promotion of slow learners.
27. Teacher's verbal achievement.
28. Teacher's degree level.
29. Teacher's socioeconomic status.
30. Teacher's preference for middle-class student.
31. Teacher's experience.
32. Teacher's localism.
33. Proportion teacher white.
34. Proportton students white.

Dependent

Verbal scores,

This is a reanalysis of
the light ,of various errors,
alleged to be present' in the

RESULTS

Errors and Omissions
. .

the Coleman report, (see item 4, above) in
,omissiotiO, and controversial techniques
original analysis.

4 ;Smith -argues,,that Coleman and :his colleagnes ..made two.mechanical

errors..in :creating their :tables.. First,., two .smeasures -of, home bacicground

parents,'.,:education and urbanism of baciground --.were inadvertently..re-
placed.in, the analysis. Second, the student body .:composition variable
called proPortion. Planning tO 'attend college .is 'really a-measure of the
proportion ''of Students in the: college treat in the .schOol. Further,

7f,
,

Coleitan et'.'al. nia.de:.aii:error,lns:-theirprocedutO-'-fOr estimating :the .amount-of
, , 72 I , .:.; ." A

SchdoltO7sichool.:.;dii.fference ;in ...achievement etgoiained by individual hotoe
"Et..backgrOnn4....::Thiti',.error''''.1ed,..tO..-ii'leiiou0.-0.ierestittittion of the 'pOisible.,.:

4 n., Qçf,.p 1-as a iwi
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about fhe relationships between school resources and student adhieve-

ment. In particular, fhe Coleman data did not distinguish among trade,

vocational, academic, and comprehensive high schools.

Background Factors

Measures of students' backgrounds bear a strong relationship to

student achievement at all, grade levels, both within and between schools.

The two errors in the original analysis -- leaving out two variables and

underestimating the amount of between-school variance -- led to a serious

overestimation of the effect of school factors on achievement in the

Coleman Report.

Student-body Effects

The Coleman Report's estimates of the amount of adhievement var-

iance uniquely explained by student-body variables (nuMbers 9-13) are

severely reduced when the intended background controls (including the

two variables erroneously omitted) are uaed. The reduction is between

25 and 50 percent for whites and between 10 and 25 percent for blacks.

Furthermore, Coleman et al. thought that they had included the var-

iable proportion of students planning to attend college, which they in-

terpreted as a measure of the aspirations in the student body. Instead,

however, they entered the variable auallion of students An the college

track. This measure is essentially a direct measure selection in that

those schools with large proportions of students in the college track

are academic schools, whereas the schools with small such proportions

are trade or vocational schools.

Finally, Smith performs a regression analysis for Northern blacks

and whites in the 6th, 9th, and 12th grades - six regressions in all.

All background and school resource variables are entered in each regres-
sion. The basic student-body variables 9-11 enter each equation. In

addition, student-body variables 12 and 13 (14) enter each 9th and 12th

(6th) grade equation. In these twenty-eight caaes (four student-body

variables in each of two 6th grade equations, filie student body varia-

bles in each of two 9th and 12th grade equations), student-body 3iaria-

bles 4Te significant only three times. And in twd of these cases --

t
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teadher perception of student-body quality (14) in both 6th grade re-

gressions -- the variable has the "wrong" sign (negative). Proportion

in college track is significant and positive in only the 12th grade,

Northern black equation.

In summary, Smith finds no evidence that dharacteristics of the

student body have a strong independent influence on the verbal achieve-

ment of individual students.

School Facilities and Curriculum

Smith investigates the same eleven sdhool facilities and curricu-

lum variables (numbers 15-25) as did Coleman et al. He supports Coleman's

original finding that the relationship between facilities and curricu-

lum variables and student adhievement is extremely slight. In the four

full regressions, including all independent variables, for Northern

blacks and whites in the 9th and 12th grade, facilities and curriculum

measures are significant in only three of 48 cases -- movement between

tracks (-) for 9th grade blacks, comprehensive curriculum (-) for 9th

grade whites, and school size (-) for 12th grade blacks.

Teacher's Characteristics

The teacher variables (numbers 27-33) are found to bear little

relationship to between-school variations in student achievement. This

is consistent with the overall conclusion reached in the EEOS report.

In the four full regressions -- 9th and 12th grade Northern blacks and

whites -- no teacher dharacteristic appears to be significant in any

regression.
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